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âBSTBACT
This is a study of the transaiBsion of medical Ideas of the ancient 

world Into Arabian medicine. It Is concerned with pharmacological ideas 

in particular, with special reference to al-Eiwl (Liber 

Contlnens) of al-Rizl (Rhazes).

The First Part of this thesis outlines the medical knowledge of 

the ancient Mesopotamians (Suaerians, Babylonians and Assyrians), 

Egyptians, Indians, Persians and Greeks, and the exchanges In the 

kowledge between them.
The Second Part is a view of the translation efforts* during 

the period of the early *=Abbasid Caliphate, as most foreign 

medical works were translated during this period by the most 

celebrated and competent translators in the Arabian world. This part 

also includes a list of some of the medical works which were 

translated into Arabic, giving some view of how they were 

transmitted and came down to the Muslims, •

The Third Part gives a view of the life of al-Razi and the
significance of his work in brief. Then it deals with his aJ-

an original work written at the end of the ninth century or 

early tenth century A.D., that is after the translation effort had 

culminated, showing the kind of impact this movement had on the medical 

works of Muslims. Then this part examines a section consisting of 

two chapters of volume I of &l'~EâwJ\ it examines some foreign

influences, especially on drugs. This is followed by the

translation of this reference "text and the conclusion "

111
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PART I

i n t r o d u c t i o n ;HISTORY OF PHARMACOLOGY

The history of ancient pharmacology as it was 
inherited by the Arabs is best approached by the 

provision of ^ summary of development on a

geographical or area basis. The areas which are here 

covered are Mesopotamia, Egypt, India,
Greece, and Persia. This is followed by a summary

of the exchanges in medical knowledge between the 

areas.

Mesopotami a

The medical history of Mesopotamia began with its 

early inhabitaniSji-hê̂  Su merlans, about 4000 BC. Sometime 
in the third millennium 6 C tW- Babylonians, who spoke 

Akkadian, conquered the Su me rwnB.TW Assyrians then took 

complete supremacy over Babylonian- Mesopotamia from 

1270 down to 538 BC, so that they inherited the 

civilization of their predecessors. (Elgood, 1951: 3-4; Trease, 

195/»; 6; Levey, 1973; 2 ) * ’ .

$1. For bibliographical details of these and subsequent 

references, see Bibliography pp. 1 7 7-134 * under author.



Thousands of Mesopotamian clay tablets, written in 

a system of cuneiform, are among the earliest

literature relating to pharmacology. The tablets bear 

out that many vegetables, minerals, aKÜoholic 
beverages, fats and oils, parts of animals, honey, 

wax, various milks and botanical drugs, including 

hellebore, myrrh, asafqetida, liquorice, colocynth, 
opium, cannabis, thyme, etc. , were being used
medicinally in this time. Beer was apparently the most 

common vehicle for drugs to be administered orally.

Many of the minerals mentioned by Dioscorides in his 

Ĵ tcrjiÿk had already been used. Salt was applied

as an antiseptic and potassium nitrate as an 

astringent. The forms in which they prepared drugs for 

administration were medicated wines, ointments, 
embrocations, cataplasms, enemas, poultices, plasters, 

lotions, infusions, decoctions and fumigations. (Renaud 

and Colin, 1934; p&ssi&\ Sonnedecker, 1976: 4-S; Levey, 1966; 225-345).

Those prescriptions also show that they frequently 
used revolting material. They believed that such

medicine would disgust the evil spirit, which was said 
to cause a disease, so that it would quit the diseased 

part. In their view, the more serious the disease the 

more nauseating should the preparation be. (Elgood, 1951:4-5).



Egypt

In the third millenniumBC i.Wancient Egyptians were 
supposed to have been acquainted with medical 
knowledge. There were many physicians during this 

time. Among the earliest evidence of medical practice 

in Egypt are the well-splinted fractures of some 
mummies of ca.2750 BC, a tomb inscription referring to 

a physician and his medicine chest ca. 2600 BC, 

pictures of surgical operations carved on the 

doorposts of a tomb ca.2500 BC, and the medicine chest 

of an Egyptian queen ca.2500 which contains vases, 

spoons and dried drugs. (Trease, 1964; 4-5).

However, the most clear information about the 
medical practice of ancient Egypt can be obtained from 

medical papyri, works which were written with ink on 

payrus between ca. 1900-1100 BC. Among them, the Ebers 

Papyrus (bearing the name of a German Egyptologist, 

George Ebers) of ca. 1550 BC, and the Edwin Smith 
Papyrus of ca. 1600 BC, are the main sources of the 

knowledge of Materia Medica of this country. The Ebers 

Papyrus alone embraces more than 700 drugs, in 875 

formulae or recipes. (Trease, 1964; 5; Sonnedecker, 1976; 7-9).

In crude ancient Egyptians apparently knew

most of our modes of administration of drugs such as



gargles, snuffs. Inhalations, suppositories,

fumigations, enemas, poultices, decoctions, infusions, 

pills, troches, lotions, ointments and plasters. The 
drugs were drawn from the plant, the animal and the 

mineral kingdoms, but botanic drugs predominate for 

internal use - such as acacia, wormwood,

date, fennel, fig, garlic and poppy seeds. Mineral
substances such as alum, iron oxide, limestone, sodium 
carbonate, salt and sulpliur were used. Like the 

Mesopotamfans, excreta of various animals were used 

occasionally. Beer, milk, wine and honey were popular
vehicles for drugs. Honey and wax were often used as

binding agents in the formulae. Mortars, hand mills, 

sieves and balances were commonly used in 

technological operations such as pharmaceutical 

compounding. (Sonnedecker, 1976; 9).

It is said that there were not many medicinal 

plants native to ancient Egypt. But, Dioscorides 

mentions 50 vegetable drugs which are original to 

Egypt. Therefore, it is considered that the ancient 

Egyptians cultivated many plants originally not native 

to their country and used them medicinally. For 
example, pomegranate was not Indigenous to Egypt but 

must have been cultivated extensively there about 1 1 0 0  

BC. ( Ibidi.



India

Although Indian medicine is supposed to have had 

its beginnings between 2500 and 1500 BC, we have not 

much information of medical activities of this period, 

down to the sixth century BC, when the earliest 

medical schools of Dhanvantari and of Atreya were 

founded (see Hoernle, part I, 1907; in introduction /k; Sarton, vol.I, 1927; 76; 

Bhishagratna, vol.I, 1963; in introduction Levey, 1973; ID.

The SamhitB-^ of Susrutaf a disciple of 

Dhanvantari, the first-propounder of medical science 

of India (Bhishagratna, Ibid.), is one of the oldest Indian 

medical works in existence. In this work drugs are 

classified according to taste and therapeutic 

properties. Drugs are obtained from animals, minerals 

and plants. Among animal products are ghee, lard and 

marrow. Milk, honey and cow's urine are popularly used 

as excipients, or as binding agents.

i. See- p- 59 no.S^.
*2. For brief information of this and subsequent persons, see 

Biographical Index pp.167-176 ’ personal names).



For jaundice and abdominal dropsy (Sanskrit; Udara') , 

for example, cow's urine is given together with pepper 

ipippal i'> to be drunk every morning before sunrise 

{/iMvoI.II; 523). Other plant products, which are noted as 
being about 760 in number ' (Sarton, vol.I, 1927: 77), are
turmeric, saffron, tree sweet jrush, sesamum, rice and 

others ©t-he-rs whose Indian names are difficult to 

translate. The application of various types of salt, 

such as rock-salt, medicated salt called Kânda-Lavana 

or Sneha-Lavana is also mentioned in this book. The 

drugs are purifying, purgative, emetic, tonic, 
aphrodisiac, antidotes, etc. Various modes of 
administration are also presented. For nervous 

disorders, fomentation, anointment, massage, plaster, 

poultice, cauterization, gargling, etc. are
administered. Sometimes purification and diet is 

prescribed. For example, to improve the memory, a 

person is thorouglly cleansed with emetics, 

purgatives, etc. , which are drunk with hot water, and 
then he is accommodated in a room and prescribed a 

special regimen with milk . (Bhishagratna, vol.II, 1963; 522 & passif).



Another work is Caraka-Sai^itB^ , which represents 

Xtreya's system of medicine (Sarton, vol.I, 1927: 284). According 
to this work, drugs differ with respect to land, 
season, source, flavoi*; taste, potency, post digestive 
effect and specification. Then it describes 600 

purgative preparations. Remedies such as long pepper, 

myrobalan and honey are universally used (Levey, 1973; 13-15).

Many medical writings followed the works of 

Charaka and Susruta, One such work was ShB.nSq's KltSb 

al-Sumuu^ (Book of Poisons), which contains some 
substances from Greek sources and prescriptions from 

older Indian treatises {Ibid, 16).

Jhe- Ancient Indians were expert in poisonous drugs, 
and thq Arabs took much information from them in this 

field. In his campaigns in India Alexander lost a 

great number of soldiers as a result of poisons which 

the Indians employed. Ptolemy, his general, was 
wounded by a spear dipped in serpent's venom and came 

near to death. He was said to be saved by Alexander 

who knew an antidote for . the poison. Alexander may 

have acquired this knowledge from Indian doctors (Elgood, 

1951: 29).

1. See p. 5 9  no. 4  ^

2. See p. 4 9  no.
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The disease which caused the death of Alexander was 

attributed to a ’poison-maiden' whom he received from 

an Indian king as a gift. This is what Aristotle 
warned Alexander about when he said, "Remember what 
happened when the king of India sent thee rich gifts, 

and among them that beautiful maiden whom they had fed 

on poison until she was of the nature of a snake" . 
When the Indian kings want to conquer an enemy ruler, 

they take a new-born girl and strew a plant called 

al-bish first for some time under her cradle, then 

under her mattress, and then under her clothes. 

Finally they give it to her to drink in her milk until 

the growing girl begins to eat it without hurt. Then 

she will be sent with presents to the king whom they 

wish to destroy. When this king has intercourse with 

her, he will die (Elgood, 1951 ; 31).

Greece

The discussion may be started with Hippocrates 

<ca.460-370), "the father of medicine", who was 

responsible for placing medicine on a scientific 

basis, as before him medicine was practised as a magical 

art. Among his teachings which have*|a^ great influence 

upon pharmacological ideas is that "the first 

requirement of medical treatment has to be the 

purification of the body from illness-producing excess



of humours". Based on this theory, :

purgatives, sudorifics, emetics and enemas were 

frequently used by his successors (Sonnedecker, 1976; 15-16).

Before, during and after the time of Hippocrates, 

there was a group of experts in medicinal plants, 

called rhisotamoi. These erudite pharmacobotanists 
collected the indigenous vegetable roots and sold 
them, and they themselves often practised medicine. 

The most important of them was Diodes of Carystos 

(4th century BC) . His p&Corop&x6 v, a book of medical 

botany, is the oldest known botanical work (only 
fragments of this work have survived). He is

considered to be the source for all Greek

pharmacotherapeutic treatises between the time of 

Theophrastus and Dioscorides. (Sarton, vol.I, 1927; 121; Trease, 1964; 

7; Sonnedecker, 1976; 17).

Theophrastus of Eressos (370-285 BC) , a pupil of 

Plato and Aristotle, was one of the most celebrated

Greek botanists. His works were derived partly from

original observations, partly from other observers, 

such as Diodes, and partly from those who followed 

Alexander's armies to the East.
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One of his works which is preserved is tee pi /u t w v 

iiTToptalk (Enquiry into Plants), which deals with the 

collection and preparation of vegetable drugs,
foodstuffs, perfumes, plant diseases and weather 

signs. (Sarton, vol.I, 127; 143 & 121; Trease, Ibid,\ Sonnedecker Ibid,)>

fragments of their works have been transmitted 

to us mainly through the Materia Medical of 

Dioscorides and works of Galen,

Dioscorides wrote the Materia Medica around 78 AD 

after he travelled through Asia Minor, Italy, Greece,

Gaul and Spain. He describes the drugs of his time, 

explains their effect and arranges his description 

systematically. The contents of the five books are 

arranged as follows;

i. Book I; aromatics, oils, ointments, trees,

ii. Book II; animal products, cereals and sharp herbs.

iii.Book III; roots, juices, herbs.

iv. Book IV; drugs useful for poisons,
V. Book V : . wines, mineral^ and stones.

1. See p. 3 Q ,
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It is mentioned by many writers as being the most 

influential pharmacological work ever produced (see 

Meyerhof, 1944(a); 1845-7; Sonnedecker, 1976; 17-18; Levey, 1973; 21; Vllmann, 1378; 103).

The Materia Medica was referred to by Galen <130- 

201 AD) , who also carried otifc his own investigations 

and wrote books on simples, on compounded remedies and 
on antidotes and theriacs* (Meyerhof, 1944(a); 1847 and 1854; Ullisann, 

1978; 103).

Among Galen's important practices is his effort to 

test the action of drugs according to the theory of 

the four humours*.

1- See p. :S3 n.7; p.34 n.lO & 11; p. 35 n*14,15,lb & 17*
2- The humoural doctrine was an ancient concept which explains 

that the four body humours, blood, yellow bile, black bile and 

phlegm, determine the bodily state in health or disease. They are 

associated with the four elements, fire, air, earth and water. 
These elements correspond each to a pair of qualities, hot, cold, 

dry and moist: blood is hot and dry (since it was thought to be 

compounded largely of fire which possesses these qualities); 

yellow bile is hot and moist (air); black bile is cold and dry 

(earth); and phlegm is cold and moist (water). A proper and 

evenly balanced mixture of the humours produce a healthy body and 

mind, while an imperfect balance résultés in disease. The same 

applies
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This idea is illustrated as follows; "Supposing that 

the patient suffered from a disease where the affected 

part was ten units warmer than normal and seven units 
drier, the remedy had to be ten units colder than 

normal and seven units moister, provided that the 

diseased part was located superficially. If it was 

situated more deeply, an adjustment had to be made, 
lest the remedy lose its power before reaching the 

diseased part" . (Sonnedecker, 1976; 19 )1

Many of his preparations became popular. One of 
the most famous remedies that gained a wide reputation 
because of his recommendation, although in use before 

his time, was hiera picra ('holy bitter') (Sonnedecker 1976; 

20), as can be seen later .

to temperament, that is to say, a proportionate blending 

(eucrasia) of the four qualities (hot, cold, dry and moist) 
produces a normal activity; a disproportionate blend (dyscrasia) 
causes abnormal activity. (Taylor, Stedman's Medical Dictlonaryi 

Brock, 1928: 189).
1- This illustration is quoted by Sonnedecker from O.Temkin in 

his book Galejiism, Rise and Decline of a Medical Philosophy, 

Ithaca and London, 1973, p.112, based on Galen's Ars medica 28 

(Kuhn edition 1:388 f.).
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Those works of Dioscorides and Galen were

repeatedly summarized by later physicians such as 

Oribasius (4th cen), Aëtius of Amida (502-575),

Alexander of Tralles (525-605), and Paul of Aegina 

(7th cen). Their pharmaceutical knowledge is based 

upon that of their predecessors, but in their works we 

already find a number of drugs that do not occur in 
the writings of Dioscorides and Galen, for instance, 

camphor, zedoary root, bark of the pomegranate root, 
anacardia, sandalwood, coconut, fluid styrax, cloves, 

mastix and others. (Meyerhof, )944(a); !847-8).

Paulus Aegineta (7th cent.), the last of the Greek

compilers, may be mentioned here. He wrote a medical
encyclopedia in seven books*. The seventh book is 

occupied by drugs which are arranged alphabetically 

together with their properties and uses. Paulus refers 

to his predecessors, mainly Dioscorides, Galen and 

Oribasius. (see Adams, vol.Ill, 1847; pâssià.

1- See page jg
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Persia

Evidence for medical activity among the ancient 
Persians is found in the Avesta, which consists of the 
Yasna, the Yashts, the Vendidad and the Bundabishn, 

and which is the earliest ancient Persian medical work 
which survives. Its author, Zoroaster, or Zarathustra, 
was born sometime in either the seventh or the 
eleventh century BC. The Persians may ̂  had medical 

knowledge before this time. This they either adopted 

from their neighbours in Mesopotamia (Elgood, 1951 ; 5; Sigerist, 

1961 ; 202-6), or established themselves.

The largest medical training centres were probably 

Rayy, Ramadan and Persepolis. Three kinds of 
practitioner issued from the schools, viz. 'healers 

with the holy word, healers with herbs (the Athravans 

or protectors of the Fire) and healers with the 

knife* . (Elgood, 1951 ; 12; Sigerist, Ibid,).

Pharmacobotanists were apparently in high esteem 

in the society. A person from the agricultural class, 
if especially experienced in the medicinal qualities 

of herbs and plants, might rise above his birth and 

enter the ranks of the medical profession which was 

controlled by priests, a group of the highest class in 

the ancient Iranian society (Elgood, 1951: 11-12).
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Among the remedies mentioned in the Avesta is 

madhu, a sweet mild wine, which is given to a woman 

after a delivery. In a case of miscarriage gomes 
(cow's urine) is prescribed, both taken orally and as 

a douche "to wash over the grave in the womb". Games 
is also used to disinfect the clothes of a person who 

has died, to cleanse garments which have been 
contaminated by vomitus or blood, etc. Other drugs are 

shaeta (gold or possibly some yellow plant or liquid>, 

ghana ('that which kills'), and fraspata ('that which 

expels the fruit so that it perishes'), none of which 
can be identified with certainty (/6M8il5>.

Exchanges of medical knowledge in ancient times

The exchange of medical ideas may clearly be 

understood from the history of Persia, in which the 

Achaemenian dynasty (ca. 650—331 BC) and the Sasanian 

dynasty (226-651 AD) played the major part.

A direct contact between Mesopotamia and Persia 

happened when the Assyrians, who had invaded Egypt in 

the seventh century BC (Trease, 196A: 6), were conquered by 
the Persians in 538 BC. However, before this time the 

Persians were supposed to have had a contact with the 

early Mesopotamians who lived in Iraq and the Persian
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foothills. The influence of Mesopotamian medicine can 

be traced in the Avesta. (Elgood, 1951 ; 3 â 5),

In 525 BC Darius, the ninth Achaemenian king,

defeated Egypt. He took a great Interest in Egyptian 

medicine and chose Egyptians as his medical advisers, 

as had done the second king Cyrus the Great. ( .

Egyptian medicine lost its influence when Greqk 

medicine rose to prominence. Darius' successful 

campaigns against Scythia, Thrace and Macedonia in 512 
BC introduced Greek medicine into Persia. The

Egyptian physicians were replaced with the Greek 

Democedes, the Crotoniat, as Darius' new doctor, after 

he cured the monarch by using the remedies customary 

among the Greeks {Ibid, 22-3). Another Greek doctor was 

Ctesias, the son of Ktesiochus, who was taken prisoner 

during the fighting between the Greeks and the 
Persians in 417 BC, and was appointed a court 
physician of Artaxerxes II, an Achaemenian king (Ibid, 22- 

6). He was &%80 said- to have visited, or resided in.
Northern India (Hoernle, Part I, 1907; in Introduction Hi).

Tke- Greek-Achaemenian wars continued until 331 BC when 

Alexander the Great, who had already subdued Greece, 

Egypt and Asia Minor, defeated Darius Codoiaanus (338- 
331 BC), the last Achaemenian king. Thus, Alexander,
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who made Greek the official language of his empire, 

was responsible for the penetration of the western 

civilization into central Asia (/ÔM 27-33).

However, the most significant events happened 

during the period of the Sâsânians, Under the reign of 
Ardashir b Bâbak <226-241 AD), the founder of the
Sâsânian Empire, some Greek works were purchased. The

effort was carried on by his son, Shapur I <241-272 

AD) , who collected Greek medical manuscripts from the 

Byzantine Empire and other regions, brought back Roman 
scholars as prisoners'* and built Jundishapur in 260

AD. The process continued under Anushirwan Kdsra I

<531-578 AD), who was interested in collecting and 

editing ancient manuscripts (Ibn al-Nadla, 1929; 333-4; Ull*ann, 1978; 

16-17).

l.This probably happened after his victory over Emperor Valerian 

in the year 260 AD (Ulliann, 1978; 16-17).
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Furthermore ,îrL ilic 5 ^ and. 6 th century, Jundishàpûr was 

attended by Nestorians*, exiled adherents of Jacob 

Baradaios* and Athenian scholars*, who brought
together the Greek sciences. (Meyerhoff, 1944a; 1848-9; Harti-Ibanez, 

1961; 111; Brody, 1955: 29-31).

The Sâsânians also made contact withy^Indians. This 
is illustrated by the effort of Ardashir who sent his 

men to India to obtain manuscripts (Ibn al-Nadlm, 

1929: 333). Moreover, Anushirwân Kisrâ 1 sent

his physician, Burzuyah, to India to obtain 

scientific, particularly medical, works for
translation. Some Indian scholars were also supposed 

to have been called to Jundîshâpur (Meyerhof, 1937; 22).

1. They were the followers of Hestorius, the Patriarch of 

Constantinople, whose teachings were anathematized by the General 

Council of Ephesus in 432 AD (Brody, 1955; 29).
2. He was the founder of the new sect of the Konophysite 

Jacobites in the 6 th century. His men were exiled from the 

Byzantine Empire. (Meyerhof , 1944a; 1848-9).
3. This group of philosophers took refuge in Jundîshâpur when 

Justinian ordered the school of Athens to be closed in 529 AD 

(Meyerhof, 1944a; 1849).
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Other centres of contact which may briefly be 

mentioned were Alexandria and Harrân.

After the victory of Alexander the Great over 
Egypt, Alexandria became a centre for Greek learning. 

Among great scholars who flourished here were Sergius 

of Rêsh =Ainâ [Theodosiopolis3 <d.536 AD) and AhrGn 
<610-664 AD). Many Greek medical works came down to 
the Arabs through this centre. Syriac was a common 

language in scholarship. It was here the first 

translation of Greek medical works into Syriac were 

done by Sergius of Rêsh =Alnà. (Ibn Abï UsaibPah, 1965; 159; 

Meyerhof, 1926a; 703; Meyerhof, 1944a; 1848-50) .
Harrân, the ancient Sabean city in Mesopotamia, 

became another centre of the Greek civilization. Like 
in Jundîshâpur and Alexandria, the scholars here used 
the Syriac language in their writings (Meyerhof, 1944a; 1852). 

This centre produced many great scholars like Thâbit 

b. Qurrah, Qustâ b, Luqa and others who were among 

the most well-known transmitters of Greek science into 

Arabic (Ibn aHiftî, 1903; 75, 115 & 190; Browne, 1921; 27).
The conquest of these centres by the Arabs gave 

them the opportunity to come into direct contact with 

ancient science, Baghdad itself not surprisingly 
inherited a large number of medical works of antiquity 
from the centres, which were later added to through 

the further purchasing of such books during the 

"Abbasid period.
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P A R T  II
t H e  T R A H S L A T I O H  e f f o r t s  I H  E A R L Y  ‘= A B B A S I D  B A G H D A D

Some scholars divide the history of the 
translation movement of the =Abbasid Caliphate into 

three periods (see RifS'î, vol.I, 1928; 379 - 380; Amin, vol.I, 1956; 277 - 

2 7 8 ,) :

i. Between the year 136 and 193 AH (753 and 818 AD).
ii. Between the year 198 and 300 AH (813 and 912 AD),"

lii. Between the year 300 and 350 AH (912 and 961 AD) .

It is generally accepted that the first century of

the caliphate, the period between the accession of al- 

Mansur in 754 AD and the death of al-Ma'mOn in 833 AD 
was the Golden Age of Arabic learning. Of the caliphs 
who reigned through this period, al-Mansur, al-Rashid 
and al-Ma’mun were the most significant patrons 

contributing to the intellectual movement of the day.

A l - M a n s u r  ( 7 5 4  -  7 7 5  A D )

There is sonfâ doubt as to whether the first caliph 
AbC “Abbâs al-Saffâh (750 - 754 AD) ever took the
initiative, to any great extent, to have scientific 

materials translated. He spent his five-year reign 
establishing the new government, facing disillusioned 
■=Alids as well as the replaced (Jmayyads, and



developing al-Hashirniyyah, the first new capital for 

his government, besides founding the apparatus of 
administration such as the office of VazrTr (Hitti, 1951; 288 - 
289; Elgood,, 1951; 69). Ve have no record showing that the 
Hâshimiyyah court was an active centre for any sort of 

scientific studies. When then did these intellectual 
efforts take place?

According to some accounts it was begun under the 

fifth =Abbâsid Caliph al—Rashid, with encouragement 
from the wazTr Ja‘"far the Barmakid. These accounts 
also mention that Jibra'il II (Jibrà'îl b. Bakhtlshu= 
b. Jibrâ' 1 1 b, Bakhtishu'- b. Jurjis) was responsible 
for the earliest translation of medical texts. He was 
also the first of the Bakhtishu^ family to promote the 
Greek sciences amongst the Arabs (O'Leary, 1948; 159 - 160).

These reports are, however, unlikely to be true.
The significant intellectual movement and the
translation of scientific materials, particularly in
the medical field, had been commenced at the time of

al-Mansür. A group of Intellectuals worked under the 
caliph.

Ibn al-Hadira (1929;
340) reports;

Al-Bitrrq, who lived at the time of al-Kansfir was asked 
by him to translate some parts of the ancient books.
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•^Abd Allah b. al-Muqaf f a*-" was also prominent at this 

time. He not only translated Indian books but also 
actively translated Greek logical and medical texts 
preserved in Pahlavi into Arabic (Ibn al-Kadi», 1929; 172, 337; Ibn 

al-Qifti, 1903; 220; Ibn AbT Usa ibi" ah, 1965; 413; O'Leary,, 1948; 155)"*. The
appearance of such figures indicates that al—Mansur's 

court was a centre of the translation school.

The medical field was given considerable

attention by the school during this time. A large 
number of medical books of Hipporates and Galen were 
translated by al-Bttriq. Before him, similar work was 
carried out by Jurjis b. Bakhtishu=, al-Mansur's 

physician and the first figure who was responsible for 
bringing Greek medical works from Jundîshâpur to the 
' Abbasid court (Ibn al-Nadlm, 1929; 412 - 413; Ibn al-Qiftî, 1903; 158; Ibn AbT 
UsaibiJah, 1965; 183 - 201 & 282). Ibn AbT UsaibT‘=ah <1965; 279) 
remarks;

And he (Jurjis) was one of the first people to commence

the translation of the medical works into the Arabic

tongue (Arabic language) when al-Mansur asked him to do
so.

1. See also p. A6-
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Clearly, this quotation reveals that the translation 

of medical writings had been begun in the period of 

the second. '^•Abhâsid caliph al-Mansur.

Hàrun al-Sashid (786 - 809 AD)

Hellenistic science was eargerly studied under al- 
Rashid's auspices. It is a matter of great 
significance that ancient Greek manuscripts were 

purchased from Ammuriyah (Amorium), Anqarah CAncyra) 
and other places under Greek rule during al-Rashid's 
reign. These and other works were translated by al- 

RashTd's men like Yuhannâ b, Mâsawaih (Ibn Juijul, 1955; 65; Ibn 

AbT Usaibx'ah, 1365; 246).

Indian medical art was also promoted during this 
period. It was at this time, according to the reports 
of Ibn al-Nadim <1329; 3« i 421) and Ibn Abl UsaibT = ah <1965: 
475), that Indian physicians, such as Mankah, Ibn Dahn, 
saiih b. Bahlah, were introduced into the "AbbSsid 
court. Many Indian medical manuscripts were translated 
into Arabic directly from India or through Pahlavi . 
Clearly, Indian medical Ideas first entered -Abbâsld 
work a large scale during al-Hashld’s era.
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In addition, Bait al-Hikmah was founded by al- 

Rashid^. Through the encouragement of the Barmakids 
thousands of Indian, Persian and Greek books were 
acquired and kept at Bait al—Hikmah, This institution 
was not only a centre of translation but also a 

library (Ibn al-Nadim, 1929; 154 & 382; vol.I, 1928; 375; Hadâ'd, 1936; 14) .

From the above-mentioned evidence, we may conclude 

that the scholastic achievement under al-Rashid was as 

vigorous as that under al-Mansur, Ve may even go 
further and say that the former’s contribution was 
somewhat greater than that of the latter. This is not 
surprising considering the fact that al-Mansur was 
primarily concerned with the consolidation of "Abbasid 
rule.

Al-Ma'min (813-833 AD)

The sciences flourished greatly during al-Ma'mun’s 
reign. This knowledge-loving caliph assembled experts 
In geography and astronomy to draw the map of the

l.On the other hand, some writers believe that It was built by

a l  Ma m u n . (see a l-na q p T zr, 1967; 193; I t s  J u i ju l ,  1955; 68; Meyerhof , 1 9 2 6 k 26; 

Q 'Lsapy, 1948; 166; Brody, !95S; 3 4 ).
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world, called al-Surat al-Ma* muni yah (the Ma'munie 

Map) . Al-Fazârr who was the first figure to use the 
astrolabe amongst the Arabs, was also prominent 
during this period. This suggests that astronomy was 

fairy advanced by this time. The other sciences: 

geometry, arithmetic, mathematics, physics, botany, 
zoology, medicine, etc. were also much studied in the 

time of al-Ma'mun (Ibn al-fiadis, 1929; 340 & 381; RifTT, vol.I, 1928; 376). 
This strongly indicates that al-Ma*mun's reign was one 

of intellectual advancement.

Al-Ma'mun encouraged translation and the 
translators. The translators were paid large sums of 

money and given many presents by members of the 

=Abbasid court. Accordingly, the translators of this 

period became rich (RifM, vol.I, 1928; 381; Al-ZiriklT, Yol.II, 1954; 325), 
It is said that Hunain b. Ishâq was paid in gold the 

weight of the books which he translated into Arabic 

(Ibn Abl Usaibi'ah, 1965; 260), Although they had been treated in a 
similar fashion under al-Ma'mun*s predecessors 

particularly al-Mansur and al-RashTd, and, similarly 

by his successors such as al-Mutawakki 1 ilbid,', 183-7, 198-201, 
242-3 i 475-7), these scholars were especially appreciated 
by al-Ma'mun and at the top of their career.

This intellectual curiosity on the part of al- 
Ma'mun led him to procure many important Greek
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manuscripts from Asia minor (Amorium, Ancyra and other 

cities), Byzantium and Alexandria for translation 

(Meyerhof, !926t>**26). In this connection Ibn al-Fadîra (1929; 339- 
340) reports that al-Ma'mun wrote to the Byzantine 

Emperor* , asking his permission to get the prominent

ancient scientific materials found in the various 

parts of the Byzantine Empire. Having been granted 
permission, the caliph sent a company out including
Hajjâj b. Matar, YahyS b, al-Batrfq and Salma who 

selected the manuscripts and brought them back with 

them, and later translated them. Ibn al-Fadim {Ibid,)

also reports that these manuscripts included many 
important medical works.

It is, therefore not surprising that the number of 
translated works during al-Ma’mun's reign was larger 

than that during the reign of any of the preceding

caliphs (Rif3'=î, I, 1928.; 376).

1. He was probably Leo the Armenian (see Hitti, 1951; 310 and Elgood, 1951 : 
103).
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After Al-Ma.'min

It is said that during al-Mutawakki1 ' s reign <847-
861 AD), Hunain and his pupils Hubaish al-A=sam, Ishaq

b. Hunain, =îsâ b. Yahyâ b. Ibrahfm and others 

produced some of the best works in translation (Ibid. 168- 

169), for example, Dioscorides' Materia Medica^ the 
best transmitted Arabic medical book ever recorded 

(lillnann, 1978; 12), was translated at this time.

Some works were translated during the period of 
the second half of the ninth century AD and

afterwards. However, the productivity of these periods 

was not as high as that during al-Ma*mun*s reign.

Actually, translated works were gradually replaced 

by original ones. It was during these times that

Firdaus al-Hikmah of '-All Rabban al-Tabarî , al-Jadari 

wa al~Hasbah of al-Râzî , al~Âqr'àhadhln of al-Kindi , 

al-Qanun of Ibn Si nâ and other original works were 

produced. Having studied medical texts which had been 

translated, these figures produced their own books, 

extracting the ideas of previous physicians besides 
giving comments and their own theories. In short, the 

epoch of original contribution replaced that of 

translation.
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Other Patrons

Besides the caliphs, the same interest in 
translation and scholarly activity was shown by the 
nobility and rich men. The Barmakid family, for 

instance, patronised some scholars in various fields 

of knowledge (Ibn al-NadTm, 1929; 71, 499 & 500). It was this family 
who worked hard to develop Greek, Indian and Persian 

sciences under al-Rashxd. They encouraged the study of 

Greek sciences and convinced the caliph to send his 

men out to purchase Greek manuscripts in the Roman 

Empire and ancient centres like Jundîshâpur (O'Leary, 1948; 
151 & ISO), and worked for the caliph in storing up

Indian, Persian and Greek books in Bait al-Hikmah 

(RifS'̂T, I, 1929; 375), They were also responsible for bringing 
Indian doctors to Baghdad and commissioned them to 

translate some Indian medical texts, like Susruta- 

Saiÿhit^^ into Persian and Arabic ( Ibn tl-NadTa, 1929; 342 & 421; Ibn 

AbT Usafbi'ah, 1955; 475; Ullaann, 1978; 20; Reddy, 1959; 27).

Similarly, the Banu Musâ b. Shakir al-Munajjim, 

Muljammad, Ahmad and al-Hasan, spent about 500 dinars 
per month on endowing a group of translators including 
Hunain b. Isljâq, Hubaish b. al-Hasan and Thâbit b. 
Qurrah, Most of the books translated by Hunain were 

dedicated to them. Many of these translated books were 
medical. Moreover, the brothers also sent their own
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men out to Byzantine to obtain manuscripts (Ibn al-Nadî», 

1929; 339-340, 378-379 & 409; Ibn AbT Usaibi'ah, 1965; 260 & 283).

There were many more groups and individuals like 

the Bakhtîshû= family (Ibn AbT Usaibrah, 1965; 201), Muhammad b. 

= Abd al-Malik al-Zayyât, ‘"All b. ‘-Isa, Qasim b. ‘̂•Ubaid 

Allâh, (Ibn al-Nadlm, 1929; 404, 414 â 415), and others who gave 
much worthy support to the movement of translating and 

compiling medical works.

Translation Works

Greek

The Arabs received a large number of Greek medical 

works. Details of these are available through 

consultation of a variety of sources. The fallowing 

list however gives some indication of the nature of 

the works translated relating to medical science,

<i). Works by -Hippocrates - These works reached the 
Muslim world together with Galen’s commentaries (Sea Ibn 

al-Nâdîi, 1929; 401-2):

1 . I (the Book of Aphorisms). This

work was translated by Hunain b. Ishâq for Muhammad b.
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Mûsâ. The Greek title is cĉ optcr/jiof (Ibn AI-NadTm, 1929; 401 ; Ibn 

AbT Usaibi'ah, 1965; 54; Ibn al-QiftT, 1903; 49; Hljf KhalTfah, vol.IV, 1845; 436; Jones,

vol.IV, 1931 ; 97; Sezgin, vol.Ill, 1970; 28; Ritter and Walzer, 1934; 804).

2. 6# ÜÏ2 (the Book of Prognosis). The

original work was translated by Hunain b. Ishaq, and

Galen's commentary by îsâ b. Yahyâ, The Greek is 

xpo^vwrTlxdv (Ibn Al-NadTm, 1929; 401 ; Ibn AbT Usaibi'ah, 1965; 54; Jonas, vol.II, 

1923; 1; Nutton, 1979; Ritter and Walzer, 1934; 804; Sezgin, vol.Ill, 1970; 32; Sarion, 

vol.I, 1927; 98).

3. 3 I (the Book of Acute Diseases).

Its original title is Tceplb SXaCrr̂ ŝ; o^^wv. It was 

originally three sections, but reached the Arabs 

together with Galen's commentary, consisting of five 

sections. It was translated by Hunain b. Ishaq and

•■-Isa b Yahyâ (Ibn al-NadTm, 1929; 401; Ibn AbT Usaybi'ah, 1965; 54; Ibn al-(liftT, 

1903; 94; Haji»KhalTfah, vol. V, 1850; 51; Lyons, 1966; in Introduction xi-xii; Lyons, 1969; 

Ritter and Walzer, 1934; 804; Sezgin, vol.Ill, 1370; 33; Sarton, vol.I, 1927; 98).

4. I (the Book of Fracture). It

was translated' by Hunain b, Ishâq for Mu:^ammad b. 
Mûsâ. The Greek title is nre p I &%pwv (Ibn Al-NadTîi, 1929; 401; Ibn 

AbT Usaibi'ah, 1965; 55; Ibn al-Qifiî, 1903; 94; Withington, vol.Ill, 1927; 95).

5,  ̂V  ̂  (the Book of Epidemics). Ibn

al-FadIm (1929, 401) reports, "The Book of Bpidemicst
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Galen commented on it, the first in three sections, 

the second in three sections, the third in six 

sections. The fourth, fifth and seventh were not 

commented on by Galen, whereas he commented on the 

sixth in eight sections. Thejp were translated into 

Arabic by '=-ïsâ b . Yahya (ses also Ibn al-QiftJ, 1903; 94; HSjiT KhalTfah, 

vol.V, 1850; 31). However, most writers agree that only

Epidemics I and III are attributable to Hippocrates. 

The Greek title is €Tc\Smii<xx (See Adams, vol.I, 1849; 339-420; Jones, 

vol.I, 1923; 139; Ritter and Walzer, 1934; 807; Sezgin, vol.Ill, 1970; 34; Sarton, vol.I, 

1927: 98).

6. I (the Book of Bodily Humours).

It was translated by îsâ b, Yahyâ for Ahmad b. MGsâ. 

The Greek title is mepi %upwv (Ibn al-Nadli, 1929; 401; Ibn al-Riftl, 

1903; 1903; 94; Ibn AbT Û aibT'ah, 1965; 55; H i j jT  KhalTfah, vol.V, 1850; 36; R i t t e r  and 

Walzer, 1934; 804; Jones, vol.IV, 1931; 61; Mattock, 1971; Sezgin, vol.Ill, 1970; 35).

7. (the Book of "Medical Treatment"). 

It was translated by Hunain b . Ishaq for Muhammad b. 

Musâ, or by Hubaish b, al-Hasan. The Greek title is 

xotr ' i^ijTpeîov (Ibn Al-NadTn, 1929; 401; Ibn AbT iJsaibîah, 1965; 55; Ibn al- 

Q if tT ,  1903; 95; H l J i iKhalTfah, vol.Ill, 1842; 5; Lyons, 1943; 5; R it te r  and W alzer, 1934; 

804; Sezgin, vol.Ill, 1970; 36).

8. I ‘..wbS (the Book of Mature of Man).

The original work was translated by Hunain b. Ishaq,
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and Galen’s coiimientary by ‘=ïsâ b. Yahyâ. The Greek

title is ire pi ^urlos &v0p6irou (Ibn Al-Nadla, 1929; 401-2; Ibn AbT 

U s a ib i'a h , 1955; 54; Ibn al-Qifti, 1903; 95; HSjJî KhalTfah, vol.IV, 1845; 155; Mattock â 

Lyons, 1958; introduction xv-xvi; Jones, vol.IV, 1931; 1; Ritter and Walzer, 1934; 805; 

Sezgin, vol.Ill, 1970; 37).

<ii>. Works by Galen;
1. (the Book of Medical Art). It

was translated by Hunain fo. Is^aq. The Greek title is 

réyyT\ iocrplKij (Ibn al-NadTm, 1929; 403; Ibn AbT Usaibx'ah, 1965; 134; Ibn al- 

QiftT, 1903; 129; Ritter and Walzer, 1934; 809; Sarton, vol.I, 1927; 307).

2. (the Book of Elements). It

was translated by Hunain b. Ishâq. The Greek title is 

ire pi T wv KccS ‘  ̂Iiriroxparijv rTolxelov (Ibn Al-XadTm, 1929; 403; Ibn

AbT V s a ib i'a h , 1965; 135; Ibn a l-Q if^ T ,  1903; 129; Ritter and Walzer, 1934; 809; Sarton, 

vol.I, 1927; 305).

3. ^lyjl (the Book of Temperament). It

was translated by Hunain b Ishâq. G. Tie pi xpdo'eoiv (Ibn

Al-XadTm, 1929; 403; Ibn AbT VsaibVah, 1955; 135; Ibn al-Qifti, 1903; 129; Sarton, I, 1927; 

305).

4 . (the Book of Natural

Faculties) . It was translated by Hunain b. Ishâq. The 

Greek title is rrepl ^uriKwv #uvdpewv (Ibn Al-Xadim, 1929; 403; Ibn
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AbT VsaibT'ah, 1965; 136; Ibn al-QifiT, 1903; 129; HIjjî KhalTfah, vol.V 1850; Sarton, vol.I, 

1927; 306; A,J.Brock, 1928; Ritter and Walzer, 1934; 810).

5, JJUJ) <-̂ b5 (the Book of Causes

( and Symptoms) . It was translated by Hunain b. Ishâq

(Ibn Al-XadTm, 1929; 403; Ibn AbT Usaibrah, 1965; 136; Ibn al-Qiftî, 1903; 129# . The 

Greek is irepl &i#0opa^y@y^p&Twv, etc. (See Ritter and Walzer, 

1934; 812; Sezgin, vol.Ill, 1970; 89; Steinschneidsr, 1891 ; 281). (19)

6, <^bS (the Book of

Treatment of Health). It was translated by

Hubaish b. al-Hasan. The Greek title is rexvi^ u^ieiv^ 

(Ibn Al-NadTm, 1929; 403; Ibn al-QiftT, 1903; 129; Ritter and Walzer, 1934; 812; Sarton, 

vol.I, 1927; 306).

7 . ^  (The Book of

Medicaments which are easy to find). This work is 

mentioned by Ibn Abï Usaibî^ah (1965; 144). The Greek is 

irepl 6UTcopio^toav jSl^lloc y ' (Sezgin, vol.Ill, 1970; 120).

8. C.UUJI u^b5 (the Book of Habits). It was 

translated by Hubaish b. al—Hasan. Its original title 

is me pi l0ov. (Ibn al-Nadii, 1929; 404; Ibn AbT Usaybx'ah, 1965; 140; Ibn al- 

QiftT, 1903; 130; Sezgin, vol.Ill, 1970; 105; Ritter and Walzer, 1934; 815).

ULbjUJI p̂ KJI
9 . ^ ‘ (the Book of Irregular

Bad Temperament). It was translated by Hunain b.
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Ishâq. The Greek title is mepi àvcopàxou 6‘uo'Kpaslas (Ibn 

Al-Nadlm, 1929; 404; Ibn Abl Vqaiû ah, 1965; 141; Ibn al-QiftT, 1903; 130; Sezgin, vol.Ill, 

1970; 108; Ritter and Walzer, 1934; 813).

10 . (the Book of Simple

Medicaments). It was translated by Hunain. Sometimes 

the title appears as ~ . The Greek title

is jcepl kpayews xccl ^uvccpewv' TwW &mXwv jzfocppamcov (Ibn Al~ 

Nadin, 1929; 404; Ibn Abl Usaiuî ah, 1965; 141; Ibn al-Qiftl, 1903; 130; Sezgin, vol.IU, 

1970; 109; Steinschneider, 1891; 287; Sarton I, 1927; 306).

1 1 . ^ <~'b5 (the Book of the Powers

of Nourishment) . It was translated by Hunain b. Ishâq. 

The Greek title is mepi Tpo^wv Cuvdpews j3lj3x£a K ' (Ibn 

Al-Nadla, 1929; 404; Ibn Abl UsaitiUah, 1965; 143; Ibn al-Qiftl, 1903; 131; Sezgin, vol.IU, 

1970; 117; Sarton, vol.I, 1927; 306).

12. cdkJAl ̂  (the Book of the

Light Regimen). It was translated by ^unain b. Ishâq. 

The Greek title is rcepl Xe JTTuvouo-qs (Stcxirris (Ibn Al-NadTs, 

1929; 404; Ibn Abl Usaibt'ah, 1965; 143; Ibn al-Qiftt, 1903; 131; Sezgin, vol.Ill, 1970; 

117).

1 3 , (the Book of

the Diagnosis of Diseases of the Internal Organs). 

This work is also entitled (the Sick
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Organs), It was translated by Hubaish. The Greek

title is ire pi t Sv TceiravGÔTcav tôiudv (Ibn Al-NadTa, 1929; 403; Ibn 

Abl Usaibi'ah, 1965; 136; Ritter and Walzer, 1934; 813; Sezgin, 1970; 90-1).

1 4 ,  ̂ ^bS (the Book of

Composition of Medicaments). It was translated by 

Hubaish b. al-A‘=sam. The Greek title is mepl yuvGerews 

/appaawv (Ibn Al-NadTa, 1929; 404; Ibn AbT Usaibrah, 1965; 143; Ibn ai-QiftT, 1903; 

131; Sezgin, vol.IU, 1970; 118; Sarton, I, 1927; 306).

15. (the Book O f

Medicaments Counteracting Diseases) It was translated 

by ‘-îsâ b Yahyâ, The Greek title is me pi &vTl66Twv

j3lj3Xia (Ibn Al-Nadla, 1929; 405; Ibn Abl VsaibUah, 1965; 144; Sezgin, vol.IU, 

1970; 121).

16. ' vt (jr̂  ̂ q-b5 (ihe Book oh Antidotes

to FTsun') . It was translated by Yahyâ b. al-Bâtriq, 

The Greek title is mpôs H&rwva jtepl rqs Sqpiax^^ (Ibn Al- 
Nadln, 1929; 405; Ibn AbT UsaibUah, 1965; 144; Ibn al-QiflT, 1903; 131; Sezgin, v o l . I l l ,  

1970; 121-2; Ritter and Walzer, 1934; 815).

17. (the Book of Antidotes

to Bamfuliyânüs'), It was translated by ‘"Isa b. Yahyâ.
The Greek title is me pi Bijplaxqa mpos TTcxp̂ iXtotv6 v (Ritter 

and Walzer, 1934; 815; Sezgin, vol.IU, 1970; 121).
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18. y* (the Book on the Small

Pulse). It was translated by Hunain. The Greek title 

is Tcepl y^uYpwv t o î s  e îtrocY ope vois, (Ibn Abl Usaibx'ah, 1365; 134; 

Steinschneider, 1891 ; 280; Ritter and Walzer, 1934; 813-4; Sezgin, vol.Ill, 1970; 81).

19. I uSÿ '-̂ bS

(the Book of Strength of Spirit Depends upon 

Dispositions of the Body). It was translated by 

Hubaish b. al-Hasan for Muhammad b. Musâ. The Greek 

title is *'OTi Tais toG ywpaTOS xp^yeriv ai rqe fuyhe 

<Suvdpel5i emovTai. (Ibn a I-Nadia, 1929; 405; Ibn Abl Usaibi'ah, 1965; 147; Ibn 

a l - Q i f t i ,  1903; 132; B ie s te r fe ld t ,  1973; 9 & 16 & passim; R i t t e r  and Walzer, 1934; 811 

Sarton, vol.I, 1927; 304).

2 0 . S J W )  ç/

(the Book on Regimen in Acute Diseases in Accordance 

With the Theories of Hippocrates). It was translated 

by Hunain. The Greek title is mepi Tns; Kar& t o v  

‘ iTCTüokpàrrjv é'IafTq^ €Tci t c o v otecov vOrqpaTwv, (Ibn al-Nadim, 

1929; 404; Lyons, 1969; 77-111; Sezgin, vol.IU, 1970; 118; Ritter and Walzer, 1934; 

815). ) .

(lii). Works by Rufus;
Rufus produced many medical works, which were well 

known among the Arabs (Ibn al-Qiftî, 1903; 185). Ibn al-NadIm 

(1929; 405-406) mentions 42 of these works, and Ibn Abî 

Usaibi^-ah (1955; 57) mentions 57. However, only a few of
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the works are extant. All the following works are 

lost, or have survived in fragments (Oareaberg, 1879: preface 

xxxii-xxxix; see also Sezgin, vol.IU, 1970; 64-8);

1 . J ^  ^bS (the Book of Antidotes).

2. (the Book of Milk).

3. ^bS (the Book of Figs).

4. ibUJI ( <^bS (the book of Deadly Medica

ments) .

5. \^bS (the Book of Memory) .

5, (the Book of Classes of

Medicaments).

(v) , Works by Oribasius:
1 . ih*Llswî I (A. Book to his son,

Eustathius). This work was translated by Hunain b.

Ishâq (Ibn Al-Nadî», 1929; 407; Ibn al-QiftT, 1903; 74). It is yyvoyis

EurraGlov Tou ul6v ocutoQ, a summary of IcxTptkai 

(TUvaYcJYoci (Sezgin, vol.IU, 1970; 154; teclsrc, I, 1876; 253; Sarton, I, 1927; 373 J

see also p.4^ n*l)*
2, I (the Book of Used

Medicines). This work was translated by Istafan b,

Basil. The Greek title is eumopirTa (Ibn Al-NadTm, 1929; 407; Ibn 

al-Qif̂ i, 1903; 74; Sezgin, vol.IU, 1970; 154; L e c le rc , I ,  1876; 253; Sarton, I, 1927; 

373).
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(V) Works by Patil of Aegite:

1. qdaJI ^  ,^LD) <w.h5 (the Pandect in Medicine).

This work' was translated by Hunain b. Ishâq. Gr.

ôirdpLVhpoc or lirlTOjiiî  laTplicqs ^lJ3x£a eirra (Ibn ai-Nadtis, 

1929; 407; Adams, 1844-7; Sezgin, vol.Ill, 1970; 169)).

<vi>. Work by Dioscorides:
1 . (^b5 (the Book of Herbs) (Ibn al-

Hadta, 1929; 408; Ibn Abl Usaibrah, 1965; 59; Hljjl KhalTfah, voI,V, 1350; 37-8). The
Greek title is itepl uXqs iOctpixfis (Sezgin, vol.IU, 1970; 59').

Other Arabic titles are  ̂ (the Herbs

and Plants), (Material for
Medical Treatment) and 5^ j*)! t (the Book

of Simple Drugs). TKe titie- (s Materia

Medica, According to al-Fihrist (Ibn al-Nadla 1929; 408), it was 
translated by Hunain b. Ishaq or Hubaish b. al-Hasan. 

While Ibn Juijul (1955; 22) reports that it was translated 

by Istafan b, Basil, and was checked by Hunain.

Indian

From the Indian world came some medical works, 

most of which are lost. Among of them which are 

mentioned by Arabic sources are as follows:

 ̂ ^ I  '~j-b5 (the Book of the

Secrets of Labour) of Kankah. This work is mentioned 
by Ibn Abï Usaibl'" ah (1965; 473). Hâj j Ï Kali f ah (vol.V, 1850; 161 )
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(wb5 (the Book on Labour), a bookgives
which is also ascribed to Jaudar (see below).

2. (the Book of Medicine) of Kankah

This is mentioned only by Ibn Abi Usaibi^ah (1%5*, 473).

3, >wb5 (the Great Book on Labour)

of Sanjahal. (Ibn Abî Usaibî=ah, 1965; 473; HIJjl KalTfah, vol.VI, 1852; 242),

4. (the Book of Sharak') , This work,

which was translated by =Abd Allah b *A1Î, is written 

as in al-Fibrist (Ibn al-Nadla, 1929; 421) and

Kashf al-Zunun (Hfjjî Klllfah, vol.V, 1850; 101-2); while other

sources give (Ibn Abl Vsaibl=ah, 1965; 473; al-Ya'qQbT,

vol.II, 1955; 108). Obviously, Sharak is a transliteration of 

Caraka, or Charaka, a physician who wrote a second- 

century compendium, Caraka-Samhitâ (Sezgin, vol.Ill, 1970; 198; 

Sarton, vol.I, 1927; 284).

5. Oy-*-»—  i,«.b5 (the Book of Susrud) , It was

translated by Mankah at the suggestion of Yahyâ b 

Khâlid the Barmakid (Ibn al-Nadî», 1929; 421; Ibn Abl Usaibi'ah, 1965; 474;

al-Ya‘qM, vol.II, 1955; 108). This compendium is the Susruta- 
Saiçhitâ or the Sajohitâ of Susruta (Sezgin, vol.III, 1970; 197-8; 

Sarton, I, 1927; 77).
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6 . (the Book of Nidân') of Madhavakara

or Mâdhava. It is Nidâna (Cause) , a treatise which is 

also called Rugvi niscaya (Study of Diseases). 
Madhavakara flourished in the eighth and ninth century 

(Ibn AbT UsaibT'̂ah, 1965; 474; al-Yâ qM, vol.II, 1955; 108; Sezgin, vol.III, 1970; 199; 
Sarton, vol.I, 1927; 537).

7. bww, JiLw ^b5 (the Book of Sindlstaqy . This

title which literally means 3̂ *-̂  (the Best of

Success) is given by Ibn al-Nadim (1929; 421), who says 

that it was translated by Ibn Dahn. Other authorities

give ^ ' * which means  ̂ (the Form

of Success) (see Ibn Abl Usaibi'̂ah (1955; 474; yCJi* Kallfah, V, 1850; 96; al- 
Ya=qabT, II, 1955; 108). ^or jL^

in al-Hâwî (see p, joto note i in this thesis) is probably this 
work (sea Sezgin, vol.III, 1970; 199-200), Its original title is 

probably Siddhayaga^ a work of Vpnda (see Sezgin, Ibid,).

8 , (the Book of TOqashtal). This

title is given by Ibn al-Nadim (1929; 421). Ibn AbT
UsaibT=ah (1965; 474) gives as the title.

I , j~<
9. . (the Book of Rusâ

al-Hlndiyah [Indian woman] on the treatment of 

women) . (Ibn al-Nadis, 1929; 421; Ibn Abl Ugaibî̂ah, 1965; 474; Hljj! Kellfah, V, I8SÔ; 

88).
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10. i>-.b5 (the Book of

CofijccJrûj’x̂z, Qji Diseases and Ailments) of Tuqashtal or

AbT Qubail. According to Ibn al-Nadim (1929; 421), this 
work was written by Tuqashtal, but Ibn AbT Usaibi'-ah 

(196S; 474) ascribes it to a certain AbT Qubail, (It is 

possible that difficult manuscript readings could have 

given rise to a confusion between Tuqashtal C Çt̂ l

and Abu Qubail I ô*** ^^ J ) •

1 1 . c.'bS (the Book of Poisons) of

Shânâq, or Cânakya. It was translated by al-‘= Abbas b. 

Sa'̂ 'Td al-Jauhari for al-Ma'mun (Ibn AbT Usaibi'ah, 1965; 474; HljjT 

KalTfah, V, 1850; 96). Its original title is probably

KautilTyah Arthasastra (see Sezgin, vol.III, 1970; 193-6).

12. (the Book on Labour) of

Jaudar. This work and its writer are listed by

Ibn AbT Usaibi=ah (1965; 474).

13.
 ̂ Oyd 1̂  j  Ls«J ! , jS  I 1 LkA* lüS”

(A Book Dealing with Calefacient, Frigorifie and 

Fortifiant drugs, and details of their nature, 
concerning which the Indians and the Greeks differ). 

This title is given by Ibn AbT Usaibx'-ah (1965; 474) and 

al-Ya=qubT (vol.II, 1955; 108).
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14. (the Book of the

Fames of the Drugs of India). This work was translated 

by Mankah for Ishaq b. Sulaiman (Ibn ai-Nadiüi, 1929; 421), It is 
given as U--*,L yU-aJ! U-«,l

(The Book Which Explains Fames of Drugs in Ten Fames) 

by Ibn Abi Usaibi'=ah (1965; 474), Hajji Khali f ah (vol.V, 1850; 

63) and al-Ya=q5bi (yo,II, 1955; 108). The author is not 
known,

15. q-.b5 (the Book of Ast3nJrar> the 

Comprehensive*) . This work was translated by Ibn Dahn 

(Ibn al-Nadla, 1929; 421). Ibn Abi Usaibi^ah (1965; 474) gives
^UJl y^Lwl <^tS and Hajji Kalifah (vol.V, 1850; 63) 

^UJi yl-J , The original title is probably 

AstMnff^hrdaya, or Âstânqahradî  ̂ which is attributed to 

Vâgbhata (see Sezgin, vol.III, 1970; 198-9; Dodge, 1970; 710).

16, ^ I  (the Book of the

Treatments of _ Pregnant Women) . Its author is not 

known (see Ibn al-NadTm, 1929; 421; and Ibn AbT Usaibi‘=ah, 1985; 474).

17. y Û-*J! twb5 (A Short Treatise on

Drugs). The author is not known (see (Ibn al-Nadim, 1929; 421; Ibn Abi 

Usaibi'ah, 1965; 474; and HSjjl lAlifah, vol.V, 1850; 118).
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18, q-b5 (The Book of Intoxication) .

The author is not given (see Ibn al-Nadla, 1929; 421; Ibn Abi Usaibl'ah, 

1965; 474; HCjji K ^lT fah , vol.V, 1850; 95).

^  *wb5

(The Book of the Opinions of the Indians About the 

Various Kinds of Snakes and Their Poisons). Ve have no 
information concerning its original author (see Ibn al-Nadim, 

1929; 421; and Ibn Abi U sa ib i=ah , 1965; 474).

Syriac

TK& role of Syriac was as a

mediator between Greek and Arabic. From the 5th 

century AD, a large number of Greek works were 

translated into Syriac (Meyerhof, 1944a; 1848). According to 

Ibn Abi Usaibi=ah (1965: 159), Sergius of Rêsh -Ainâ

was the first to translate Greek works into Syriac.

Some of them were translated by other early scholars 

such as Job of Edessa and Ibn Shahda (Meyerhof, 1926â 703-4). 

Most of the later translation work was carried out by 

Çunain b. Ishaq and his pupils, the group who 

translated a large number of Greek works into Syriac. 
More than a hundred of Galen's works were translated 

by Hunain (Meherhof, 1944a; 1854). Among the Greek works
translated into Syriac was Oribasius' KitBb al-Sab‘̂ Jn.
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This was translated into Syriac by Hunain b. Ishaq and 

= Isa b. Yahya* (Ibn al-NadTm, 1929; 407).

Mostly, Çunain translated Greek works first into 

Syriac before they were translated into Arabic <-.Ibid, 

403), For example, Hippocrates' *'Opkos# had been 

translated into Syriac by Hunain before Hubaish and 
= îsâ b. Yahyâ translated it into Arabic (Ibn AI-NadTm, 1929; 

401). Galen's rcxîs tou o'wpocTOS xpavetriv aC

*ux%# 6'uvapels eKovrai was translated from the Syriac 

translation of Hunain by Hubaish for Muhammad b. Musa 

(Biesterfsld, 1973; 9 i 16)®. Similarly, Galen’s TTepi rqs
locTptkns» èpiteipCocs was translated into Syriac by 

Hunain, and this version was translated into Arabic by 

Hubaish (Waller, 1944; preface y â p,l).

1. According to Ibn al-Fadlm (1929; 407), this translation consisted 
of one section. This work, ' the Booi: of Seventy* , is obviously a 
part of Oribasius' encyclopedia in 70 books, itxTplKal o'uvaVwKai, 

of which only one-third is still extant (Sarton, vol.I,1927:372- 

3 Bee also p* 37 n# 1 under "Works by OrlbasiiiB)*
2. The Arabic title is (Ibn Al-NadiS, 1929; 401; Ibn al-Qiftl,
1903; 94; jjljf» Khallfah, V, 1850; 120), Some writers, however,
suggest that this work may be anterior to Hippocrates (Jones, vol.I, 

1923: 289; Sarton, vol.I, 1927; 97).

3. See page n«19.
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These examples suffice to show that Syriac served as 

an important channel for the transmission of Greek 
medical works into Arabic,

On . the other hand, some works were originally 

written in Syriac. Among these were a book on dropsy 

by Sergius of Rêsh =Ain&, a book on uroscopy by Job of 
Edessa (Ullmann, 1978; 16), al-Kunnash al-Kabir (the Great 
Pandect >

and al-Kunnâsh al-Saghi r (the Small Pandect) of Yahyâ 

b. Sarâfiyun, and al~Kunnâsh (the Pandect) of Ahrûn (Ibn 
al-Nadim, 1929; 412-3). These works were also translated into 

Arabic. AhrGn's al-Kunna^h, for example, was 

translated into Arabic by Mâsarjawaih (Ibid,), the very 
first translator of Syriac medical books into Arabic 

(Meyerhof, 1937; 22). He added two more chapters to this
original KunnBsh which had consisted of thirty 

chapters (Ibn al-Nadia, 1929; 13). Other works mostly reached 
the Arabs through the same process; translation, 
commentary and addition to existing sources.

Persian

Persian served as a bridge between Arabic on the 

one hand, and Greek and Indian works on the other. The 

Greek and Indian medical manuscripts which were 
purchased by Persian kings were translated into
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Paîilavi, Later, these works were translated into 

Arabic. For example, Suéruta-Samhitâ, the Indian work, 

was preserved in Pahlavi before its translation into 
Arabic by ‘“Abd Allah b ‘"All (Ibn al-Nadr®, 1929; 421 ; Ibn Abi Usaibi'̂ah, 

1965; 473). Similarly, Kitâb al-Sumùm of Shânâq was

translated into Pahlavi for Ya^ya b- Khalid b. Barmak by 

Mankah, and then it was translated into Arabic for al- 

Ma'mun (Ibn Abi Usaibl'̂ah, 1965; 474-5). Moreover, Galen's rcepic 
avTep^aXXoplvwv (De remedi is parabilibus) is also 

supposed to*/fentered Arabic through Pahlavi (Ullmann, 

1978: 17; see also Sarton, vol.I, 1927: 306).

Some of the Persian works which were translated 

into Arabic had been originally written in Pahlavi by 
non-Persian writers. One such work is al-KunnSsh (the 
Pandect) of Theodorus, a Christian Greek physician who 

flourished in Persia under ShSpur II (309-379 AD) (Ibn 

al-Nadîa, 1929; 421-2; Leclarc, vol.I, 1876; 24; Browne, 1921; 20; Sarton, vol.I; 372),
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PART III

AL-HAWÎ OF AL-RAZl 

AL-RÂZÎ 

Life of al—Râzî

Abu Bakr Muhammad b* Zakariyya, known to the West as 

Rhazes, was born, according to al-BTruni, on 27 August 

865 AD <1 Sha^ban 251 AH), at Raiy in Tabaristan, 

Persia (Meyerhof, 193S; 322). Hence he was called al-RazT.

In his early life, al-Razi was a musician, who was 

skillful on the lute (Ibn al-(îiftî, 1903; 271). He was also a 

poet and money-changer (Ibn AbT Usaibi'ah, 1965; 414-5 & 420) .

Al-Râzî probably studied literature and such 

sciences as mathematics, astronomy, philosophy, etc. in 

his native city, Raiy (.Ibid/, 414), an ancient city that had 
been a centre of civilization well before the time of 

the Sâssânians (Minorsky, "Raiy", Enc,lsla», III, 1105-8) .

We have no clear record regarding his teachers. In 
philosophy, al-Razl himself used to acknowledge that he 

studied this subject with a certain al~Balkhl (Ibn al-Nadîi, 

1929; 416), but this figure cannot be identified with
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certainty*. In medicine, al-Râsï is supposed to have 

been a pupil of '-All b Rabban al-Tabarl (Ibn al-Qiftl, 1903; 231; 

Ibn AbT Usaibi'=ah, 1965; 414). However, this is not accepted by 
some scholars, for it is hardly possible 
chronologically; al-Tabari died some time after 850 AD, 

but before al~Razl was born (Meyerhof, 1931 ; 11). His teachers 

in other subjects are also not known to us.

It was only at the age of over thirty that al-RazI 
devoted himself to medicine, that is after his first 

visit to Baghdad. He visited the hospital of Baghdad - 

which was probably the Muqtadiri Hospital, founded in 
918 AD (Meyerhof, 1935; 323). In this hospital, he met an old 

pharmacist. In this man's explanation about drugs and 

their origin, al-Razl was told how orpine (hayy al- 

^Blam) cured hot inflammation afflicting a certain 

Greek Aflulan*e arm by accident.

1. According to Dodge (1970; 971 & 1097), al-Balkhi v/aa All b ShahTd, 
son or relative of ShahTd b. al-Husain the philosopher. Elgood (1951 ; 

196) identifies al-Balkhl as Ahiaad b. Sahl al-Balkhl, who was, 

according to Dodge (1970; 971 & 1097), a philosopher, geographer and 
student of al-Kindl, Some writers are not sure who al-Balkhl 

exactly was »
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On his second visit to the hospital, al-Râzï saw a 
foetus with two faces in one head. He was curious to 
find out how this happened. So interested was he in 

the answer and that conversation with the old 
pharmacist that al-Razi decided to study medicine, 
which changed his life and future career completely (Ibn 

Abi Vsaib̂ ah, 1965; 414-5).

Af^er being educated as a physician, al-Razl 
devoted the rest of his life to the service of his 

society. He had a good chance to do so in his capacity 
as the director of the hospital of Raiy, and, later, in 
his capacity as the chief physician in the Muqtadiri 
Hospital (Ibn al-Qiftî, 1903; 271; Ibn AbT Usaibi'̂ah, 1965; 415-6; Meyerhof, 1935; 323; 
Elgood, 1951 ; 197). Some of al-Razi's notes, for example his 
•Thirty-three Clinical Observations', translated by 

Meyerhof (1935; 321-56), show the extent of al-Razl's

services to his patients,

Al-Razl also held medical classes, as al-Bïrûni 

reports that al —Razi had a great number of pupils (Ibid,; 

331; see also Ibn al-Nadim, 1929; 415-6). Unfortunately, we have no 

record about his pupils.

Like many famous physicians during medieval times, 
al-Razl travelled through various countries to serve 
nobles and princes. Among those he served were al-
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Mansûr b. Ismâ'-Tl b. Khàqân, the geve^ior of Khurasan, to 
whom he dedicated his book al-Man^ürl, and <=All b- 

Wahsûdhân, the governor of Tabaristan, for whom he 

wrote al-Mulükl (Ibn al-Nadim, 1929; 415; Ibn al-Qiftî, 1903: 272; Ibn Abî 
Usaibi'ah, 1965; 419).

Towards the end of his life, al-Razf became blind 

from a cataract. Some ascribe the blindness to the 
excessive eating of beans of which he was very fond (Ibn 
al-Nadim, 1929; 416). Some assert that it was due to a blow 

which he received on the head ^ some 'great man' who 
accused him of fraud and charlatanism, after al-Razl 
declined to do a test to produce gold by an alchemical 
experiment (Browne, 1921 ; 46). Others say that the blindness 
was probably caused by excessive study, for al-Razl 

seldom left his books and was always to be found 
copying manuscripts or writing out fair copies of his 

lectures. He himself admitted that he sorely overtried 
his powers and used to spend many a night with a friend 

reading Hippocrates' and Galen's works (Elgood, 1951; 197-8). 
Al-Razl refused to undergo an operation, on the ground 
that he desired to see no more of a world with which he 
was disgusted and disillusioned (Ibn al-Qifli, 1903; 272; ibn AbT

Usaibi'ah, 1965; 420).

He died in his native city, Raiy, but the date is 

uncertain. Ch^ various records giv̂ i the years of 912
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(300), 923 (311), 925 (313), 932 (320) and 974 AD (364
AH) (Ibn al-Qifti, 1903; 272; Ibn AbT Usaibî'ah, 1965; 420; HajjîKhaiïfah, vol.Ill, 1843; 
12; Elgood, 1951; 198; Meyerhof, 1935; 322-3). However, According to 
Meyerhof [Ibid,'> , the correct date is that given by al- 
BirOni, i.e. 26 October 925 (5 8ha=ban 313).

Al—Kâzi's Works

It is said that al-Razl wrote more than two hundred 
works in several intellectual fields. Most of them, 
which are enumerated by biblioghraphers*, are lost. 

However, the works which have remained are amply 

sufficient to enable us to appreciate his learning.

As al-Razi was competent in many fields, his works 

are various. An encyclopedia in music, entitled Fi 

Jaiml al-Musiqi (On the Beauty of Music) is ascribed to 
him (Elgood, 1951: 196). He also composed some poems,
in which he yyvo&tly discusses about metaphysical

topics. Moreover, he wrote many works on medicine, 

alchemy, philosophy, mechanics, physics, mathematics, 

astronomy, optics, etc. Among these works, the 

alchemical and medical are the most significant ones.

1. For a detailed list of his hooks see Ibn al-Iadïm <1929; 416-9), 

Ibn al-Qlftl 1303; 272-7), Ibn Abi Usaibi<=ah (1965; 421-7), Khallfah

(1837-1964; pissia) and Âbadî (1960; passia),
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Al—iîâzi and. Alchemy

According to al~Bîrûnî, twenty— one of al-Râzî's 

works were on alchemy (Haaarneh, 1973: 476) . Those which
survived were seriously studied by western scholars 
such as Gerard of Cremona, Berthelot, Vincent of 

Beauvais and Roger Bacon (Steele, 1929; 10-46) .

Al-Razi possessed a remarkable knowledge of the 
alchemical properties of metal, and was more free from 

charlatanry and quackery than all the alchemists before 

and after him (Meyerhof, 1941; 45). He verified his alchemical 
theories by experiments. For example, to test his view 
concerning the effect of metallic mercury on a man, he 

tested it on an ape. In Kitâb al-Mansürî, book viii 

cap.xlii - quoted by Vithington (1894; 148) - al-Razl says, 

"I do not suppose that any great harm would happen to a 
man who should drink metallic mercury except severe 

pains in the stomach and intestines. I gave some to an 

ape which I had, nor did I see any evil befall him 
beyond that above mentioned, which I concluded from the 
fact he twisted' about, and kept biting at his stomach, 

and pawing it with his hands” .

He also conducted experiments to transform lead, 

tin, copper and iron into silver or gold, and to 

improve ordinary stones, such as pebbles, glass and
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ordinary crystals into red ruby, green emeralds and 
other precious stones. In short, he was the first to 
transform alchemy into a practical science. Therefore, 

he is considered as the creator of a new alchemy (Heym, 
1937: 188). He is also called 'the experimenter’ , not
only in alchemy, but also in the other sciences with 
which he^involved (Withington, 1894; 145).

Al-Razl introduced the use of some chemical 
substances into medicine. He was the first to use 
mercury as a purgative. He also introduced white lead 
ointment into pharmacopoeia, so that it became known in 
the Middle Ages as 'Album Rhazis* (Elgood, 1951; 203). There 
are many more chemical substances used by him in the 

preparation of drugs, which can be seen in al-Hawi. 

Clearly, he applied his alchemical knowledge 

successfully. This explains why later scholars such as 

Sarton (vol,I, 1927; 609) refer to him as the 'ancestor of the 

iatrochemists' ’ .

Al-Râzîîs Medical works

Al-Razl has a high reputation in medicine, Al 

Blruni asserts, "Abu Zakariyya has promoted the medical 

profession to a high degree and was needed and called

upon by kings ....  and they received him with great

respect" (Hawrneh, 1973; 476). Haly Abbas admits, "Far be it
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from me to contest his excellence or to deny his 
knowledge of the medical art and his eminence as an 

author" (Meyerhof, 1935; 328). Vithington (1894; 145) writes, "Rhazes 
was the most independent and therefore the most 
interesting of the Arabic writers on medicine". Browne 
(1921; 44) considers al-Razl as "the greatest and most
original of all Muslim physicians, and one of the most 

prolific as an author". Meyerhof (/W, 321) observes, " (His 
works) established his reputation as an excellent 
observer and at the same time a critical compiler of 

Greek, Syriac and early Arabic medical knowledge". 

Meyerhof (1944b; 1859) adds, "He was regarded as an
outstanding clinician as well as a brilliant
diagnostician and therapeutist ........ . He was an
uncommonly prolific writer, especially in the field of 

pharmacology, and his numerous works were zealously 
copied by later authors". It is obvious from these 
quotations that the place of al~Razl in the history of 

medicine and the value of his medical works, which were 

more than a half of all of his writings, are widely 

acknowledged.

1. *latrochemistry' refers to early attempts at the application of

drugs to medicine.
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One of al-Razl's most important books is al-Jadarl 
wa al-Hasbah (On Smallpox and Measles) , which is the 

oldest existing treatise on smallpox and measles (Adams, I, 

18U; 330; Withington, 1894; 146). In it, al-Razl distinguishes

clinically between the two diseases (Srsenhiil, 1848; 23-73).
Since this work contains the basic concepts in the 

evolution of ideas on smallpox and measles, it has been 

studied closely by specialists in these diseases (Wilkinson, 
1979; 2-4).

Al-Jadarl wa al-Hasbah is considered as the most 

original work of al-Razl. Of it, Greenhill (1848; 3)
writes, "Its genuineness has never been doubted", 

Feuburger says, "It ranks high in importance in the 

history of epidemiology as the earliest monograph upon 

smal1-pox, and shows us Rhazes as a conscientious 

practitioner" (Meyerhof, 1935; 324).

Being so important, it has been published in 

various languages. It was translated from the original 
Arabic into Latin and Syriac. The latter version was 

translated into Greek at the command of one of the 

Emperors of Constantinople, perhaps Constantine Dukas 

<1059-67 AD), or Andronicus II (1281-1328) (see Greenhill, 
1848; 3-4 & 13).
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Another of al-Razî's work which used to be studied 
by scholars is Kitab al-Tibh al-Mansûrî (the Book of 

Medicine Dedicated to al-MansQr> , which ̂ <as principally 

compiled by al-Ràzi from the writings of

Hippocrates, Galen, Oribasius, Aetius and Paulus 
Aegineta (Ibid, 77-8). During the later Middle Ages until 

late in the sixteenth century, its ninth book (Liber 

Nanus'), "On the Diseases of All Parts of the Body and 
Their Treatments", was the most famous medical 

compendium. It formed the basis of medical learning. It 
was much in vogue, and was publicly read in the

schools, and commented upon by the most learned

professors (Greenhill, 1848; 78; Meyerhof, 1935; 324; Withington, 1894; 147).

Kitab al~Tibb al-Mansûrî was translated into Latin 

and several times published in the fifteenth and 

sixteenth centuries together with al-Razî‘s other 
smaller books (Sreenl̂ill, 1848; 82-3).
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AL-H AVI

Place of

Kitâb al-HàwI fl al-Tibh (the Comprehensive Book 

of Medicine) is al-Razl*s most important and 

voluminous work. It is accounted the largest

encyclopaedia of Graeco-Arabic medicine (Singer and Underwood, 

1962; 74). According to Meyerhof (1941; 45) it is "the
greatest encyclopedia of therapeutics written during 

the Middle Ages". Moreover Elgood (1951; 199) says, "This 
is highly desirable for the Continens must be regarded 
as more Important, even than the Canon of Avicenna, to 

the historian of Arab medicine" . In addition, 

Greenhill (1848; 99) asserts, "It is universally admitted 

to be one of the most valuable and interesting medical 

works of antiquity",

Coijqpllatioii of a l ~ E a ^

It is generally accepted that al-Hâfvl was a 
collection of al-Razl*s private notes. It is to be 

looked upon rather as a foundation for his smaller 

works. From comparing certain passages in his al- 
Jadarl wa al-Hasbah with parallel ones in a chapter 

also entitled al-Jadari wa al-Hasbah of al-Hâwî
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(seventeenth volume of Hyderabad edition) , the latter 

was apparently roughly thrown together, and afterwards 

worked up and arranged by al-Razi to form the former 

(Greenhill, 1848: 3, 27-73 & 101-131). It was also probably- that as 
Haly Abbas says, "He (al-Razl) composed it as a 
special memorandum of reference for himself for his 

old age and time of forgetfulness; or being afraid of 

damage which might occur to his library (Meyer I93S; 327). 
Another possibility is that the notes were collected 

by al-Razl for his lectures.

Âl-Hâwl is clearly a collection of excerpts from 
ancient Greek, Syriac, Indian and Arabo-Persian 
medical works and al-Razl’s original records based on 

his experiences drawn from case histories of his 

patients. Of this compilation, Meyerhof (1935; 325-6)

states, "It is an invaluable record of quotations from 
several hundreds of only partly known or completely 

forgotten writers whose works are lost, not to mention 

the value of so many early Arabic translations from 
known Greek medical writers whose texts are available 

in Greek alone . through late Byzantine MSS. More than 

all this, we are bound to admire the learning, acuity, 

observation and the often surprisingly sound judgement 

of Rhazes himself in his personal notes and comments. 
From these notes, there could be extracted an 

important record of his medical activity, as well as
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of his clinical considerations on all the diseases 
known to the physicians of that remote period".

Publication of al—Hâhdl

Al-HâffI is a posthumous work, that is to say, it 
was first published after al-Razl's death in Raiy. 

According to Ibn Abi Usaibl'^ah {1965; #20), Ibn al-^Amid, 
the wazlr of Rukn al-Daulah, was responsible for the 
compilation and publication , of . This waz'ir

asked for the notes from al-Razl's sister and offered 

her large sums of money until she showed him the 

materials for the book. Thereupon, he assembled the 
doctors, al-Razl's pupils and caused them to put the 

notes in order and to draft them into book form.

Al-Hâwî was translated into Latin by the Jewish 
Faraj b. SElim (Farraguth) in Sicily, under the 

auspices of King Charles of Anjou. This work, which 

took nearly the whole life time of the translator, was 
completed in 1279 AD. It was first printed at Brescia 

in Northern Italy in 1486 AD (Meyerhof, 1935; 325). Today, we 
have several Latin editions of al-Hâwî, under the 

title of Liber Continens.

Portions of the original text can be seen in 
various libraries in Europe. From the manuscripts
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existing in the Escorial Library, St.Lorenzo’s Churh, 

Madrid, and in the National Library, Madrid, al-Hâwl 
was edited and published in its original Arabic by the 

Dairatul Maarif, Osmania University, Hyderabad, under 

the auspices of the Ministry Education, Government of 

India. This edition is the major reference for this 

research. ("Ar-Razi's (Continens of Rhazes): Introduction", Bullstin of the

Oepartient of History of dsdicins, Hyderabad, vol.I, 1963, pp, 172-174).
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A SAMPLE OF AL-hXvÏ

This discussion deals with the Fourth and Fifth Chapters of 
volume I of al-Râzl * s book of s.l-KabTr in the Hyderabad

edition 1955-1970 based on MS of "Maktabah KhS.nq5h PihlawSri

Sharif of BuhSr" (MS B) as the original MS, and MS 806 of the 

Escorial Library (MS A) (see sl-Razl,vol. 1,1955-1870; footnote by editor p, 2).

This section is selected to be a sample of the kind of 

treatment to be found in al-Hâwî as a whole, showing the 
development of Arabian medicine as the result of a  movement 
towards compilation. This selection, in which al-Razl presents 

medical Ideas from ancient nations and a large number of drugs, 

possibly includes the best collection of foreign medical ideas to 

be found in Arabic medical works.

Comment on the Text

Generally, it is presented in such a manner that al-Razl 
first extracts the ideas of his predecessors, the earlier 

authorities, on each disease, its causes, symptoms and treatment; 

and at the end, he usually gives his comments, marked by ^(Mine, 

or ny comment, or my opinion).

1. See the translation pp.97-144 and the Arabic text pp.150-156).
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Those authorities are Hippocrates, Aristotle, Pythagoras, 

Galen, Rufus, Paulus, Caraka (Charaka), Vrinda, Qulhuxmn, Ahrun, 

Ibn Sarâbiyûn, Mâsarjawaih (Al-Yahûdl), Fubûs, Abu Juraij, 
Jürjis, Bakhtïshu‘=, Ibn Mâsawaih, ïbn Mâsah, al~Khüz, al-Tabarl, 

Hunain, Ibn al-B^rlq, ‘̂Abdûs and 'Kajhül', Among them, Fübüs, 

Qulhumân, al-Khûz and ‘Majhul* have not been identified with 

certainty, or are unknown.

Some of the original works which are referred to in our text 

are extant. Some of them have been lost or survive only in 

fragments.

It is not always possible to identify exactly from which 

individual authors or treatises or particular sections or views 

or information cited in al-Hawi have been extracted. Sometimes 
it is unclear as to which one is the authority al-Razl refers to, 

as he often neglects to state the name of the authority in 

question. For instance, in***«Ĵ  ̂ ^  (55. (Ĵ  may
refer to either Plato, the original writer of Timaeus, or Galen, 
since this work reached the Arabs through Galen (see page 107 

note 2), just as in the case of Hippocrates' works, many of which 

have come down to the Arabs in Galen's commentaries (see page 30; 

see also Ullmann, 1978; 11-12) .

$1. "88.19" stands for "page 88 line 19 of our Arabic text of al- 

Hâ wl".
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Moreover, in * * * * ŷ̂

<88.10-*2b we may assume that Jü refers to Galen, the'

author of ( see p* 36 n.l9), f while al-Razl
does not mention the name whom Jlï refers to^r If so, 

we are wrong, because in the original text of this 

work, it refers to Aristotle, not Galen! (see p. 104 

note 1).

-hVte.
Since many original works reachedMusiims through 

commentators, these works have been interpolated with 

the ideas of the commentators. Al-Razl can be seen to 
have consulted some badly translated works, where the 

translations have been unfaithful to their original. 

In such works, the original opinions are "omitted, 
changed and added" (see Mattock, 1968; in introduction i-iii).
Consequently, when al-Razl used these works, it m\s

difficult for him to classify the original views and 

the interpolated ones.

Those are among the reasons why most of the 

quotations in our text cannot be traced in the 

original sources.

However, a few quotations can be traced. But, al- 
Razl on many occasions paraphrases the sayings of the 

authorities he refers to. A representative example of 

this is as follows:
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Our text (.90, 6~13\ see translation below p. 110-1)

reads: ,
^  j  ,x S  2̂)̂  Mi o  ̂  U I

g) ^  I ^  LS^

LAj I ^J$ JLj# 3 ^  ijJ*. O S ^ o  *  ̂ O * \  S

• âjüot# ̂  ^ U^ Ocjr^  ̂(_f*

The original j(al*-Tabari.j . 19281 151-2) rujiss
O jt  ̂  <3 O UJ ( C f* ( 2 jL**j I y  3 Y I y JâL>JJ * ijj J

r  J ^ t  ^  tU  y JiJU |#A  ̂J

0 * * v  < J p  ^ Ojyj U  Jji 2 y ^  éljKJ^ y ^  1 ^  CLLS, U  JL>.b

• ^  JiS  &L*  ̂ C h S j-^ L f̂ ̂   ̂ (_%* v>» j) * j* ^  L# jjW  I

It can be seen that al-Razl*s quotation and al- 

Tabarî's original are different. Thus, for instance:

(i ) Al-Tabari's ^  oW-)* (one ^  of frankincense) is 
changed to  ̂ (^>k (30 [?3 frankincense).

(ii) ŷi  ̂ O* -Lj which is not in al-Tabarl ' s 

t&pcL , is added to al-Razl's.

(iii) Al-Tabari's J[^bu SsJs Uli is altered to

1 Ii is avfei^gHt of ^  ^WeKr) ;
Cp* It is equal to 160 drachmùiWïshin, 1986; 22)
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Under the heading J  , he sometimes shows his 

agreement and elaborates with knowledge which

healready has. A example of this is as follows;
J

' (See translation below p.* 103)*

(89*7-9}  ̂ ^  ^  O* * cP
q-J tXJ I ')! X>w. Ü I Jl^ l

(See translation below p. 103).

Sometimes he gives a different view. Compare these 

two different preparations for amnesia:

 ̂̂ ̂ v V  * ^  . * * * < I
(See translation below p. 110)

-j ' (90 . 13) J - w j Ü L  ^  Lf * ^ .  • Lf)

(See translation below p. Ill)
'V

The doctrine of humours and temperament can be 

clearly seen. The excess of coldness, which produces 

cold bad temperament, generates the impairment of the 
memory <36 . 13 ) ; hot temperament causes delirium 

(87 . 11 ) \  predominant moistness produces dullness and 

laziness <39 , 1-2  )\ and so on. These will be worse if 

they are accompanied by corrupt phlegm and bile 

(37 . 17- 19) ,  (3ee also p.11 n.2).
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The above determines the treatment to be decided. 

According to the Sick Organs, if the mucous discharge 

increases, the brain must be dried (86. 15), because it 
reveals that moistness (which corresponds to phlegm 
according to the humoural theory) predominates in the 

brain. Ahrun shows that when corruption of the brain 

is due to humour, this humour should be discharged 

(91.2).

They also determine what drug will be given. For 

corruption due to cold humour, a hot drug is
suggested; for a disease due to hotness, a. cold drug 
is given; for inflammation due to coldness, hot

medicine is given; for a corruption due to coldness 

and dryness, a hot and moistening preparation is
prescribed; for a corrupt humour which needs to be

discharged, an attractive, or purgative drug should be 

applied; and so on.

Hotness is countered with a cold substance. For 

example, cold water is gargled for hot inflammation 

(101.13). On the other hand, to cure cold disease, 

such as phlegmatic inflammation, the medicine should 
be hot. Hot water and oxymel are suggested as gargles 

against phlegm (101.14-15). Galen shows that the juice 

of [celandine] purges the superfluity out of
the brain ‘‘because it is very hot" (96.7-Ô), Ibn
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Mâsawaih gives C pimpernel] for cleansing the

head of phlegm <100,6) so does al-Razl (95.20). This

is^ame as Dioscorides* opinion (al-Râiî, vol.XX, 1955-70; 116, n,136; 
I bn al-Baitîr, vol, I, 1967; 62). Pimpernel has some hot and
attractive properties, and this is obviously agreed 

upon by all ancient authorities, such as Dioscorides, 

Galen, Oribasius and Paulus, and by modern physicians 

too (see al-Rizl, vol.XX, 1955-70; 116, n,136; Adams, vol.Ill, 1944-7; 43).

For the corruption of the memory due to moistness, 

al-Razi prescribes drugs such as Lj^ I (i.e.
 ̂ ) C cashew nut], [ thapsia] ,

[ castoreum] , C sweet marjoram] ,

C musk] , etc. (92.2-6), which are drying 

(see al-Rizl, vol. XX, 1955-70; 133, 223-4, 259-260, and XXI 492, 516). For the 
corruption due to coldness and dryness he suggests hot 

and moistening drugs (92,7-9), In short, al-Razl, as 

many other physicians during his time, was a follower 
of the humoural theory.

In one place, we see Rufus prescribes emetics and 

a diet (95,1), I bn SarB.biyun, too, prescribes a diet 

and sitting in a room which is lit (91.16-92,2). 
Beside sitting in a dry place, al-Râzi also prescribes 

evacuation with purgatives, and massage (92.2-9). 
These remind us of the methods which have been /.by 
Susruta, who purifies the patient, accommodates him in
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a room and prescribes a diet (see p. 6%, and the

theory of purification applied by Hippocrate. (see p.6>.

Drugs to be taken orally are usually given on an 

empty stomach, as done by al-Tabarï (90. 10) and I bn 
Mâsawaih (91.15). This idea is also frequently seen in 

Hippocrates’ works (see Mattock, 1968; 15 & 19; Mattock and Lyons, 1968; 31) 
and Indian works such as > Suéruta-Sai^ità (see Bhishagpaina, 

vol,11, 1963; 523 & pàssi»).

The association between medical practice and 

belief of ancient people influenced them in 

determining the effects of drugs. As we have seen, in 

the opinion of the ancient Mesopotamians, the more 
serious the disease the more nauseating should the 

medicine be, because they believed that the evil 

spirit which caused the disease, would be disgusted by 
such remedies (Elgood, 1951; 5), From time to time, more 
scientific methods were used. The effects of drugs 

were learned by practice or analogy, "as for instance 

the same medicament may act when warm on the human 

body and when cold on that of a lion or of a horse" 

(J.Lippept, "Adwiya", Encyclpedii of Islêa). This knowledge then passed 

from one physician to another, from generation to 

generation, through oral transmission or written 
works. Therefore, we may suppose that the opinion of
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one authority on the effects of drugs as given in the 

text of sJ-Hâwî may well have been copied by that 

authority from some earlier authority. Al-Razl may
also derive this knowledge from his predecessors. 

Nevertherless, he, who is titled as "the

experimenter", frequently derives his knowledge from 
his own practices, so that he is the introducer of 

some chemical substances to the medical art, as we 

have said (see p. 52-3). His objection to al-Tabari's 

opinion on the use of ghee in the treatment for

amnesia, as we have mentioned above (see p.65), may
have been based on his experiments It is therefore, 

not surprising that, as in other subjects with which 

he was involved, he has a critical view in determining 
the effects of drugs. As usual, when an opinion should

be proved before accepted, he remarks " Examine(i|f C U ).
This can be seen in the following quotation:

f  ̂ i 131 Î — — ^  I I ̂ liJ t 1 3 f

cP
U ̂ «iJjsü i o^  ̂ ê 3a * L3 » I 1 i ̂

’ ij(Mouse-ear: Abu Juraij; It reddens the skin when it is put on it, 

and it is beneficial against hemiatrophy if it is snuffed up.

My comment; The physicians have agreed unanimously on the benefit 
of this for hemiatrophy, and (on the fact that) if it reddens the 

skin it is hot cold. Examine that.) (al-RizT, vol.XX, 1955-70; p.69 n,82).
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In our text we Caw see various effects of the 

drugs introduced. Among them there are those that can 
be designated as muh&llil (loosening), muf&ttib 
(opening), muskhi (relaxing), kS.sir âl~riySh (wind

breaking), jnuqa.ttl^ (cutting off), JSdhib (pulling), 

muhriq (caustic), irâwl (burning), mubarrid (cooling), 
mukhaddir (narcotic), murattib (moistening), munaffikh 
(making odorous), mujaffif (desiccative), qBbid

(astringent), etc. Many more terms of the effects of

drugs can be traced in a'l~Hâhrï and other Arabic 

medical works (see ai-Razi, 1955-70, vol, XX and XXI; Lippert, "Adwiya",

Encyclopedia of Islsî ) .

1,Lippert gives forty one. Other then we have mentioned above are 
mulattif (rarifying), JÏÏ1T (polishing), mukhashshin (making 

rough), mundij (digestive), Mdim (purgative), ISdhi'̂ ' (biting), 

muhamalr (epispastic, a vesicant), mubakkik (a stimulant), 

muqarrih (ulcerating), akkâl (consuming), mufsttit (wiping off, 
removing roughness), mu‘̂affin (putrefying), qSshlr (wiping off 

hard), jnuqawwi (fortifying), rSdJ*" (repellent), mug-halliz 

(incrassative) - the opposite of mulattif, mufhij (repellent), 

ghassSl (washer, polisher), muwassikh li al-quruh (making the 
ulcers filthy), mazzaq (tearing), mumallis (emollient), ‘=asir 

(compressing), musaddid (constipating), mughrl (agglutinant), 

mudmil (cicatrizing), munbit li al-labm (making flesh grow) and 

kbStim (covering).
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Among the modes of administering drugs in our text are 

gargles, ointments, infusions, decoctions, snuffs, pills,

suppositories, eneims, pills, inhalations, etc., which 
were- known by the , ancient Mesopotamians, Egyptians, Indian.̂  ̂

Persians and Greekĝ

Honey is one of the most popular drugs used by all these 
ancient nations. This popularity can be noticed in our text, 

where it is occasionally suggested. It is applied in a simple 

form, or as hydromel and oxymel. These two latter forms were 

always used by Greek physicians. Oxymel also was well-known among U-ve. 
ancient Persians. Another popular remedy is the Greek hiera, 

especially hlera piera of Galen, Later, all of these became 

generally used among the Arabs.

Some foreign terms can be clearly seen. Among them are

(meningitis) which was derived from the Persian ^  

(head) and (inflammation); (catochus) from the
Greek xaroxq; ^ ((lethargus) from XeBorpyos; and,
(hemiplegia) from ÏÏXnyfj. The Greek technical terns are rendered 

with fair success. For example, ^uvxpavfa (dyscrasia - &ds, bad + 

k.pao'is, a mixing) was rendered by .. which literally means
* the bad mixture or temperament', These new terms enriched the 

native lædical terminology which the Arabs already possessed, 

such as (headache), j^>^(vertlgo), f ̂ (elephantiasis),

etc.
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Another clear example of the transmission of

medical, especially pharmacological, ideas can be
studied from the names of drugs, which will be

detailed in the next discussion.
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DRUGS’*: MOTES AID REFESEICE^*

- (Pimpernel) (95.20)®*, or UlOO, 6)®*, or
in -the text-e# al-Mwi (al-Razl, vol. XX, 1955-1970: 

p. 116, no. 136), is V  in al-Bîrûnl's al-Saidanab

(Hamarneh, 1973: 67), ty-JU LI in Âl-Isrâ'ill ' s Sbarh AsisS’

al-'̂ Uqqâr (1940: p. 5 no. 16) and Ibn al-Baitâr's al-Jâmi‘= al~
Mufradât (vol. I, 1967; 62), and c,>^^LI in Tuhfat al~Ahbab

(ed.Renaud and Colin, 1934;p.4 no.8 **). It is a transliteration 

from the Greek ctva'̂ aXXls, which is mentioned by Dioscorides 

(Renaud and Colin, 1934: p.8 no.8 ®*) and Paulus (Adams, vol.Ill, 

1847: 43). It is said that this Greek was transliterated into
Arabic by Hunain b. Ishaq (Rosner, 1979: 14). According to

Maimonides (Al-IsrS.'ïlî ), it is also called 31 (mouse-ear )̂^

which is also signifies (sweet marjoram - see below).

1. Drugs which are mentioned in our selected text of al~Hawl

(chapters IV & V, vol.I: see the translation in pp. 97-144 and

the Arabic text in pp. 150-166) ,
2. The drugs in our text are compared with those inother texts (including ai-Hawl, vois. XX, XXI & XXII) where

the various forms of the names of the drugs are given.

3. Reference to our text. *(95,20)* should be read "page 95, line 

20**. This is the place where the drug in question is first 

mentioned in the text.
4. Reference to the original text of Tuhfat al~AhbMb, in the 

edition of Renaud and Colin (1934).
5. Reference to the account of the editors, Renaud and Colin.
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>0 ^
- (Citron) (99.9; al-Râzl, vol. XX, 1955-70; p.27

n.34; al-Isra'ili, 1940: p. 4 no.l; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.I, 1967;

p. 10; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 7 no. 21). It derives from the
Persian 'an orange' (Steingass, A Comprehensive Persian-

English Dictionary; see also Tuhfat al-Ahbab, Ibid., and Rosner, 

1979: 4).

0■ 31- (Schoenus, or the bog-rush) / (100.17; al-Râzi, vol. XX,

1955-70: p. 6 no. 9; al-Isra*ïlî, 1940: p. 5 no.8; Ibn al-Baitar,

vol.I, 1967: p.15; Tuhfat al-Âhbàb, 1934: p. 7 no,34). It is also

known as ('straw of Mecca') (al-Isra*111, Ibid.) and
j| ('the bog-rush’) is an Arabic

name (Steingass).

- (Lavender stoechas) '92.3; al-Isra’ill, 1940: p. 4
no.6; Steingass); (al-Razl, vol. XX, 1955-70: p. 124

n. 139; Ibn al-Baitar, vol. I, 1967; p. 24); (Tuhfat al-

Ahb&b, 1934: p. 5 n. 13). It is the transcription of the Greek

fTolxas-a#os (Renaud and Colin, 1934: 10 no.13).

- (Dodder) (89.21; al-Razl, vol. XX, 1955-70: p. 51,

n.54; Ibn al-Baitar, vol. I, 1967: p. 40); .âl (al-Isri’îlï,
1940; p. 6 no. 23; Tuhfat al~AhbBb, 1934: p. 6 n.32). It is from the 
Greek (Dioscorides) IxiOupov (Renaud and Colin, 1934: 17 n.17).

- (Euphorbium) ^ ; | (92.5; al-Razl, vol. XXI, 1955-70:

p.229 a. 605; al-Isra’ill, 1940; p.6 no.25); (97.11);
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Tuhfat sl~AhbSb, 1934: p. 33, no. 323). It is from the Greek

euphârbion (Rosner, 1979: 20).

- (Absinth) (101.2; al-Razl, vol. XX, 1955-70: p. 118
n.l38; al-Isrâ'lli, 1940: p. 4 no.3; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.I, 1967:

p.41). It is the Arabic transcription of the Greek [Dioscorides) 

&Y&v8fov (Renaud and Colin, 1934:4 no.l; Adams, III, 1847:63), 
passed through the Aramaic (Rosner, 1979:5).

- (Opium) (98.1; al-Razl, vol. XX, 1955-70: p.5 n, 7; al-

IsrE'lll, 1940: p.7 no.35; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.I, 1967: p.45;

Tuhfat al~AhbMb, 1934: p. 7 n.40). It derives from the Greek o%iov

(Renaud and Colin, 1934: 20 no.40).

- (Anakardia, or oriental cashew nut) LjyiL! (91.15);
(al-ïsrâ'lir, 1940: p. 10 no. 62)); Ljyijldbn al-Baitar, vol.I, 

1967: p. 66). 'Anakardia' is a Greek name, but it is not ancient 

Greek - it was unknown to Dioscorides - but Byzantine (Rosner, 

1979: 50). According to Âl-IsrS'Tlï (Ibid,), Ibn al-BaitEr
(Ibid.) and Steingass it is same with the Indian

y (orienial cashew- nut - see below).

- (Kyrobalan) I (90.16; al-Razl, vol. XXI, 1955-70:
p. 636, n.898) and (93.8; see also Renaud and Colin,

1934, 58 no. 126); (al-Isra'ill, 1940: p. 14 n. 112; Tuhfat

al-AbbBb, 1934: p.14: 126). It is the Persian akla t the

myrobalan or citron-tree) (Steingass), which derived from the
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Sanskrit harifàkl. It was unknown to the Greeks. (Rosner, 1979; 

82).

- (Blue iris) (96.9; al-Razl, vol. XX, 1955-70: p.3 n.3;

al-Isra'111, 1940: p. 7 no.34; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.I, 1967: p. 71;

Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 6 n.28). It is from the Greek

[ Dioscordes] Lpis (Renaud and Colin, 1934: 16 no.28), which

probably passed through Aramaic. In the Jewish-Aramaic dialect of 

Palestine, one said Irüsa (Rosner, 1979: 26).

- (Large basil) JL (99.14), or ÔL (al-Razi,
vol. XX, 1955-70: p.167 n.169; al-Isra'lll, 1940: p. 8 no.48; Ibn 

al-Baitar, vol. I, 1967: p. 76), It is Persian. This is the

Persian ^  jL C'a fragrant kind of herb'3 or j ̂

['sweet basil'3 (Steingass).

- (Bean) MïL(92.14; al-Isra'lll, 1940: p. 8 no. 41); JïL

(al-Razl, vol. XX, 1955-70: p. 149 n. 154); (Tuhfat al-Ahbâb,

1934: p.10 n.76). It sigifies (al-Isra'ill, Ibid.; Tuhfat

al-Ahbâb, Ibid.). Bâqillà is a Mabatean name (Renaud and Colin, 

1934: 35 no.76).

- (Cyclamen, etc.) (96.16; Ibn al-Baitar, vol. I, 1967:
p,84; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934; p. 11 n.89). The Arabs designate

about ten plants Wïliiy this drug. Among its English names are 

Motherwort, marigold, sowbread, cyclamen, etc. (see Rosner, 1979: 

42; Mattock, 1968: 19), It is called in Africa as and
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the populations of alShâm call it I (Ibn al-Baitar,

Ibid.). Cf. Lane; CArthanita, or sow-bread; the common

cyclamen]; also called by Syrians.

- (Onion) (91.14; al-Isri'îlî, 1940: p.10 n.ôl; Ibn al- 

Baitar, vol.I, 1967: p.96). It is an Arabic name (Steingass).

- (Borax) (97.11; al-Razl, vol. XX, 1955-70: p.134 n.147;

al-Isra*Î1Î, 1940: p. 9 n.51; Ibn al-Baitâr, vol.I, 1967: p.125; 

Tuhfat al-Âhbâb, 1934: p. 11 n.92). The name is derived from the 

Persian "OS? Cborax, nitre] (Steingass; see also Rosner, 1979: 
39). [Armenian borax] is the best type of borax (al-

Isra* 111, Ibid.; Lane).

- (Oriental cashew nut) y (90.17); y (al-Râzî, vol.
XX, 1955-70: p.133 n.146; al-Isra*ïlî, 1940: p. 10 no.52; Ibn al- 

Baitar, vol. I, 1967: p. 113). The Persian is Canacardia)

(Steingass), which derives from the Sanskrit bhallatamu or 

bhallâtaka (Rosner, 1979: 50).

- (Anacardium electuary) (90.20; Steingass)

- (Balsam) «yLJL (96.2; al-Razl, vol. XXII, 1955-70: p. 12; Ibn 
al-Baitâr, vol.I, 1967: p.107; Lana). It is an Arabic name 

(Steingass), which derives from the Akkadian basmu (Levey, 1966: 

245).
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- (Hazelnut) <91.11; al-Isra'111, 1940; p. 8 no.43; Ibn

al-Baltar, vol.I, 1967: p.1967; 119). It is also called *

Some people say that 3̂ is Persian, is Arabic (see Ibn
al-Baitar, Ibid.). According to Steingass, [filbert nut] is
Arabic, but 3"^ is an Arabic element combinesl with the

Persian. Others say that ij is from the Greek tcovtIcKĈs (Renaud 

and Colin, 1934: 30 no,64; Rosner, 1979: 33).

- (Violets) <98.18; Ibn al-Baitâr, vol. I, 1967: p. 114;

Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 9 n.63). It is a Persian word

(Steingass).

- (Thapsia) (92.5; al-Razl, vol. XX, 1955-70; p. 222 n.

194; Ibn al-Baitar, vol. I, 1967: p. 148); L_«.ib (al-Isra* 111,
1940: p.40 n.380; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 41 n.404). It is

[ wild rue] itself (al-Isra* 111, Ibid.), which

also signifies Ju. {Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, Ibid.), or its raisin

(al-Isra*111, Ibid.). 'Thapsia* is from the Greek [Dioscorides] 

Qafia (Renaud and Colin, 174 n.404), which passed through Syriac 
(Rosner, 187 & 271).

- (Garlic) (95.2; al-Râzî, vol. XX, 1955-70: p.214 n.196;

Ibn al-Baitar, vol. I, 1967: p. 151; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934; p..42 
n.408). This is an Arabic nan® (Steingass), which • probably 

comes from the Akkadian stjjsmu (Levey, 1966: 251).
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- (Opopanax) (98.3; al-RâzI, vol. XX, 1955-70; p. 238

n,203; al-Isri'llî, 1940; p. 11 no.76; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.I, 

1967; p. 154); (.Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 13 n.l08).
ŷ .yI^ is from the Persian y^jb (Steingass).

- (Sutmeg) jyf ^̂ .̂6; al-Isra'III, 1940; p.11 no.71; Ibn

al-Baitâr, vol.I, 1967: p. 175; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 12
n.98). It is from the Persian [nut] and [odour,
fragrance, perfume] (Steingass). The Greeks did act mention this 

drug, save during the Byzantine epoch. Occidental Europe did 

know of it until the late 18th AD (Rosner, 1979: 57).

- (Castoreum) ala- (91.13) and y:L*« .jL <92. 3; al-
Rizl, vol. XX, 1955-70: p. 259 n.214; al-Isra'lll, 1940: p. 12

no.79; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 13 no.103). It
is the Persian ['the testicles of a beaver']

(Steingass; see also Rosner, 1979: 62; Renaud and Colin, 1934: 48 

n.103; Levey, 1966: 254)

- ('Black seed') (98.19; al-IsrS'îlî, 1940: p. 20
n.l67). It signifies black cumin, nutmeg-flower, small fennel

flower, bastard nlgella, nigella ( ^j_d), etc. (Hamarneh, 1973:

87; Rosner, 1979: 120; al-Rawi and Chakravarty, 1964: 69).

- (Cress) ciyi»- (gy. H; al-Râzî, vol. XX, 1955-70: p. 319

n.235; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.II, 1967: p.15; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934:
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p. 18 n. 167). It Is the Arabic nanfâ from al-Hijaz (Renaud and 

Colin, 1934: 76 no.167).

- (Harmal) (98.6; al-Râzï, vol. XX, 1955-70; p. 325
n.237; al-Isra'III, 1940: p. 19 no.160; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.II,

1967: p. 14; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 19, no. 176). Steingass

identifies it as 'seed of wild rue'. Other authorities give 
'harmal or wild rue* (Renaud and Colin, 1934: 80 n.176; Levey, 

1966: 258; Rosner, 1979: 116), It was used by Babylonians, but '

is probably the Syriac ^armêlâ (Levey).

- (Lycium juice) (98.2; al-Razl, vol. XX, 1955-70: p. 315
n.234; Ibn al-Baitâr, vol.II, 1967: p.23). According to Steingass 

it is the Arabic name. This Arabic equivalent was said to be 

chosen by Hunain for the Greek CDioscorides! Xuxiov. It was an 
Indian medicament. (Renaud and Colin, 1934: 76 no.166; Rosner,

ÎTAVÔ'1979: 107). However, it may also ^beenused by Sumerians and

Babylonians(see Levey, 1966; 259).

- (Asafoetida) I (98.2; al-Razl, vol. XX, 1955-70: p. 300

n.223; al-Isrâ'Ill, 1940: p. 6 n. 18 & p. 7 n.31; Ibn al-Baitar,

vol. II, 1967: p. 27; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 19 no. 169. It was 

used by ̂ Sumerians andBaby]

^attire^l (Levey, 1966; 260).

used by ̂ Sumerians and/^Babylonians. In Akkadian it was called

- (Colocynth) (97.7; al-Razl, vol. XX, 1955-70: p. 340

n.254; al-isrâ'lll, 1940; p. 19 n.158, 36 n.332; Ibn al-Baitar,
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vol. II, 1967: p. 36; Tuhfat al-AhbSb, 1934; p. 19 no. 178). This is 

an Arabic name (Steingass). It was used by/̂ Sumerians,/̂ Babylonians 

and/̂ Egyptians (Levey, 1966; 262).

- (Hellebore) 3ij^ (97.4; al-Rizl, vol. XX, 1955-70: p. 437

n.323; al-Isra'lll, 1940; p. 42 n.399; Ibn al-Baitâr, vol.II,

1967: p. 54; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934; p. 43 n.425). In Akkadian it 
was called qarbuhu (Levey, 1966: 263), and in Syriac bürbaknâ or 

hürbekânâ (Rosner, 1979; 286).

- (Mustard) JjyL (86,12; al-Razl, vol. XX, 1955-70: p. 383
n.291; al-Isra'111, 1940: p. 42 n.400; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.II,
1967: p. 52; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 43 n, 417). By Sumerians

it was called as har.bar, by Babylonians haldappânu (Levey, 1966:

264). In Assyrian it was known as bardlnnu and in Syriac hardelâ 

(Rosner, 1979; 287).

- (Lettuce) (95.2; al-Razl, vol. XX, 1955-70; p. 430

n.321; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.II, 1967: p.58). This an Arabic name

(Steingass).

- (Poppy) (95.2; al-Rizl, vol. XX, 1955-70; p. 401
n.305; al-lsri'lll, 1940: p.42 n.401; Ibn al-Baitâr, vol.II,

1967; p. 59; Tuhfat al~Ahbâb, 1934; p. 43 n.414). It is an Arabic

name (Steingass).
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- (iSarsîi-iaallow) (99.8; al-Razl, vol, XX, 1955-70: p. 398

n.304; al-lsrlTll, 1940: p. 41 a. 390; Ibn al-Baitâr, vol. II,

1967: p. 63). This is an Arabic-Persian name (Steingass).

- (Gilly-flower) <92.7; al-Râzï, vol. XX, 1955-70: p.392

n.301; Ibn al-Baitâr, vol.II, 1967: p.82; Tuhfat al-ÂhbSb, 1934: 

p. 43 n.422). It is a Persian name (Steingass).

- (Elecampane) (100.18; al-Isra'ili, 1940: p. 38 n. 353;

Ibn al-Baitar, vol. II, 1967: p. 128). It is a Persian name (Ibn 

al-Baitâr, Ibid.; Steingass). It is also called
[Syrian ginger! (al-Isra*III, Ibid.). (see also Rosner, 1979: 

248).

- (Saffron) (90.1; al-Razl, vol. XX, 1955-70: p. 548
n.385; al-Isri’Tll, 1940: p.17 n.135; Ibn al-Baitâr, vol.II,

Î3
1967; p. 162; Tuhfat al-AhbSb, 1934: p. 17 .151). This/̂ an Arabic 

name (Steingass). In Akkadian it was called azupirânu (Levey, 

1966; 275).

- (Ginger) (90.16; al-Razl, vol. XX, 1955-70: p. 569

n.391; Tuhfat al-Âhbâb, 1934; p.16 n.l43). This is called in the 
^reek [Dioscorides! Pâli singivera, Sankrit

^riôgavera, Persian (Renaud and Colin, 1934: 64

n.143).
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- (Hyssop) (101,4; al-Razl, vol. XX, 1955-70: p. 592

a. 396; al-Isra'111, 1940; p. 17 n,136; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.II,

1967: p. 172; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 16 n. 141). This is an

Arabic name (Steingass). The Akkadian was zupu (Levey, 1966: 

277),

- (Rue) LyijJL(96.5; al-Razl, vol. XX, 1955-70: p.71 a.481);

(al-Isrâ'îlî, 1940: p. 30 n.279; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 

1934: p. 37 n.364). This is an Arabic name (Steingass). Cf, Lane,:
I «" y  I JLw. Cruel, said to be/arabicized word, because, it is

asserted that and ^ are not combined in any Arabic word, but

in some of the books on plants it is written q-lju« ".

- (Galingale) (90.16; al-Râzî, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 1 

n.415; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 30 n.274; Ibn al-Baitâr, vol.Ill, 

1967: p.15). It is from the Syriac se'dS (Rosner, 1979: 183),

- (Oxymel) (100.7; Tuhfat al-AhbSb, 1934: p. 41

n.400). It is originally from the Persian ['vinegar
and honey'} (Steingass), which exactly corresponds to the Greek 

o^upeXi (Levey, 1966: 284). However, we can see several kinds of 

oxymel, prepared from different ingredients: 'sugar oxymel' (see
Greenhill, 1848: 41), 'acid oxymel' (Jones 1923: 111) and 'honey 

oxymel' (in our selected text).

- (Beat) (96.9; al-Razl, vol. XXI, 1955-70; p. 62 

n.473; Tuhfat al~Ahbâb, 1934; p. 39 n.377). The Akkadian was
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Sllqa, from which the Arabic and the Greek (rlxeXos may be derived 

(Levey, 1966: 284; see also Renaud and Colin, 1934: 164 n.377).

- (Licorice) (101.3; al-Razl, vol. XXI, 1955-70; p.69
n.471; al-Isra*111, 1940: p. 29 n.271; Ibn al-BaitSr, vol.Ill,

1967: p. 42; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 39 n.375). It derives from 

the Akkadian shushu, the Hebrew and Syriac susâ (Levey, 1966:
288; Rosner, 1979: 181).

- (Lily) (92.8; al-RSzl, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 13

n.431; al-Isra*111, 1940; p. 29 n.272). It derives from the

Aramaic sosanta, Coptic sosen (Levey, 1966: 289; Rosner, 1979;
182).

- (Blue lily) <100.10; al-Isra*111, 1940: p. 29

n.272).  ̂1^ Persian means 'a sapphire, hyacinth*. It
may also derive from the Persian [heaven! and

[colour! (Steingass; see also Rosner, 1979: 26 & 182). Cf. al-
Razl (vol. XX, 1955-70: p.116) writes,

*  ̂  ̂I j  I Ask I Î I lè LI

- (Sumac) (96.20; al-Razl, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 26

n.435; al-Isra*ill, 1940: p.30 n.277; Ibn al-Baitar, vol,III,

1967: p. 29; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 38 n.368), .It is either 
from the Aramaic sumn̂ qâ, meaning 'red* (Rosner, 1979: 185
n.277), or the Persian or (sumach!
(Steingass).
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- (Fleabane elecampane) dLLLt <97.20; al-Râzï, vol. XXI,

1955-70: p. 118 n.502; or (al-

Isra'ill, 1940; p. 40 n.375). It is from the Persian

Ca hard Egyptian tree] or dLL sort of medicinal
plant] (Steingass). (see also Rosner, 1979: 266).

- (Nigella, etc.) (97.16; al-Isra* 111, 1940: p. 39
n.365; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.Ill, 1967: p.72; Tuhfat al~Ahbâb, 1934; 
p. 47). The Persians also say [sesame; coriander;

pepper] (Steingass). It is also called [black cumin]

and *1 4^  [black seed] (al-Isra*ill, Ibid.; Ibn al-Baitar,

Ibid.; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, Ibid.).

- (Wormwood) (y  <99.9; al-Razl, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 106

n.494; Ibn al-Baitâr, vol.Ill, 1967: p. 75; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb,

1934; p.47 n.456). This Arabic name (Steingass) probably derives 

from the Akkadian s7hu (Levey, 1966: 296).

- (Aloe) ^  (97.6; al-Razl, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 142 n.517;

al-Isra*111, 1940; p.34 n.318; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.Ill, 1967; p.
77). This name Is Arabic (Steingass). In Akkadian one said siburu 

(Levey, 1966: 297),

- (Thyme) (98.10; al-Razl, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 147

n.518; al-Isra*111, 1940: p. 34 n.319; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 
31 n.299). In Aramaic it was called satrâ (Rosner, 1979: 218),

and in Akkadian zateru (Levey, 1966: 297)
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- (Feverfew) U^ï (98.9; al-Rizl, vol. XXI, 1955-70; p. 191

a.558; al-Isra'lll, 1940: p. 32 n.299; Ibn al-Baitir, vol.Ill,

1967: p. 115; Tuhfat al-AhMb, 1934: p. 31 n.301). The name is 
Aramaic (Ibn al-Baitâr, Ibid.; Renaud and Colin, 1934: 134

n.301>.

- (Lentil) (92.15; al-Razl, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 188 
n.557; Ibn al-Baitâr, vol. Ill, 1967; p. 117). This Arabic naitfô 

(Steingass), It was used by ancient Sungderians, Babylonians and 

Egyptians (Levey, 1966: 302).

- ('Resin of the Nabateans* ) üJe <101,3; al-îsrâ'îll,

1940: p. 32 n.301; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 33 n.317). It is the 

gum of .,.â (pistachio) plant (al-Isrâ'ill, Ibid.).

- (Kustard-seed, or wild rue, or black-vine)
(101.20); (al-Razl, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 222,

n.592); (al-Isra* III, 1940; p. 34 n.313). Cf. The

Syriac signifies "black vine’ and
' mustard-seed; wild rue'" (Steingass). It is the 

transcription of the Syriac faser astin, which signifies 'black- 

vinê  (Rosner, 1979: 212).

- (Radish) (93.1; al-Razl, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 218

n.590; al-Isra'llI, 1940: p. 25 n.217). , or

is Arabic (Steingass).
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- (Pepper) JâJi <90.15; al-Razi, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 235

a.618; al-Isrâ‘ïlî, 1940: p. 34 n.310; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.Ill,

1967: p. 166). It is probably from the Sanskrit pippali (see 

Kirtikar, II, 1918: 1090; Rosner, 1979; 210.)

- (Sweet basil) d (96.14; al-Râzï, vol. XXI, 1955-70:
p. 216 n.585); and (al-Isrâ* ill, 1940:

p. 8 n. 47; * d ^ ^  and
d,/U 1 (Ibn al-Baitâr, vol. Ill, 1967: p. 161). It is the

Persian (Steingass).

- (Mint) (97.9; al-Razl, vol. XXI, 1955-70; p. 243

n.621); ÿ  and (al-Isra*lli, 1940; p. 33

n.309); ^ ( I b n  al-Baitar, vol.IV, 1967: p.v 181);

ÿ  jji (Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 33 n.325);. It is from the 
Persian «L (Steingass). It has nany types, ^mong them are• 

[fluvial!, [mountain], [wild] and t-.

[cultivated! (al-Isra*111, Ibid,; Ibn al-Baitâr, Ibid.). (see 

also below).

- (Hlera Pikra) ly* à (97.15). or (101,7; al-Tabari,

1928: 143 à passim). It Is the Greek tep& (no, 72). It is
prepared from these drugs; mastic 6 drachms, crocus 6 drachms, 

bearded grain 6 drachms, cassia 6 drachms, wild spikenard 

(hazelwort) 6 drachms, berries of the balsam tree 6 drachms, 

cinnamon 6 drachms and aloe 12 drachms, which are pounded and 
administered in a dry powder (Budge, 1913: 50). Some identify
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îepoc %&Epa as an electuary of bitter powdered-mixture of aloe and 

canellae (white cardamom) (Taylor). Meyerhof (1936: 52)

identifies it as "holy bitter remedy".

- (Cardamom) SJSU (101.4; al-Razi, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 304

n,667; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.IV, 1967: p. 15 n.116; Tuhfat al~Âhhàh, 

1934: p. 35 n.342). It originates from the Assyrian qâqûla

(Rosner, 1979: 85; see also Levey, 1966: 314).

- (‘Donkey's cucumber', i.e. wild, or squirting cucumber)
yL>JI <95.10; al-Râzî, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 287 n.652; 

Mattock, I960: 11,10); I bi (al-Isra'III, 1940: p. 31

n.292). According to al-Râzî (Ibid,) and al-Isra’111 (Ibid.), it
/ C y

is tiyr [wild cucumber]. It is also called (al-
/ 4/IsrE'Ill, Ibid.). Cf Lane: is a species of bitter tree or

plant; some say the colocynth or its pulp; or f the

elaterium; the wild, or squirting, cucumber! . b5 is a Semitic 

name: the Assyrian quissu, Hebrew quissut (Rosner, 1979: 239).

- (False sweet flag) 3^ JJI (99.18; al-Razl, vol. XXI,

1955-70: p. 264, n.632; al-Isra'III, 1940: p. 36 n.329; Tuhfat

al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 36 n.349). It signifies 'perfumed reed' and
corresponds to Dioscorides* K&Xapos apwpaTi&6s (Renaud and Colin, 

1934: 152 n.349).

- (Copperas) X aJÜ (96.16; al-Isrâ'lll, 1940; p. 17 n.l40).
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, or , is also called (al-Isra* ill,

Ibid.). The former is from the Greek yaXEavGov, and the latter is 

purely Persian (Steingass).

- (Camphor) (97.16; al-Sâzî, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 367

n.726; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.IV, 1967: p. 24 n.206; Ibn al-Baitar, 
vol. IV, 1967: p. 42; Tuhfat al-Ahbëb, 1934: p. 23 n.212). This is ®n. 
Arabic-Persian name (Steingass), which is derived from the 

Sanskrit kappQra (Rosner, 1979: 142). It is said that this tree

is indigenous to China, Japan, Sumatra and Borneo. In Sanskrit it 

is called kappura, and kaafur in Malay (Levey, 1966: 321).

- (Caper-bush) (98.1; al-Râzï, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 353

n.713; al-Isrâ'ïlï, 1940; p. 23 n.197). It is Arabic (Steingass).

- (Crowfoot) X (96.4; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.IV, 1967: p. 

48). This is a Persian name, which probably derives from Indian,
in Persian is 'a kind of wild parsley, and deadly 

poison* (see Steingass).

- (Leek) (92.15; al-Râzï, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 383,

n.737; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.IV, 1967: p. 23 n.l98; Ibn al-Baitir, 
vol.IV, 1967: p. 61 & 65). It is evidently derived from a Semitic 
name: the Sumerian was garas; Assyrian karâsu; Aramaic kërëti and 

kërësM (Rosner, 1979: 139).
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- (Celery, smallage, parsley) (96.3; al-Râzï, vol. XXI, 

1955-70: p. 370 n.732; al-Isra’ïlï, 1940: p. 23 n.196; see also 

Lane; Levey, 1966: 324; itosner, 1979: 137).

- (Cabbage) (92.15; al-Râzï, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 377

n.736; al-Isra* Ï1Ï, 1940; p. 22 n,184; Ibn al-Baitâr, vol.IV,

1967: p.57; Tuhfat al-AhbSb, 1934: p. 24 n.224). It derives from 
the Greek spap^n of Dioscorides (Renaud and Colin, 1934: 101

n.224; Lane). The cultivation of cabbage appears to have

commenced in Italy (Rosner, 1979; 130).

- (Coriander) (92.12; al-Râzï, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 

336 n.702; al-Isra*lli, 1940: p. 22 n.182; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.IV, 

1967: p. 66; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 24 n.230). This is an 
Arabic-Persian name (Steingass), which derives from the Sanskrit

kustujnbârl, the Assyrian kusibirru, the Aramaic kusbaretâ

(Rosner, 1979: 128),

- (Cumin) Or^ (97.8; al-Râzï, vol.' XXI, 1955-70: p. 332
n. 700; al-Isra*111, 1940: p. 23 n.l93; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.IV,

1967: p. 81; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 24 n.229). The Assyrian is 

kamunu and Aramaic kasmuonâ (Rosner, 1979: 135), which passed to 

the Greek supivov (Renaud and Colin, 1934: 103 n.229).

- (Frankincense) jJCS (90.9; al-Razl, vol. XXI, 1955-70; p. 

313 n.688; al-Isra*111, 1940: p. 22 n.188; Ibn al-Baitir, vol.IV, 
1967: p. 83; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: p.23 n.214). It is identified
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by all authorities as Some people say that, in Persian,

it is called j xS which designates in Arabic. It is

also said that both derive from the Greek xdvâpos Xl0avotf ("clots 
of incense"). The Greek X&pdvos is derived from the Semitic; 

Assyrian lubanu, Hebrew lebana, Aramaic lëbottâ, etc. (see Ibn 
al-Baitar, Ibid.; Steingass; Rosner, 1979; 132; Renaud and

Colin, 1934: 96 n.214). According to Tuhfat al-AhbMb ( Ibid.),

"It is peculiar to the countries of India and ShSu!*.

- (Hellebore) (96.3; al-Râzî, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 346
n.704; Ibn al-Baitir, vol.IV, 1967: p. 66; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: 
p. 24 n.225). ^jjJ C'a certain root, black without, yellow

within, and a sternutatory in medicine'3 is Arabic (Steingass). 

Ibn Baitir ( Ibid.) says that this drug is not at all mentioned 

by Dioscorides nor by Galen, and that Hunain (b Ishâq) was wrong
when he translated the drug (fTpuGiov) as ^ .

(See also Renaud and Colin, 1934: 101 n.225).

- (Bindweed, or ivy) <96.7; al-Razl, vol. XXI, 1955-70:
p. 410 n.755; al-Isra'ill, 1940: p. 24 n.207; Ibn al-Baitar,

vol.IV, 1967: p.92; Tuhfat al-Âhbâb, 1934: p.25 n.240).

[ivy, bindweed, pellitoryl is Arabic (Steingass), which 

originates from the Syriac hebilbelS (Rosner, 1979: 144).

- (Kidney beans) (92.15; al-Razl, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 

474 n.764; al-Isra'111, 1940: p. 24 n.210; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.IV, 

1967: p. 112; Tuhfat al-Ahb3b, 1934: p. 5 n. 16). In Akkadian it
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was called lubbu (Levey, 1966: 331), and in Greek XojSos, and

passed through Syriac into Arabic (see Renaud and Colin,

1934: 11 n.16; Rosner, 1979: 146),

- (Almond) (90.11; I bn al-Baitir, vol.IV, 1967: p.111). It 

is Arabic (Steingass).

- (Celandine) (96.7; al-Razi, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p.

512 n.801; al-Isrà'îlî, 1940: p. 27 n.241; Tuhfat al~Ahhâb, 1934: 

p. 27 n.252). This Persian name is also called SJÊL.
(al-lsra'lll, Ibid.\ Tuhfat al-AhbBb, Ibid, i see also Steingass).

- (Myrrh) ^  (89.21; al-Râzï, vol. XXII, 1955-70: p.34; Tu^fat

al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 28 n.265). It is a Semitic name; the Akkadian

is murru (Levey, 1966: 333), Hebrew m̂ r, Aramaic mûrâ, which
became the Greek pupov (Renaud and Colin, 1934: 119 n.265).

- (Sweet marjoram) (92.6; al-Razl, vol. XXI, 1955-

70: p. 491 n.783; al-Isrâ'ïlï, 1940; p. 27 n.236; Ibn al-BaitSr, 
vol.IV, 1967: p.144; Tuhfat al-AbbMb, 1934: p. 27 n.253). This is 

from the Persian * Cmouse-ear, white rose!

(Steingass). Other Persian names are ^ ̂
In Arabic it is also called v >

*4/̂  , and (al-Isri'ïlï, Ibid.; I bn

al-Baitar, Ibid.),
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- (Garum) <Sj* (101.16; al-Râzï, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 569 

n.834; I bn al-Baltar, vol.IV, 1967: p. 149; Tuhfat al~Âhbàbt 

1934; p.29 n.276). It derives from the Greek aX-pupis (Renaud and 

Colin, 1934: 123 n.276).

- (Musk) (92.6; al-Râzï, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 516 

a.821; al-Isrâ'îll, 1940; p. 31 n.290; I bn al-Baitar, vol.IV, 
1967: p.155; Tuhfat al-AhbÆb, 1934: p. 29 n.280, 39 379). It is 

Arabic (Steingass).

- (Mastic gum) (100.17; al-Râzî, vol. XXI, 1955-70:
p. 486 n.782 and p.186 n.555; al-Isra’îlî, 1940: p. 26 n.232; Ibn 
al-BaitSr, vol.IV, 1967: p.158; Tuhfat al-Ahb&b, 1934: p. 62

n.251). Another name is (al-Isrâ’ïlî, Ibid.; I bn al-

Baitir, Ibid.; Tuhfat al~Âhbâb^ Ibid.). is an
Arabic-Syriac transcription of the Greek pcto"Ttxh which designates 

lentisk resin. The principal site of its origin was the island of 

Chios in the Greek Archipelago Renaud and Colin, 1934: 112 n.251; 

see also Rosner, 1979: 160). Cf. Mastic (100.17) is a resinous
exudate from Plstacia lentiscus, a small tree of the 

Mediterranean shores (Taylor).

- (Rock or fossil salt) ^  (101.4); ^
(al-Razi, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p.182). Some believe that the name 
of Milh Aadrlnl, C‘rock-salt‘3 (Meyerhof, 1936: 62-85) or

[fossil-salt] (Greenhill, 1848: 157), was derived from Andar, a
village near Aleppo, where a very white fossil salt is found.
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Some said that it derived from AndarSn, a town of Arabia Felix. 

Others that it was from a mountain named Darân. (Ibid.).

- (Concentrated must) (102.4);
(al-Razl, vol. XXI, 1955-70; p. 493 n.786; al-lsra'îlî, 1940; p. 

12 n.84; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 28 n.270). According to Al-

Isrâ’îlî, it is 'the water of grape* which is cooked until only a 
quarter of its quantity remains. If the juice is reduced to one 

third of the quantity the decoction will be called , and

if to the half it is called  ̂ (al-Isrâ'îll, Ibid.),

is from the Persian u* I ' wine boiled down to a

consistency'] (Steingass).

- (Staphisagria), (98.10; al-Razl, vol. XXI, 1955-

70; p. 519 n.823; al-Isrâ’îll, 1940; p. 19 n.155; Ibn al-Baitar, 
vol. 11 p. 153 and vol. IV p. 173); (Tuhfat al~Ahb3b,

1934: p. 27 n.258). It is from the Persian maywlzagt neaning

'small dry grape* (Renaud and Colin, 1934: 115 n.258), or
, or [convolvulus] (Steingass). It is

(Ibn al-Baitar, vol. II, 1967: p. 153), which is also 

called Jwî l Yyt) aiid (al-Isra'lll, 1940: p. 19

n.155; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.II p.153 & vol.IV p.173; Tuhfat al- 

Ahb&b, 1934: p.27 n.258). * Our text of al-HBwi (p.100, line 18) 
reads [’seed of elecampane’] (see above).

- (Storax) (89.21; al-Razl, vol. XXI, 1955-70; p. 510
n,809; al-Isrâ'îll, 1940: p. 26 n.228; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.IV,
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1967: p. 171; Tuhfat al~Ahb&b, 1934: p. 9 n.58, 25 n.238). This 

is an Arabic name (Steingass). It has two types: Ü5L« and

(al-Isri'ïlî, Ibid.).

- (Matron) o x ^  (92.5; al-Sâzî, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 617
n.883; al-Isrâ'ïlI, 1940: p. 9 n.51; Ibn al-Baitar, vol. I p. 125 

& IV p. 181); OXr^ (Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 11 n.92). This 
salt can be obtained on the shores of the lakes of Wâdi MatrOn in 

Egypt. The ancient Egyptians designated it by the word n.t.r.„ 

from which is derived the Greek C Dioscoridesl vl-rpov, which 

passed into the Arabic (Rosner, 1979: 39; Renaud and

Colin, 1934: 42 n.92).

- (Mint) (97.12; al-Râzî, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 555

n.861; al-Isrâ'îlî, 1940: p,28 n.256; Ibn al-BaitSr, vol.IV,
1967: p. IV, 181); (Tuhfat al-AhbSb, 1934: p. 30 n.283);

LjC [mint, spear-mint] (Steingass). This is a Turkish name (see 

Steingass). It is "the generic name of different species of mint" 

(Rosner, 1979: 173), It is seemingly same thing as (see
Ibn al-Baitar, Ibid., and above).

- (Serpolet) (99,9; al-Râzï, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p. 598

n.862; al-Isrâ'îlî, 1940: p. 28 n,255; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.IV, 
1967: p. 182; Tuhfat al-AhbBb, 1934: p. 30 n.282). Ca kind
of wild thyme or betony] is an Arabic name (Steingass). It also 

designates serpolet, peppermint, etc. (see Renaud and Colin, 

1934: 126 n.282; Hamrneh, 1973: 103; Rosner, 1979: 173),
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- (Sal ammoniac)  ̂ (101.5; al-Rizï, vol, XXI, 1955-

70; p. 600 n.864; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.IV, 1967; p. 185). It can be 

obtained on mountains of India, or made by man. Âl-BÎrûnî

reports, "In India they (alchemists) collect the manure and dung 

outside their village in large heaps, burn it, and when cooled 

and settled they find sal ammoniac". (Hamarneh, 1973: 104). It

also can be found on the hills in Khurasln (Ibn al-Baitar,
Ibid.). According to Steingass,  ̂ is Persian.

- (True sweet rush) (90.11; al-Râzî, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p.

621 n.886; al-Isrâ'Tlî, 1940: p. 16 n.125; Ibn al-BaitIr, vol.IV, 

1967: p. 188; Tuhfat al-Ahbâb, 1934: p. 15 n. 129). This Persian 
name (Rosner, 1979: 90) derives from the Sanskrit vHchâ (Kirtikar 

et all, II, 1918: 1349).

- (Rose)  ̂ (99.19; al-Râzî, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p, 626 n.890;

al-Isrâ'îlî, 1940: p. 15 n.121; Ibn al-Baitar, vol.IV, 1967:

p.189; Tuhfat aI~AhbSb, 1934: p. 15 n.137). This is an Arabic

name (Steingass).

- (Latex plants) (97.20; al-Razi, vol. XXI, 1955-70: p.

647 n.909; al-Isrâ'îlî, 1940: p. 21 n. 178, 25 n.215, 39 n.366;

Ibn al-Baitar, vol. IV, 1967: p.204; 22 n.210>. Cany
plant yielding a poisonous milky juice'3 is Arabic (Steingass). 
It is from the Syriac /attu'JT (Rosner, 1979: 124).
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T r a n s i  a t  I o n  o f  t h e  S a i s p l s — U 2 h a p t e J C — & — a n d L _ _ S —Kalime II jĝ ..-̂ ^
The. Fourth Chapters OE T H E  STRENGTHS O F  T H E  B R A I M .  O F  A 1 
I F J H E Y  T O  T H E  T H R E E  F A C U L T I E S  O F  T H E  S O U L :
I M A G I F A T I O F ,  T H O U G H T  A F D  F E F O R Y .  W H A T  . ^ R E F G T H E F S  T H E M  

AMD W H A T  I S  H A R M F U L  T O  T H E M ,  A L S O  T O  T H E  B R A I F  A F D  T H E  
MIHD. O F  BAD T E M P E R A M E F T  O F  T H E  B R A I F :  T H I S  M A T T E R  I F
G E F E R A L  A I D  O F  I T S  D E C R E A S E  AFD I F C R E A S E .  T H Î F G S  

U S E F U L  A F D  H A R M F U L  T O  T H E  MIFD A F D  IFTELLECT. THIFGS 
W H I C H  C O R R U P T  D R E A M "  AFD T H I F G S  W H I C H  C O F D U C B  T O  

M A K I F G  T H E M  H E A L T H Y .

The Third [Section] of the Sick Organ^: He said,  ̂̂

"Archigenes® treats loss of the memory by application 
of intense heat, even by cupping and the cure of 

mustard** .

* For the Arabic text see p. 150#
1, I.e. things which cause dream-pain and lethargus. (see p-ü7 

n. 3 jSc4 below).
2, According to al-Râzï (vol. I, 1S55; 9), SJ ')! I

(the Fick Organs) is Galen's work. This work, which was

translated by Hubaish, is also entitled ftiJoUl I JJL

(tie Diagn’osis of Diseases of the Internal Organs), See p. 34.

3, Archigenes of Apameia was a leading physician at Rome during 

the reign of Trajan (98-117 AD) (Ibn al-Qifti, 1903; 73-74; Sarton, I, 1927; 

280).
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He said, "When, impairment or deficiency of the  ̂^

memory happens, it reveals that there is cold bad 

temperament in the brain. In this case, the brain must 

be heated, but it is not absolutely necessary that 
it should be dried or moistened. But [this is decided] 

after considering such treatment as has gone before, 

the [mucous] discharge from the patient's nose, and 
his sleep. If this has increased, the brain must be 
dried in addition. If it has decreased, it î s 

moistened. And if it is moderate, it is heated, not 

dried nor moistened" .

"I know a peasant and a philosopher both of whom 

have been afflicted by deficiency of the memory. They 

were both successfully treated in the way which has 

been mentioned. Evidently, they would be harmed by 
siccative drugs, but benefited by those which are 

calefacient and humectant".

The Fourth Section [of the Sick Organs^ : He said, T •

"There are in all three kinds of confusion of the 

mind":

1. Confusion of the mind, or delirium, is a condition of extreme 

mental̂ , usually marked by a rapid succession of confused and 

unconnected ideas often with illusions and hallucinations 

(Taylor).
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Either the sense" is damaged while the understanding 1

is sound. For example, a man who sees a dragon on his 

clothing. It is necessary that there should be visible 

to him something of this kind which has no reality, 
but [granted this] his knowledge of it is sound*. And, 

like a man who used to hear the sound of flute - 

players in the vicinity of his house, who are not 

visible during the day or night*” .

”Or, the sense is sound that he imagines things as F

they are in reality, whereas his thought is damaged, 

this is typical in such as in the case of a man who 

threw from the roof on to the woollen carpet, [and] 

all the utensils which were there.

1. iS’ense; Feeling, sensation, the faculty of perceiving any 

stimulus, consciousness (Taylor, Stsdnan's Medical Dictionary). Other 

meanings of al~hiss discussed by Prof. Mattock in the

Encyclopedia of Islam.

2. Cf. cAlT al-Tabari (1928; 142):
AAf Oin 3  ̂ 3 3̂  ^

3. Cf, cAlT al-Tabari (1928; 141);
^  U j  L-w îiaijj 1 i ^ * 1 JÜI 15 ̂  I*

. j k)  ̂ Kjp iSjt ̂  ̂ f'jf. 3 ^
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This man’s perception is sound for he used to label 

each one of them by its name and then point to it, but 

he did not aype&r understand that he should not

ilorcvy them down'". My coimaent; "All those who suffer
vVtWif regrand tofrcnx confusion of the mind are confused, ̂ (their speech 

but not with regard to individual names".

"Or, the two [above! are combined". My Comment : Î
"This [one! is complicated. [For clear explanation!, 
aid may be sought [by consulting] the Third and its 

compendium of the Sick Organs* .

The the- Third Treatise of the Sick Organs', He \ \

said, " Hot bad temperament of the brain is diagnosed 

by confusion of the mind; and cold bad temperament is 

diagnosed by the paralysis of psychical functions, 
and loss of sense and movement, and it is 'in.̂ 'Vltable 

that [this would be accompanied by] loss of sense and 

movement; and its dryness would be diagnosed by

1. Cf. cAli al-Tabari (1928; 141):
I U 4L* Liipi jJ ! f I ^  *1 JÜ I ^15^
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partial insomnia; moistness by lethargy*; hotness and 

dryness by confusion of the mind and partial

insomnia; coldness and moistness by the impairment of 

movement together with lethargy; hotness and moistness 
by confusion of the mind and somnolence; and,

coldness and dryness by the impairment of movement and 

insomnia".

"If these types Cof ailment] have no  ̂Y

[accompanying] humour then nothing will flow from the 

nose, palate, or ear. But if it is [accompanied] by a 

humour, either bilious or phlegmatic humours will 

flow" .

He said, " Impairment and deficiency of the Î

memory are always due to coldness [in the brain], 
except that, if they are attended by lethargy, this A A^^' 
reveals that the coldness is also accompanied by 

moistness, and, if they are attended by partial 
insomnia, the coldness is accompanied by dryness".

1. Lethargy is a state of deep and prolonged unconsciousness, 

resembling profound slumber, from which the person can be aroused 

but into which he immediately relapses (Taylor).
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The First Section of the Acute Diseases'* : He said, Î

"Vine is bad for the mind"®.

From the Encyclopedia of Paulus*: He said, "The ^

mind can be sharpened and braced by wakefulness and
limiting the regimen, not by sleeping and repleting

the stomach"^.

1. The Acuta Diseases is one of Hippocrates’ works. Its original 

title is ITepl Ülainq» c&Ewv. It was originally three sections, 

but reached/̂ Arabs together with Galen's commentar<e5r̂ consisting of 

five sections. See p. 30.
2. I have not been able to trace this saying precisely in 

Hippocrates' Acute Diseases (see Lyons, )966; 1-12), or in the 
commentary. Acute Diseases in Accordance with the Theories of 

Hippocrates, by Galen (see Lyons, 1969: 77-111 ). In the Third Section of 
the former (LyonÇ'., 1966: 30-44) there is, however, a considerable 

discu®ion of the use of wine and its effect in relation to diet.

3. See page 38,
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He said, "People agree that a subtle mind is not &

produced from ^ coarse body"*.

The Habitai He said, "Whoever accustomhhimself to q
commitment to memory will be more able to memorise. 
Because this [habituation operates] for the mind like 

sports: whoever makes his body accustomed to sports,

becomes stronger at the sports; similarly he who 
trains same faculty in himself, whatever faculty that 

may be, to achieve something, it becomes more 

excellent in the achieving of this".

From the Strength of the Soul^: He said, % «

"^koistness makes the soul dull, and dryness sharpens 

itf* ^  have found that nothing makes a human being 

inferior in degree of understanding to an angel except 
for moistness, because the soul [of a human being] is 

closely bound up with a moist element^.

1. I have not been able to trace this saying precisely in 

Adam's edition (vol.I 1844, II 1846 & III 1847).
2. This work is probably the Habits of Galen, which was 

translated by Çubaish b. al-Has^an. See page 33.

3. This is probably Galen's book, the Strength of Spirit Depends 
Upon Dispositions of the Body, which was translated by Hubaish b. 

al-Ha§ssan for Muhammad b MusS. See page 36.

4. The original work (Biesterfeldt, 1973: 18) reads:
• JJmJI J-xiï ^ vJm J I  ̂ Jp c-a*l5

5. This saying has not heen traced in the original.
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1 %He said, "Very thick and very hot blood makes for ) T 

strength and robustness. Blood which is more fine, 

and cold makes for more sensibility and 

understandi ng"X.

My comment: "It should be examined".

He said,i "A paucity of blood is more helpful for I t 
understanding. Consequently, an animal which has rio 
blood becomes more perspicacious than those which have 

blood; also, that one, among them, which has cold and 

fine blood is more perspicacious than the opposite; 
and, the best of all is that one which has hot, thin 

and pure blood. This one is the best in 

understanding"*.

My comment: "Here is a contradiction. Examine it". ]Y

1. "He" refers to Aristotle, not the author, Galen 
(«« UTS : ii#;.

2. The original work (Biestspfsldt, 1973; 24) reads:
 ̂ 1 ̂  I 4j I i  1 I 1 I i a)U

Uuâ JL>JI ̂   ̂ I J.*ju 3 '̂X/i  ̂ ^

jxfi  ̂ ^  ^ ) O* 3 * ̂ -aJ I ^  L>J 15  ̂dj I ̂ iju (2; I j3L«J
t  ̂kX) ! ») ^  ̂ (2/* ŷ i5 1/ L̂ûf.9 ̂i51 I I L#̂

 ̂3^ ^ J*  ̂ O  ̂ ^ I  ̂%X) 1 k—X I i ‘ ^

( L,o ̂ <uula.J  ̂jJ 1 j l-̂A# 15 U î«̂J5 i ̂  i dU 5 L̂.»- ̂_jJp )»fju
* j4— I I ^ jj 3 ( , ijM 1 ♦ «Xft  ̂ ^
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He said, "An animal whose blood is thinner and  ̂A

finer is more sensitive"*.

The first section of the Timaeu^'. He said, 3" I  ̂Î

directed physicians to limit the regimen, in order A\_y,
that blood would not thicken in the body; because

much moisture [which arises from an excess of blood] 
in the body impairs the understanding. This is very 

often proved by the fact that whoever has much 
moisture [in his blood] becomes lazy, dull and 

somnolent. He is [frequently] attacked by diseases, 

which ultimately cause the loss of the sense in the 
mind. If the brain moistens, the mind will go as in

•jj 6the situation with drunk<gnn#6'a

1. The o r ig n a l (Bi8stspfsldt,1973; 25) reads;

• ^  3 iJJsJ! 3

2. Timaeus is one of the Plato's major works. It came down to 

Arabs in Galea's commentary entitled
I# Va./ LJÎ

which was translated by Hunain and his son Is^âq (Ibn al-Nadim, 1929: 

405; Ibn Abî UsaibT'ah, 1965: 147).
3. I have not been able to trace this saying in Plato Timaeus, 

Bury's edition (1952; 17-253).
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My comment: "Dryness forever makes the soul more i

vigorous in movement and swifter. What is seen in a 

person who is predominated by dryness is movements 

whose measure of rapidity transgresses the natural 

state of [ordinary] people".

"[The opinion] that dryness is harmful to the mind 1

itself is untrue. Rather dryness always Increases it.

But, for us, the activities of the soul should be at a 

limit which is not to be transgressed by the 

predominant dryness , [The transgression of] this 

limit can be a stroke [to the soul]. It needs to be 

treated when it is excessive".

The Sixteenth [Section] of the Causes and ] •

Symptoms'^: He said, "A single hot bad temperament in
the brain produces melancholia. If it is accompanied 

by dryness, this [affliction] will be attended by 

insomnia; [because] insomnia is particularly due to 

dryness - somnolence to moistness" .

1:. This is probably Galen's Causes and Symptoms which was 

translated by Hunain b. Ishaq. See page 33.
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"While a single coldness of the brain produces \ T

dullness. If it is accompanied by moistness, it 

produces severe lethargy".

"Hot [and] moist temperament produces insomnia ) T

alternating with melancholia and lethargy. Whereas 

cold and dry bad temperament causes the body to want 

movement, even though [the eyes] remain open. It is 

catochusS".

The Fifth [Chapter?] of the Sixth [Book?] of the 1Y

Epidemic^'. He said, ̂ "[ In the case of] diseases,Vrvwhich 

thought and memory become weak, it is very beneficial 

for the patient to observe and understand what 

afflicts him, or to have recourse to thinking about 

it. This is a way for regaining the thought"*.

1. Catochus (Kd̂ oxg, epilepsy CGalen]) is a mental disease in 

which the patient is conscious but cannot move or speak (Taylor).

2. The original Epidemics vièf© written by Hipocrates. But. it is 
considered that the Sixth Book #8 not produced by him. See page 

30-31,
3. This sate ment has not been able t o ^  raced in Hippocrates' 

Epidemics (see Adams, vol.I, 1849; 339-420 h Jones,!, 1923; 141-287),
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1. This is probably Galen’s Simple Drugs, which was translated by 
Hunain b. Ishaq. See page 34.

*0 -2- Al-Yahudi is Msarjawalh or Msarjîs, a Jewish physician 
CSee

3- Dàniq is an Arabic unitweight, equivalent to 1/6 drachm 

(Hâshîm, 1986; 19). See drachm below.

A\jo

T •The Fifth [Section] of the Simple Drugs'̂ ', He said, 
** Dodder, myrrh, liquid staraK and saffron are harmful 

for the brain. They cause heaviness in the head and a 

state like drunWmess. Similarly every t̂ ype oj)
occasions vertigo and heaviness of the head is

bad for the brain".

"Things which are bad for the orifice of the 
stomach are also bad for the brain".

Al—Yahûdl* said, "Among the things that I have 

test/Hflj there is nothing better for the confusion of 
the mind and the cold diseases in the brain generally 
than that the patient should be given 1 dâniq^ of [the
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biera'^l of Theodoretus <? ) ® , in the morning and the o
same in the evening, daily, for 30 days. It cures him 

completely and is also considerable benefit to him 

against hemiplegia" .

1- Hlera (the Arabic îyârlj - see below), which was derived from 

the Greek iepa, is a compound of electuary. There are various 
hi eras, such as hiera of Rufus, that of Galen, that of 
Archigenes, that of Theodoretus, etc., which are different

according to various ingredients (Al-RSzi, I; 206 & passiM] al-Tabarî (1928;

148, 151 & passiM\ Adaas, III, 500-1; Budge, vol.II, 1913; 48-50).
2- The Arabic text has Gulj (one dâniq of

jUJI appears in Flrdaus al~Hikmah (al-Tabari, 

1928; passiii) as • Perhaps, this refers to the Greek

Theodoretus (386-458 AD). There is the * hiera of Theodoretus’
which is used for delirium, vertigo, elephantiasis, etc. , (see 

Budge, vol.II, 1913; SO). I suppose that al-Râzî intends this medicine. 
If so, I suggest Gwij (one dâniq of hiera of

Theodoretus) to be the more correct one. Cf. al-Tabari (1928; 151);
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Al-Tabari’ said., "Same kinds of the impairment of 
the memory are due to dryness, but most of them are 

due to moistness".

"It is beneficial for the memory to take 30 (?)
frankincense and 10 drachms* of pepper, which are 

pounded and drunk in measures of 1 to 2 mithqals^ on 

an empty stomach, daily, for 40 days. After that, true 

sweet rush is taken and smeared with ghee, and buried 
in barley for 40 days, A covering of honey, which has 

also been buried in barley for 20 days, is poured on 

this compound.

1. Al-Tabari, =AlI b. Sahl b. Rabban, was a physician from Raiy 

who served al-Mu^tasim (833-42), al-Wâthiq (842-47) and al- 

Mutawakkil (847-61 AD) (Ibn al-Nadim, 1929; 412; Ibn Abi Usaibi'ah, 1965; 414; 

Meyerhof, 1931; 11; Meyerhof, 1944(b); 1857).
2. Drachm, arabised dirham, is an unit of weight derived from 

the Greek It is equivalent to about 66% grains (Ools, 1984;

143; Taylor, 1954; 403).
3. Xithqâl is an Arabic weight equal to about 1% drachs^ (Greenhill 

1848; 115),
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After that, a portion of [this medicine] is eaten 
daily. Verily, it is admirable against loss of the 
memory" 4 .

My comment : " True sweet rush prepared with honey ) T
should be eaten without ghee. This paste is the most 

profitable for the memory".

My comment: "[Alternatively], take 50 drachms'  ̂̂
weight of frankincense, 10 drachms of pepper, 10 

drachms of true sweet rush, 20 drachms of galingale,

20 drachms of black myrobalan, 20 drachms of ginger 

and 10 drachms of the gum of cashew nut, and [an 
amount of] honey equal to^^uantity of all the others".

1- In Firdaus al-Hikmah =Ali al-Tabari (1928: 151-2) says;

4<.lp 3  ̂ CLJLc U y
^  3 ̂ "W Oaj-^  ̂  ̂Cf* O* J ^  ̂O***' O*

• âjxJsu»
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Sbarak’ said, "Coldness renders the mind healthy ]A

and the soul good".

Ahrun^: "Treated impairment of the mind in  ̂̂

particular, and insomnia and forgetfulness with 

anacardium electuary especially, and with
dea^-r LKe- phlegm. Vhen this disease - I 

mean the impairment of the memory - lûnĵ -sÏAfudiâ ^

cauterize him on both the occipital arteries® and napp 

of the neck. For any kind of ' ■ brain corruptions

which are attended by a humour, evacuate that humour, 
and for that one which is not attended by a humour, 

confront it with the opposite",

1. The Arabic Sharak, is identified by all writers as Caraka or 
Charaka, an ancient Kashmiri physician, who flourished under the 

King Kanishka, who reigned probably between 120 giaW 162 AD (Sarton, 

vol.I, 1927;. 284). Sharak wrote Caraka-Sa:^ita see p. 39,
2. Ahrun, or Ahrûn, was a Christian priest and physician of 

Alexandria, He lived in the reign of the Emperor Heraclius (610- 

641 AD) (Sraenhill, 1848; 163),
3- The occipital arteries are the two branches of arteries which 
are distributed upon the occiput, the back of the head.



 ̂'u.
My comment : "[Some] brain afflictions are due to y

the deficiency of its amount tor quantum].

Consequently, the intellect of elderly people 
decreases, because their brain and marrow decrease.
The most complete brain [in amount or quantum] is that 

of an animal close to the time of birth".

"A symptom of the diseases due to the impairment 

of the brain is an absence of the signs of bad 

temperament, and the mind is [abnormally] cheerfuM,

such as in very elderly people".

"Among the factors which diminish the brain and A
THe.marrow of ^bones are fatigue, the light diet in a

limited nourishment*, intercourse and insomnia.

Amongst the things whereby it increases are the 

opposites of these [factors], taking^bath, eating 

kernels of nuts [or marrow or purest substance of

wheat] with sugar and sweet £1 ummejry^, and other

1.This abnormal cheerfulness condition of the mind is Hedonia or 

Amenomania (Barton and Wells, Thesiurus of Medical Vords),

2. Cf, Taulus says, "Excess in diet is a very great error" (Adams, 

I, 1944: 41).
3. [sweet flummery]: Cf. "Sweetmeat made of starch,

water and honey (Hava); "This dish includes 'purest substance of 
wheat* « (Lane).
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similar delicious foodstuffs which are very 
sustaining, particularly hazelnut and almond if they 

are eaten with sugar".

In his book entitled Cleansing Drugs, Ibn Masawaih  ̂T.
said, "Eating mustard and anointing the back of the 
head with it together with castoreum is beneficial in 

case of forgetfulness".

He said, "Eating onion, if it is excessive, and )f

there is addiction to it damages the intellect and 

occasions forgetfulness".

He said, "Prescribe for the amnesiac patient  ̂̂

cashew nut of which is eaten 1 drachm in hot water on 

empty stomach daily. Make his meal of the flesh of 
birds which is dry, light and having little fat such 
as sparrows, turtle-doves, larks and grouse, and his 

drink of hydromel** .

Ibn SarSbiyGn’ said, "If the temperament of the  ̂ :

1- Ibn SarSbiyun, or Sarafiyûn, is Yahyâ b SarSfiyun, a Muslim 

physician and geographer, who flourished in Mesopotamia at the 

beginning of the tenth century (Sarton, vol.I, 1927: 635).
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posterior ventricle of the brain’ is deficient, the \A
memory will Calso] be deficient. If this corruption is 

due to moistness, it will be attended by lethargy, 

severe somnolence, and the watering of the nose and Î

mouth, and " .
"If the corruption is due to moistness, you have ^

to prescribe a light regimen and sitting in a place 

which is lit, in order that I the rcu>»3^r^} will quickly

My comment : "It is essential that it be a dry T

place. Evacuate their Cbowels] with a hiera and animal 

fat, together with aastoreum and lavender stoechas, 
and the like. Then, after much evacuation, give them 

cashew nut, and massage the head until the face 

reddens. and [give them] thapsia i false fennel!, 

castoreum and euphorbium. Massage it [i.e. the head] 
with old and exquisite oil and natron. Use gargle in 
his throat. Give them to smell musk, nutmeg and sweet 

marJ or aid* .

1 ^ U jÜ) (the ventricles of the brain): Cf. Lane (see

under ) = "the venters of the brain"; Taylor - "ventricle

CL, ventriculus ~ belly, etc.] is a small cavity. Cerebral 

ventricles are small cavities in the brain, which consist of the 
lateral ventricle, fourth ventricle, third ventricle and cavity 

of the septum pellucidum".
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"If what corrupts the memory derives from coldness Y 
and dryness, massage the head with gilly flower oil 

and lily oil. Give them something to drink and apply a 

fomentation C to the head]. Make their meals moist and 

warming. Then, give them wine to drink and administer 
much fomentation to the head with hot and moistening 
things".

From the Medical Problems of Aristotle’ : He said, ) •

"Human being is more perceptive than animal because

his spirit is subtler".

My comment : "His spirit is subtler because his ) )

blood is subtler".

1- This work is probably I ^  I

which was translated by Hunain b. Ishaq (Ibn al-HadiS, 1923; 410; sea also

Steinschneidar, 1891 ; 74),
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Simples'' : "The harmful and beneficial [thing] for \ T

the mind is Coriander'’. He said, "The excess of it® 
confuses the mind. Therefore, you should avoid excess 
and addiction to it".

He said, "Frankincense, if it is drunk, is good 
for the healthy; the broad-bean produces bad dreams'® 

on whom eating it; similarly in the case of lentils 

and cabbage and that of leek, kidney-beans and onion: 

whoever takes them excessively, they will affect him 
with lethargus^".

1. This is probably Galen's Simple Drugs (see p. 34), as in 

another place al-REzT (vol.I, 1955; 36) writes 5 ^ ^

2- Text: possibly in error for

3“ * Bad dream' is probably <i> lethargus (see below), or (ii) 
hypnslgia (from the Greek bypnos [sleep] + algos [ pain] )̂ i.e. 
dream-pain, pain occuring during sleep)(see Taylor), from which 

<L probably derives.

4 Lethargus is a form of sleeping-sickness (Taylor),
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In the Book of Agriculture, Fwbfis’; "The bean 1Y

weakens the thought and prevents true dreams*, because 

it produces much wind".

k\-Mhtsz^ said, "The excess of onion corrupts the \ % 

intellect".

Ibn Masawaih said, "Saffron is bad for the mind. T « 

The excess of it heats^blood. Frankincense excessively 
heats blood, and it is good for the memory. Radish

makes the senses more delicate, if it is eaten".

1- Fûfcüs cannot be identified with certainty. Perhaps he is 

Probos, a Syrian Bestorian who flourished about the middle of the 

fifth century in Antioch and a translator of Greek scientific 

works into Syriac (Sarton, vol.I, 1927: 382, 400 & 407).
2- 'True dream* is normal, or usual, or natural, dream, the 

opposite of 'bad dream' (above).

3- Al-KlkUz cannot be identified with certainty. There is a 

certain al-Khuz, a KhuzistSni contemporary of Ibn Msawaih, Ibn 
MSsah and Ibn SarSbiyGn, and he is described as follows: "A 

Sestorian Christian physician and natural scientist who came from 

Jundîshâpur to Baghdad as many others of his race did during the 

ninth century" (see Hamarneh, 1973: 123). This account shows that 
al-KhUz is a male, But in a i - M w j i s  always used to refer 

to al-KhHz, showing that this figure is female<?).
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Masarjawfiilb’» : '• .^yurC?)®, a Persian medicine, T

renders the intellect and the mind clever. It is 

generally known by this name. It is a KirmSinl medicine 

the special property of which is to render the mind 

intelligent".

Al-jK&Dz, Ibn Masawaih, Abu Jurai j®, al— i 

and Ibn MAsah ; "The special property of cashew nut is 
to cure forgetfulness. [But], there is some fear for 

one who drinks it, [as it can occasion] melancholia, 

and it may even occasion leprosy and elephantiasis.

The dose is % drachm",

1. Masarjawaih is al-Yahûdî. See page 108 n.2*
2. This drug has not been identified.
3. Abu JuraiJ, or lastSs (Anastasius) al-Rahib, was a tenth- 

century Egyptian Christian physician-monk. (Hamarneh, Î973; 121).

4. . «vôst times appears as ' ^L 11 in

al-HBwi (al-Razi, vol.I, 1955; 84 & passis), is an Indian (Meyerhof, 1944a; 1859).

5. Ibn MAsah is =ïsâ b Masah al-Basri, who died in 888 AD. He 

was a Christian physician who practised in Baghdad and wrote 

some medical works (Hamarneh, 1973; 125),
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Al-Ebuz said, "The meat of poultry improves the V

intelligence".

Sharak; "Black Myrobalan improves the mind and 

memory, strengthens the sense, and takes away insomnia 

and absent-mindedness" .

Ibn Masawaih: " Ginger is good for the memory" . ) *

Abu Juraij said, "If 1 mithqâl of frankincense is \ •

cast into water daily and drunk daily, it will improve 

the memory and mind, and take away severe 

forgetfulness. On the other hand, it is very hot and 
produces headaches and excessively heats the blood".

Masawaih: "Frankincense improves the mind and  ̂f

renders it intelligent".

Sidihsâr’ said, " Ginger sharpens the mind" .  ̂̂

Ibn Masawaih said, " Gal ingale improves the )o

intelligence".

1“ SidihsSr, which frequently appears as al-SlndihshSr in al~HâwI 

(see vol. II, and passim), is probably Siddayoga of Vrinda - see 

p. 40.
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Masarj awaih: "Musk strengthens the brain and  ̂1

preserves it".

Rufus*: "The sawdust Cor powder) of ivory improves

in the preservation of health".

Galen said, "Wine, if it is excessively [drunk],  ̂A

corrupts the thought and causes it to be dull,

defective and turbid".

Ibn al-Batrlq^, in his book. On Poisons: "If % i

drachm of the gum of cashew nut is drunk, it will

improve the memory, and if 2 drachms of it is taken,

it will be lethal".

1. Rufus of Ephesus, who flourished under Trajan in Roims and 

Egypt, was^Greek anatomist and the greatest Greek physician of 

the Roman Empire after Galen (S a rto n , v o l . I ,  1927; 282 ).

2. Ibn al-Batrîq was a translator of Greek scientific works. He 

flourished in the first half of the ninth century in Baghdad

( Ib n  Abi U s a ib l'a h , 1965; 282; Ibn  a l - Q i f l î ,  1903; 131; Dodge,

1970; 972).
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From Rufus' ^saying on protection Cagainst y

forgetfulness] ■* : forgetfulness which occurs in a
healthy body is a symptom of epilepsy and apoplexy.

Therefore, [the patients] should be warmed up^

Kave trheir keaoW ĥ d̂roïvycÀ poured on the
forehead. It benefits the excellence of digestion, (8
geod -per dlru(\henrfi>̂ B$ IE he <t\'iorê  the
South Wind̂  hloxfJS fs badl arui t e i v y ? e i i a ,

"It [i.e. dry temperament] makes the memory sound, 

whereas the cold [one] is unsuitable. Consequently, to 

make it intelligent, slightly heat and dry the 

temperament by degrees, n o t m u c k  , lest it would be 

afflicted. It is not to leave? nxoiêh '•

1- The text is obscure here. It is possible that a word, or 

words, has been omitted.
2“ is clearly derived from the Greek 'Norô *

(South Wind). Greeks believed this wind caused headaches and 
heaviness of the head, as well as deafness and dimness of vision

(Jones, IV , 193); 8 6 -8 9 ),

corrupt



"But [the heating and drying are done to] a degree 

whereby this only reduces the excess of the moistness.

[This limit must be kept], because when moistness 
decreases and becomes little in the body, cold 

temperament will follow that; this is not suitable to 

men or to children".

"If their temperament is moist, it helps ] 1

in the excellence of the memory and prevents the 

thought from straying and to be.
because assiduity in study thins their moisture from 

their temperament, but their memory is inconstant?, 

uN'ke the memory of men" .

" Whoever ycttwaivfc to make intelligent, he  ̂&
should avoid vigorous sports and any physical exercise 

which fatigues the head, because strength calls

for the excessive [taking of] food and much 
nourishment ckeb rvc-i .̂coyvk, the body,

and (k produce . moisture which moves up to

the head".

"Taking a walk is good for him, so @s. moving the  ̂̂

hands and similar [light exercises]".

1- Text: , possibly a corruption of Cwku



"Abundant bathing with hot or cold water is 11 

unsuitable, because cold water makes the body become 

benumbed and harms the sense, while hot water makes Mae 
nerves relaxed and the memory weak" .

"In sum, the suitable [treatment] for him is a )

light regimen. If the stomach is full, let him vomit.

Afterwards, nourishment is reduced for 2 days. He 

should leave soporific foodstuffs such as garden 

lettuce and poppy, and the ones from which vapours 
arise such as garlic, onion and cabbage. However, 

these [latter] may be taken in a little amount".

"Moderate drinking wine is better than drinking f
water. Because wine, drunk moderately, renders the 
soul good and brings movement to it, makes its

movement and memory good, and, makes its owner quick 

to understand something and to recall after 
forgetting. Whereas, drinking water is bad, because it 

causes cold and moistens, and that is one of the 

things which is a great producer of forgetfulness".

"Sleep during the day should not be excessive, 1

especially when the stomach is full. Generally, sleep 

is bad in this [situation], for it causes heaviness 
and laziness".



"Excessive wakefulness and intercourse cause A

forgetfulness and loosen firm thought".

"Habituation to studying is the best help against ^

that. It makes the soul used to remembering".

"The sawdust (or powder) of ivory, if it is drunk,  ̂*

is helpful for the memory and relaxation of the 

bowels. Squirting cucumber, a gargle and sternutatory, ;

are affective for phlegm".
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1- This is probabbly a treatment by the 'vapour bath' , in which 

the patient uses a blanket to 'enclose' him and a steaming 
infusion or decoction in a pot, and 'he holds his head over the 

pot to inhale the vapour' (Lust, 1986; 44).
2- The 'text has , a corruption, SlitJÂJI

The Fifth Chapter: OS THE THISG WHICH GLEASSBS THE

HEAD - [THAT IS APPLIED! AS A STERHTXTATORY, SSHFF ASD 
SHELLISG «EDÎCÏHES - ASD REMOVES THE OBSTRUCTIOS8 IS 
THE BRAIS. THE BBKEFITS OF SSEEZIHG. THE DECOCTIOSS 

WHICH C ARE TAKES BY! * BEHDISG DOWS TOWARDS TEES' ?, ASD 
SUCH OF THEM AS CAUSE THICK® HUMOURS TO BE DISCHARGED 

ASD CLEASSE IT [i.e. THE HEAD! THROUGH THE SOSTRILS.
THAT WHICH STOPS THE EXCESS OF SSEEZIHG. THAT WHICH 

CLKASSES THE HEAD ~ ETHAT IS TAKES! AS A GARGLE ASD A 
MASTICATORY - ASD BRISGS TEARS ASD CLEASSES THE BODY. 
GARGLES, MASTICATOR IBS ASD THE LIKE WHICH DRY UP THE 
TOSGUE, ASD THEIR BESEFITS. A SUMMARY OF DISEASES 
WHICH HAPPES IS THE BRAIS.

Pimpernel, if its juice is introduced C into the  ̂o

nose], as has been stated, cleanses the head. Of 

phlegm, the juice of pimpernel cleanses the brain 

through the nostrils.
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Pythagoras^ said, "Balsam seed cleanses the head. T

Onion water, if is introduced Cinto the nose], 
cleanses the head. Castoreum, hellebore and the root 
of wild celery, if they are pounded after they are 

dried up, and the smell of cabbage juice, if it is 

snuffed up, cleanse the head. The substance of the 
root of crowfoot, if it is dried and ground and smelt, 

causes sneezing, as all very strong and hot drugs do".

"Together with bindweed (or ivy), if it is 

introduced C into the nose] , it cleanses the head" .

Galen: "Celandine, if its juice is snuffed up, Y

shakes the superfluity out of the brain through the 

nostrils, because it is very hot".

Galen: "Blue iris cleanses the head by sneezing, A

if it is smelt and finely pounded. Beet juice cleanses 

the head, if it is introduced C into the nose] together 

with honey".

1- Pĵ iHaggras: MS A reads "Galen".
BadJghuras is probably Pythagoras of Samos (532-497/6 BC), an 
mathematician and philosopher who lived 532 to 497 BC

(S a rton , v o l . I ,  1927; 73 ),
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Hunaln'* said, "Beet water, if it is snuffed up, M  

shakes the superfluity out of the brain through the 

nostrils".

Ibn Masawaih said, "If it is introduced [into the \T

nose] , it cleanses the head of thick moisture. Sweet 

basil removes obstructions appearing in the brain".

Ibn Masawaih: "Cyclamen should be mixed with honey

and introduced C into the nose] for cleansing the 

head".

Galen said, "Cyclamen juice cleanses the brain. If  ̂̂  

copperas, which has been diluted with water, is 
introduced [into the nose] and dripped into* the nose, 

it cleanses the head through the nostrils".

"Squirting cucumber Juice, if it is smeared into 

the nostrils together with milk, causes the discharge 

of many supei^duities" .

1- Hunaln: MS A reads "Galen".
2- Text: ^  perhaps for ^
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Paulus: "The juice of wild and cultivated sumac T*

cleanses the head, if it is introduced [into the

nose]". He said, "Its juice cleanses the brain because 
it (sumac) is an attractive".

"Mustard, if it is pounded and smelt, causes t
sneezing and cleanses the head*. Gilly flower juice 
benefits the head, if it is introduced C into the

nose]".

Ibn Masawaih said, "Gilly flower juice removes the f
obstructions appearing in the head and cleanses the

head, if it is introduced C into the nose]. Vhite

hellebore excites sneezing".

Ibn Masawaih said, "Hellebore, if it is smelt and 6

inhaled, cleanses the brain. So do pepper, long

pepper, mustard and aloe: if they are ground and 
smelt, they do that. Colocynth fat citreâ %Ke •

1- Cf. Paulus says, "Mustard in warm honied water also answers the 

purpose (i.e. to purge 4he head) very well" (Adams, I; 183-4),
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Beet water, if it is introduced [into the nose] after Y

it is squeezed, onion water, if d little is smelt

or dripped in the nose, decoction of cumin and cumin 
itself, if they are smelt and inhaled, mountain mint 
water, if it is snuffed, squirting cucumber water and 

laurel oil, if they are inhaled, and lily oil, bitter 

almond oil, borax, cress, nettle oil, black hellebore, 

lily, eupborbium, fluvial mint water, mint water and 
castoreum, if they are smelt or introduced C into the 

nose] , cleanse the brain and cause the discharge of 

the thick and viscous humours from it".

My comment : "An errhine which is beneficial % &

against the congestion of the head and vertigo, and 

dries the brain and shakes out the vapours, [ is made 
of] 2 drachms of i hieral picra, % C drachm] of 

hellebore, 1 mithqâl of colocynth fat, 1 mithqâl of 

nigella (or sesame, coriander, pepper*), 1 dâniq of 
crane's gallbladder, 1 dâniq of musk and camphor, and 
1 drachm of dried sweet marjoram. [The vapour! from it 

is breathed into the nose. Among medicines which are 

snuffed up, are celandine, lentil, myrrh,

gallbladders, gums, grains, hot or cold oils, [which 
are taken] according to need, and fleabane elecampane 

water. Among those which cleanse the brain are

1- See p. Sf5 •



gum resin df latex plants, beet water, hellebore and ^

capej— bush. Among snuff-medicines are opium,

euphorbium, asafoetida, castoreum, myrrh, milk, sweet 

marjoram, lycium Juice, saffron, opopanax and liquid 

storax" .

"A sternutatory is useful against facial ^

hemiatrophy, hemiplegia, apoplexy and epiplepsy, and 

cleanses the brain".

From the Reminder of ‘"Abd.SsM "Hellebore, pepper, °

castoreum, wild rue, harmel, aloe and nigella should 

be sifted, and [the vapour! from it is breathed into 

the nose".

1- He is Abdûs b. Zaid (892-902 AD), the physician of the caliph 

al-Mu'̂ tadid (Ibn Atn UsaibPah, Î96S; 3)2-3; al-ZiPiklî, IV, )954-!959; 329). His 
book al-Tadhkirah fi al-Tibh, which Is mentioned by Ibn Abi 

üsaibî‘=ah, . obviously survived only in fragments quoted in al- 

Hàwi and al-Birùnî's al~Saidanah (Sezgin, III, 1970; 264-5),
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"Another useful [sternutatory] against the Y 

heaviness of the phlegmatic head and wind [ is made of3 

colocynth fat, pepper, hellebore, lavender stoeches 

and castoreum. It is also vigorous in the treatment 
of facial hemiatrophy, lassitude, the wind and the 

heaviness of the head [to apply a sternutatory which 

consists of] pepper, long pepper, hel lebore, ginger, 

the leaves of rue, feverfew, stavesacre, aloe, 

castoreum and Persian thyme. It is breathed into the 

nose".

The Perfection and Completion^ : "A useful S )

inhalant medicine which is very wonderful and 

effective for facial hemiatrophy, hemiplegia, 

apoplexy, Insomnia and epilepsy is prepared from 
pepper, castoreum, dried rue, aloe, mustard, nigella 

(etc.®)- in equal parts - and hellebore,

iOv lar . . [This compound] is ground
well. A little of it is breathed into the nose. It is 
effective and wonderful".

1. This is probably the Perfection and Completion of Ibn Masawaih 

(Ibn al-Sadlm, 1929: 411), which survived only in quotations

of al-HSwI (Sezgin, III, 1970: 235).

1. See p #)0 fL 1 .
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The Causes and Symptoms: "Sneezing cleanses the  ̂®

chest, brain and nostrils. Natural sneezing evacuates 
vapours from the brain, and superfluities".

"A useful pill for facial hemiatrophy, hemiplegia, y )

epilepsy, all cold diseases, vertigo and wind in the

head, of which is inserted C into the nose] the

quantity of a peppei— corn together with sweet marjoram 
water and a little violet oil, t is made of] 1 part

each of hellebore and ’ black-seed ', half a part each

of myrrh and aloe, half a part each of the gum of rue, ^\/>
\j>crane's gallbladder, opopanax and castoreum, and /4 

parts of euphorbium, C The concoction] is mixed with
the water of sweet marjoram or 'mouse ears’ and made

into pills and inserted [into the nose] at one time".

fFrom the Instrument of Smell"' , Galen %

said, "Sneezing relieves the heaviness of the head

affected by thick vapours".

1- This DelnstrumentujB Odoratus o f Galen (Ibn Abi Usaibi'ah, 1965; UO; 

and see also Steinschneider, 1891; 455),



He said, "Many of the diseases of the head such as ®

insomnia and faintness are cuffed, by sneezing

and sternutatories".

Al—Yahudî: " When the head is afflicted by heat Y

from snuffing-medicine, insert violet oil and milk 

into his (the patient's) nose, and put on his head 

wine vinegar, the white of egg and ma.rsh-ma.llow". -

"Hot Kabuhil')'' , sweet marjoram, serpolet (or wild- 

thyme, laurel leaves, citron leaves, vlrmen fan
wormwoods and galingale should be cooked and [applied] 

by 'bending down towards it' (i.e. the decoction)".

From the book of Bodily Humours of Jurjis®: He ) \

said, "The humours may be evacuated from the head by 
combing, bandaging and anointing the head with hot 

drugs".

1- Kabub cannot be identified.
2- He is Jurjis, or Jurjius, b BakhtTshu'" (d. 769 AD), a physician 

from Jundîshâpur, who was invited by the caliph al-Mansur to 

Baghdad in 765 and appointed as the head of the caliph's

physicians (Ibn Abi Ufaibt̂ah, 1965; 183). His work Kitab al-Âkhlàt 
survived only in fragments in al-Hiwi (see Sezgin, III, 1970; 209),
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He said, "Sneezing subsides when it is possible \ T

[for] a man to avert it, and he does not sneeze 

[because of] his effort".

Bakhti shu*= ■* ; "The leaf of large basil, if it is It
put into the nose or its juice is dropped and inserted 

[into the nose], stops excessive sneezing. If it is 
rubbed on the neck and t used to] block the nostrils, 
sneezing will cease",

"Myrrh, if 1 dâniq of it is inserted C into the  ̂Y
nose], clears the brain and expels thick vapours from 
it".

"An errhine from the Choice^ of Hunaln is made of 

hel lebore, false sweet fl^g and rose seed in equal 
parts. He applies this".

1- Bakhtishu*̂  is either Bakhtishu*̂  b. Jurjis <766-809 AD), a 
physician of al-Mahdl, al-Hâdî and al-RashId, or his grandson, 

BakhtTshu*̂  b. Jibrâ'îl (d. 669 AD), also a physician of the 

Abbasid caliphs. They were from a Syriac-speaking family (see Ibn 
Abi Vsaibl'ah, 1965; 183-2)4).

2~ This is IkhtiySr al-Adwiyab of ÿunain b. Ishaq (Ibn al-Nadîfê, 1929; 
409-10), which has been lost, exists only in fragments preserved in 

al-Mâwî (see Sezgin, III, 1970; 255),
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"A sternutatory, which is very good when Can t

affliction] is acute and hot, C is composed of] 1 part 

of hellebore and 2 parts of rose seed. Or , take

rose seed and false sweet flag".

"A snuff-medicine which cleanses the head very T

well, Ja pandect is the authority for my emendation of 
colocynth fat^y i® lavender stoeches, hellebore and 
dodder, which are mingled together. A little of it is 

inserted [into the nose]".

Ibn Masawaih said, "If large basil is inserted o
[into the nose], it stops the excess of sneezing",

He said, "The pimpernel gum, if it is gargled with 1
its water which is expressed from it, cleanses the 
head of phlegm. Cabbage juice breaks do%vn plegm, if it 

is gargled with its water together with oxymel" .

Ibn Masawaih: "The bark of the root of capei— bush, A
if it is masticated, effectively brings phlegm out 

from the mouth; so does its fruit".

Galen said, "The bark of the root of capei— bush 
brings out phlegm, [if it is] masticated, or used as a 

gargle after being cooked. Hellebore, if it is
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masticated, causes much [phlegm] to be discharged. The 

root of blue lily brings tears".

"FeverYew brings out phlegm, if it is masticated. IT
Pepper, if it is masticated together with raisin, 

extracts phlegm" .

"Wild sumac, if it is masticated, brings phlegm  ̂I

out" .

Galen said, "It does that because it is hot, moist 

and drawing. Mustard extracts phlegm, if is 
masticated, and, if it is gargled with oxymel, it 

brings out much phlegm".

Ibn Masawaih said, "The root of schoenus, mastic, \ 1

staphisagria - it is seed of elecampane'^ and it is 

'raisin of the mountain' — black and white peppers, 

nettle seed, mustard, Armenian borax, colocynth fat

1- Text: [seed of elecampane]. According to other

authorities, [ Staphisagria] is I I seed of

the head]. See ûn p, 9 ;̂  a n d  o-“L p.- 92. .
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and feverfew, all of these, if they are gargled with \\

honeyed-oxymeJ, benefit the uvula and discharge !•)

viscous moisture from the mouth. So do^nint water, if 

it is used as a mouthwash with absinth

water together with honeyed-oxyxae 1, and the root of 

2 iaorice, if it is chewed together with mastic, 

staphisagria and the ' gum-resin of ÎTabataeans* . So do 

hyssop, large and small cardamoms, rock-salt, sal 
ammoniac, opopanax, balm seed and asafoetida. All of 

these, if'they are masticated or the palate is smeared 

with them, extract such viscous moisture as is in it".

Majhul* : "A gargle [which causes] phlegm to flow 1

down [is composed of] hi era picra, feverfew, mustard, 

staphisagria, pepper, long pepper, ginger, white 
hellebore and the like. The gargle is good for causing 
moisture to descend, and it shakes out what is in the 

brain. It dries the tongue, sight and hearing,

1- Kajhul (.lit, 'not known' ) is perhaps used by al-Eâzï to state 

an opinion whose author has been forgotten by al-Rizî. In al- 

Hâwî, it frequently appears likewise,
 ̂  ̂etc,.

(see âJ'/fâtri, vol,I; 145; vol, II; 26; and passim),
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it Has st*3 in a warm bath ur jusb

.a-ĵ berWGrdS - because the passages? at that time are
large - and,ibis beneficial with regard to the diseases 

of the brain, palate, mouth and throat".

"For the diseases of the brain, such as  ̂^

hemiplegia, facial hemiatrophy, epilepsy, and the

like, there are several categories [of gargles]. The 
first of them is cold water. It contracts the throat 

and palate and strengthens it, and prevents hot

inflammation. The second is hot water which breaks 

down the phlegm from the windpipe, removes hoarseness 
and brings out much phlegm; also oxymel which stops 

and lightens phlegm, and causes it to descend; also, 

vinegar which «<3 j, so does a
good garum which <di6 much phlegm and does not 

excessively heat. After it, hot sweet water is several 

times gargled to remove its roughness. Vinegar is 

diluted with oil to take away its [effect] of ‘setting 

teeth on edge* and its acridity".

1- This is the passages, or blood-vessels, in general, or the 

passages of the spirit, or pneuim, in particular 

(see below p,143 n»2.)
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1. See U (in p.

2. This is either the work of Jurjis (see p. 434 n. %  above),
'ihê'or Hippocrates. Hippocrates' Bodily Humjurs came down to^Arabs 

together with Galen's commentary and was translated by "=ïsà b 

Yahyâ for Ahmad b Müsâ. See p.31.
3. This statement cannot be traced precisely in Hippocrates' Tfepl 

xupwv (see Jones, IV, 1931; 63-95) or KitEb BuqrM fl al~Âkhlât (see Mattock, 

1971),

) \ iFrom the Reminder of "Abdue; "A gargle which is 
salutary against hemiplegia and facial hemiatrophy I is 

with] mustard, thyme, ginger, pepper, long pepper, 

feverfew, Armenian borax, black-vine (etc. >̂, blue 
iris, staphisagria and dried sweet marjoram. They are  ̂* T, 

gargled together with oxymel" .

The Bodily Humours^: He said, "If you want to ?
evacuate [phlegm] moderately from the palate, give the 

patient to, chew mastic kneaded with pepper. If we want 

much [evacuation], we prescribe him feverfew and 

staphisagria and gargling with honey, mustard, 

concentrated must and the like"®.
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Prom the Compendium of the Small Pulse^\ "The 

diseases appearing in the brain either happen in its 

substance itself, or in the veins which are in it, or 
in its ventricles, or in the passages of the pneuma 

[which run] from it to the nerves".

He said, "Among the diseases of it (the brain), 

which happen in its substance itself, are such as 
Inflammation. This inf lamination, if it is due to a 

sharp(?)® humour, it is called hot meningitis,* if it 

is due to a cold humour, it is called cold meningitis", 

and, if it is due to both these elements mixing 
together, it is called superior(?)® meningitis".

1- This is probably the Book of the Simll Pulse of Galen. See p. 
36,rtC'lt.

2-* Sharp': text 5.̂ 1̂  , but possibly [hot] as apposed to

[cold] later in the same sentence.
3- Text: (a superior, or higher, (?) meningitis).

0
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"Acute diseases in the veins of the brain are such 
as melancholia, vertigo and giddiness; while in its 

ventricles are such as the obstructions. This may • 

prevent anything from passing through
(i.e.obstruction ) at all. The disease which arises 

from ii is apoplexy; whereas, if what can pass 
through it is little, epilepsy arises*. If the 

plugging ' happens in the two anterior ventricles*
[and it] îâ due to the phlegmatic humour, [ a

disease] such as phlegmatic lethargy arises;

1, [epilepsy]. Cf, Lane: a certain disease, resembling 
madness, or diabolical possession, (accord. to Avicenna), 

preventing, but not completely, the vital organs from performing 

their actions [or functions]; the cause of which is an 
obstruction that occurs in one or more of the venters of the 

brain and in the ducts of the nerves by which the members are 

moved, [arising] from an abundant thick or viscous humour, 

whereby the vital spirit, or nervous fluid, is prevented from 
pervading them in the natural manner, and consequently the 

members become [spasmodically] contracted.

2. See p. fl5 n, 1 above.
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or, [if the plugging happens in the posterior \ i

ventricle C and it3 . due to a cold and dry

humour, or cold and dry bad temperament without 

humour, ta disease] such as coagulation* [arises]".

"The diseases happening in its passages, through ] 1 

which psychic pneujom^ passes to the nerves, are the 

obstructions. If they e<cê obstructed so that
nothing could be transmitted through the passages to 
the nerves at all, complete paralysis happens".

1. means 'coagulation', 'hardness', or 'tearless'

(Hava), or 'dullness' (Lane). 'Tearless' is Adacrya, the absence of

tears (Barton é ■ We-iu)*
2. Pneuma [ ] , which is frequently dealt with by Galen in

his works, is used in two senses: (1) the inspired air, and (2)

the vital principal, which becomes resolved into three kinds as

follows;

[ i] TTvcupa ûo'tEov (natural or physical pneujsa} which is arabised 

as : [ii] mveupa ̂ otikov (animal or vital pnuema),

arabised as
and [iii] Tuveupa yuxikdv {.psychic pneu ma), arabised as

; which is camded by longitudinal canals in the

nerves; this corresponds to the yu%& (Brock, 1928; in introduction, xxxiv- 

xxxy; Dois, 1984; 20-1; See also Mattock, 1966; S-6 [for . ZIP I; Lane, under

[for ; and ziP'̂
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My comment: "Complete paralysis is, to me, % A

apoplexy" ,

"If some of the obstructions cause a blockage, it 1 A

causes convulsion. The psychic pneuma in this 
affliction passes to the nerves, but it is partly 

hindered".

In the book of AfiJk’, Rufus said, "The repletion 

of the stomach is very harmful for the head. This is \ * 

known from tthe fact that] vomit, sleep and digestion, 

ease drunksivî ss and it is relieved from it (i.e. the 

head)".

1- Thi s  w ork is lost, or s u r v i v e d  in f r a g m e n t s  (Oareaberg, 1879; preface 

xxxiii),
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COHCLTJSIOH

The art of medicine has been pr@*:t ised since 
ancient times.The Mesopotamians, Egyptians, Indians, 

Persians and Greeks were among the early nations who 

carried out investigations into this field of 
knowledge. They knew many of our modes of
administration of drugs, which were drawn from plants, 

animals and minerals.

Their ideas were later inherited by the Arabs. 
Through such avenues as the conquests of centres of 

learning, and trade contact, the ancient medical 

knowledge passed down to the Arabs by oral
transmission. The more significant route, however, was 
by translation efforts, which passed through two 

stages: the period before and during the =Abbasid era.

Before the= *Abbasid period, cities such as

Alexandria and Jundîshâpur became important centres of 

translation. During this time Greek and Indian works 
were translated into the Syriac and Persian languages.

The translation movement culminated during the

first century of the «Abbâsld caliphate, the period of 

the so-called ’the Golden Age' of Arabic learning,
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when Baghdad, where Bait al-Hikmah was instituted, 

became the main centre of translation. It was during 

this period that the most competent translators, such 

as Hunain b. Ishaq, Hubaish b. al-Hasan and others, 
flourished and translated many valuable ancient 

medical works into Syriac and Arabic.

It is clear that the Greek world was the chief 

supplier of medical sources. These reached the Arabs 

through direct translation of original works and 

through such intermediaries as Syriac and Persian. 

Broadly speaking, these two latter acted mainly as 

preservers of medical sciences rather than as original 

suppliers of such sciences. Persian in particular 

served as a channel for both Greek and Indian works.

Those translated works, then, became sources and 

references for compilation and composition by Muslim 

physicians. One of the works which were compiled and 
based on the translated works is al-Râzî's collection 

of notes presented in al-HâwJ. This 'medical 

collection' is dominated by the views of Greek 

physicians, mainly those of Galen, interspersed 
with of Indians, Syrians and Persians.

Thus, the influence of foreign medicine upon 
Islamic medicine can be clearly seen in al-HawI. The
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theory of humours and the theory of purification, for instance, 
are among^^Soctrines which were, in high esteem. Kany new drugs, 

such as Jbiera picra and oxymel, which were used extensively, were 

introduced.

The enquiry o^ the names of drugs shows that most of the

names came originally from ancient Mesopotamia, usually through 
such intermediaries as Aramaic, Hebrew and Persian. Some of them 

VN/ere. originally Greek, Persian and Indian, and a very few 

Egyptian. Several names can be seen as having an Arabic origin.

The names originally from Greek usually end with I . Among

them are (cashew nut), (blue iris), XïL (beans),

etc. This is a consequence of the fact that Greek works mostly 
came down to the Arabs through Syriac, as we have said. While, 
Indian names such as  ̂ (cashew nut), etc. are usually mixed

with Persian elements, as a result of the close relation between

ancient India and Persia, and the role of Pahlavi as the

intermediary between Indian and Arabic.

Another fruit of the transmission process is the variety of 

the forms of the names of drugs. This is due in part to the
various transliteration systems used by translators. The

difference between (concentrated must) and “

which are derived from ^  - is due to the different

transliteration of the Persian , which is rendered into by 
some translators, but into by others. The Greek 6ayia
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Cthapsia) become L « ib  L*«ib » because 0 is
transliterated into ^ b y  some translators, but into 

by the others.

Another factor of the variety may be due to 

corruption in speaking, or dialect. For example, some 

people say marjoram), but others

say cT)* 4/* and 4/*

However, confusions also happen in writing. It is 

often the case that words such as j L ^^sirge basil)
change to ^  » s.nd L (cashew nut) to

L  1 jf ( and b  i •

The variety of the sources of transmission can 
result in the same plant's being frequently called by 

different names in Arabic. For illustration, cashew 

nut is called ^ jyDl ’ which derives from Greek, and
it is also called which derives from Persian-
Indian. By such a way, the Arabic vocabulary of drugs 

WAs enriched.

We have also seen that the meanings of the names 
of some foreign drugs correspond exactly to those of 

the Arabic ones. For example, Dioscorides’ icĉ Xccpos 

apwparikds ('perfumed reed' i.e. false sweet flag) 
exactly corresponds to . This is probably
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because foreign drug names were

literally translated into Arabic words. Frequently, 
the choice of Arabic names for the foreign ones was 
done with fair success, not to mention the successes 

in paraphrasing and arabizing foreign technical terms. 

These were undouMredly done by such competent 
translators as Hunain b. Ishaq and Hubaish b. al- 
Hasan. In short, the effect of the translation 

movement went beyond medicine proper. Arabic 

scientific terminology was .enriched with new word 
forms (neologisms) or with arabised foreign words. The 
net result of this process in the medical and other 

fields was the emergence of Arabic as a language of 

science.

A picture then emerges of an ‘=Abbs.sid Baghdad in 

which scholars under the tutelage of the =Abbasid 

Caliphate, using Arabic as their language of 

scholarship, collected, translated and synthesised the 
scholarly efforts of their predecessors in the Near 

and Middle East, and subsequently developed them.

The Liber Cantinexxs of Khazes is parti culary 

valuable as presenting evidence which enables details 

of this picture to be seen more clearly, in that 
Rhazesj? as we have seen from the selected text 

presented above, epitomises the method of Arabian 

scientific enquiry.
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( *jr^  ̂  * Up IP ̂  \a^j j-*^  ̂  i_gjy bnJ I b S

(AT 4s*Ak>) tl.MdJÎ (_0*JI ŷ -,0 ^Jà ^ U *xJ t (_gĵ yJ I W  I

^UaJÎ ^   ̂ 4>a ÂJL3 ^UaJL  ̂ 1-^ ^ W l  _5

O-̂  jJI U  ̂ S3 jtj  ̂ «5l-ysâi3 y o* y 
\ * • jt U  ̂ ^ y ^

n  j b  ajSi o* asJbJt

^  jJ I I j l  JU (J %)yj>J Î  ̂ jfcĴ Las*J L I <L L^

tw<LZ>w  ̂  ̂! ŵrfi ) L*a.̂ v L̂ Î ŵw L# (JLI 1 L.'&.A,»■;<?  ̂I

Lf̂ ̂ y jiT.  ̂O* f ^ cŝ ̂  ̂̂ i»iî  o ̂
S 0 .) ^  ̂tîD j  ̂JL1̂  Cî  15 ̂  li fy^ ̂ t_r̂ ̂ y ^ ̂ ̂ o^ JL-wg I#

^  ^  4jJ XAum*,M# 15  ̂ C AAJ A.,A# L/ LwAA 15

àiu».̂ iJ 1 ̂ yi y Otf»"I C/* / L_̂ l ^ I» ( T % i_iJf )
Ujjjs UuJkU U-̂ aÂ* Xj>- 1̂ ^J5 j m  Ja 15 jj jS  jJ I ^  t*-̂ J

• wJs>yJî j  jjXi 1  ̂L-w y I j   ̂ b bj* Ijj»’ 15̂

I  ̂ UI 2i Tb ĴiLaü I I - ^ y ^  12ür**̂  J^ 1yJ I

1. The *ext of the passage translated' in pp*97 -144, 
taken from vcltone I of al-Hawl, the Hyderabad edition, 
1955-70.
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L̂ y< O * t j^  ,  I J ^ U

î-̂ -rViu' tS ĵC *JL) )  ̂ ^ ( âŝ w.,3K»̂  Iŵw ^ <tAi«Â«5*̂ ̂  Ĵ.2̂fc*J ( I

Lp^j>moi.>«^ 1 O i^  o^  ̂ L y ^ L>t/k) es*

L#v ^   ̂ ô ^ j^  ( J P   ̂ (*  ̂y ®Ŝ b ^J^ U  ̂ ^  ̂ eÂ;-=H?*

* I XA ^  l* dl Lwte CLtÀ IS t# _̂ÿJ I ĵff 1̂ ̂  ! ̂wA*:>w ĵawwJ I Jĵa«3-5 ( 1? IawaJJ

«A.ŷĤ |w A#..w.' b b-̂ A"* *kÂ#.-1̂  (_j5 b 6/ I <.51 *) Ls*wâ>.mC‘ tb  ̂ >w ^  15

tJ ^ I ^ I  \ ^  ijf ijt  O  ̂ ^  ̂ f ^ ,“f  ^   ̂V"*^ ^   ̂ ^  ̂ ^  ^

Sb̂ JMJi Ĵ̂ TI T̂l5Ji iseuUc -biiâ̂  bj I IxJjkA î eP *
I»̂ .je6 lyi>» JJ oX) b j b 1 *n.i*.vw e*«JK-,<p I <àA Î jjJ * La * a.p»>a ^  I b 1̂

'Sjyi

^ l> J I J b  J jOa.1 J U  s â J ^ I * U pT/1 o -  â J b J t ^ l^

^Laej'JI ĴiaufclL. W  I I *jJ-«' ijM  y  ̂ O *   ̂JoTlXib ^ b  xJ ! ĵr* ̂  b>J I

A Sj j > J I ̂  ! ujA Lfe 5 w. e) ! y^ 25p>J I jj I L k  j ̂  XaamiuJ (

l^^blâ-b  ̂ upb CrfbAAJb (_fb L Lfb ^

] 0 É <JL. b.AAA.j lê 'lŜ .̂ ü ! j ̂  At> upb ŷ   ̂ e.b-*d !

JJ d ^  J^b»J I b» Tbjk b  ̂ *r=*- e^b i

JiJLLa->* j ->%̂ |p#J d b e_c b-,{p  ̂I d JLfe êL«A 15 I 5 wJ I  ̂ d5p.ÂsJ ! 

vX5Àa-s»- y>~ 5 Jb  ̂  CrfÂ 15 I 5 1  ̂* (jr" jT! I JJ 1  ̂ (—i. wî I

* <1_.«ÿ.l.j b 1 y 5ĵ  IjJb b» Tl_â-1

T * ^15 ^1 dJ I y I J ĉjJ ! ^  b f 1 «s ^  ^ bj I ^ ei b
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* ̂ 2/* bJL) y * ^  ( J ü (  5 j I>JI I ^  EJliUii

eJtbaJb ̂  dJiâï̂ 1 ^ 6 X>wlw l&Â I JJ IjJÛ  b5
• ob»-J I M* j ^ ̂

> *C.<)ubJ b b**i#JsJ ! (2.; XJ 1 tjÜ̂ AA *)f A* l y j^  e/« bJ I I b

liü J> yj5l dj*Jp J X* JâjLSw ^  I jbf I yyt ^Jb f êL ! J bxJ I

CJ JU _J^J^ O  ̂ bp 1 yy* I U5j 6 ^  L ^  f yy&> jJJ ( T  * L_%j f )

c^ ŷ I *A*jû j_gjjj J yt dU b5 ÂaÔ byJ 1 (_ÿb 1

* iJjeiJ I bil Jl ^  \ Ĉ jV̂  ĵJp

\ • vIIjjuj"̂  La jl>.-mU 11 ̂  ((ji'iùii11 «xLaa ̂ yb»yJ 1 <Jb ^"bJ 1 é/*
y y «L̂ byJ I T! ! I ŷ̂ d5ï TfrfiJ I 6..JÀy y L*«Â ̂  I b&iâŝ  <ü I

5y )y.»j I 1 JcJaJjÜ I 1  ̂aJ I ̂  J U  ( i-Alby f ,_>>À1Î I
J ^  a#LW ̂ T!l ^aJI ̂  /5I 5^1 J«jL

dU àJ ̂  j_Jp |*aJl 2iS ̂  J U  <-»  ̂ ur̂  * yb5( I 3
) 0 15 b> L#6uI  ̂jJ 1 CaIjj j 1 LaJ *b aT! I l̂̂ Â pUI oy 1-,̂

bxba* I ̂  dJ I â e^ TL>- (jj-b jjJb L#* I .Ag&bJ b ̂  a ̂  â 

I 1 yji J-^ I I «Xfc ^ U ̂  l_4C 4ÎeJaJ ̂  JÜ i y Ls*- ̂ 15 u L̂ ..ü5
• lAM̂ ŷAhvI i_i W i J y j jI é* a âJ i (J;ÎAj»JI ̂  J U  yiâÂU x$a»bye bjb lA ^  15

NâJjl y^aku 'U,yiCy..l bdl J U  s c J W I ^ L ^

• ̂  I —  ] ^  ( T ) Jkjhw db*J ̂  I â5 ( \ ) * 

Apparatns of tîB editor of tîie Hyderabad edition.
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( I». j jlI I 5a Q JLjJ I Ca bjjl?yJ I dyî5 (j)T! y  x j  1  ̂aJ I yüb

y55jj Jf ab _j Jaa»5 tfiûby iZjjtS y  y 1 5yAi5 ly ly* dU à J a) »>w. _j

leetfjs!̂  I a IjJ 1 ̂ lyŷ.p.-'eiiye â rAy* y “j  1 1 1y. 1 &ê/ WwcAiŷy Jf

(y*lÈ*J I  ̂a«* 1 I • jjpJ * yb^J ! OuP J L&J 15 ĴyA dj 1 ê A «J ̂  Ls aJ 1

0 eU 15̂J>- ŷA l&y I ŷwyuJ 1 4L&b V ..rtlfl̂  <5 a.>vy 1* JJ ̂ y-w 1  ̂*w' âw» I

1 1 t* I* Lab <Û e*j>bJ 1 J L>J 1 1«Ÿ—̂yyw y 1 ajUl L— L̂  X*

L a*P̂ _y*duJ 1 JL^aI ,2̂51 I â  1 &a â  ly ^A *Sa dLmAy aJ L» 1y,,A#

ur̂  I ^ bjiw byb a.>J 1 dU à 1-^ j y ^  b*J Î ,jha—b  1 dÿ̂   ̂ aj»w

•-byil 131 *!U ^L*.jj j^l

1 •  ayâ#af I y  L a b  1 ^ l y * J I  e J U  S y ^ s ly P T lt  JJ J J * j l  y» y -d p  a  Lm J 1

y  U y-̂ -aww dU 3 ^  wi- agk^ya*^  ̂ 0 ^ 0 ^  baajpa*-̂  dy- Xâ w b̂ XJ I 

4Ü U 3 ayâ* ̂ U aJ I 3 a^^ L 1̂ f yj b I jj b ̂ yoLi. y-̂ ^̂ b I 

y L>J I Ijb  ̂  y b b-w (dy a>-1 <L̂Js>y 15 li 3 a Tib 1 d. a>v

ay bJ I ^ ly*j I b I Iff (—y b.Ja«ii IjJ y  l,ŵ J b bJbx Iy— ' e«y a.>w t—bbyJ I

] 0 bô*"̂  Ld ŷxew ^ 1  ̂ u5̂ â JJ ab 1  ̂ <L«p w». aA  ̂&/ b yaw Lb 1

•yj-̂ blï

jb l  J -L b l JU ( r  * v b i) l^ 3 ^ l o* i - a b j l  c>* 5^L>JI 

I â  aa d$_Aw b ̂ *̂aww c  ̂ j  JJ-*-) ̂  ®  ̂ j@ y5b I 1-̂ —*

* y5jj I dL%̂  ̂1yb Lwuw dU 3 yw-»<:e  ̂ <W y5*j I ^  1 Labw  ̂1

\  • âJdLab 1 1 ybI JJ y ^ ^ p j tTlI JU ( 3 ayib 1 3ĵ  aT! I ,jy* <Um«L>J 1
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y5*b b b b>- ̂ Tiu y* 1yJ 1 *X*w ̂  b aJJ !»,<? ̂  1yjlpyj I ̂

y ly j l  ^  Tlk)̂  ly JU. L a y )  O ' b ^ ly ^ d y ^ l  bJ5dJ35^

* S!̂  IwluJb^b aJf y»ô̂  3 a«#eb I SybôJI *b-dTllji f^ b  jUJ j_$ay <cb 

y6»iy* y I <f jb m j I a  Tbpk y ^   ̂ u* j  u f ^  a^-^aj i

® a W !  o* Jfbmjl erL*w o* 0« Ibj^^baJI ^  Sj^UI
^  ÜÜI o*  ̂ tfiJ I djfŷ  <c U b^ y ^  Tè «Ldp dll*  ̂ 3̂  a

l_gl bowl

d-w^xb I y^ I t-̂  La â o * *“r!5y~̂  0,5^ JÛ* J  U f e /̂.f“bJ I

y ab  ̂o j  ^  O ̂  >bâ>JJ j  4/̂ L>yJ I yf̂  y ^  #yi5t o  ̂  y (

eJ^ ^  fy£ (J  ̂  ̂ ijrb *T'j~'̂  y y ^  '■V* ^  ly a 3y_di& jj

yrf*~b 1 (_g$ o * y y *J   ̂ O *-^  y*-̂ Sr* ^  J  b̂ w  ̂ o J  b l*

b>  ̂ y rf*^   ̂ eJ b<U I y& â  eb^ djp b ^  ^

O* * e j *  ̂ ^b& aJ <C Ii laJaS ^  J5 al* J5^ (d

I a.A JI <U b -bsjsbJ ̂  JLw  ̂ O****' Tb JamAJ b g 5fy* J5^  

] 0 ^  ^  ly a 3y.A«P Jbia tf b-fey a Ojj-w»*:! yj^ J a^ ^  ♦ ô -̂ ~-=*b I

yy/"**̂  yyj~**̂  ubr^'̂ y â »̂..*. I ^ b , 1,A I f bAy a yĵ M̂Sf a>%-««̂  »̂A ly a <}y_dP

.‘>J I J l*   ̂b *P f |kA ly a 0y_«*p y a TLJ I  ̂ brAy a

ewÎ-A a ŷ* b ( OjyA I *,yiA« 11 *»— jf ly  ̂ jJ I JSywJ I ( ely_M

<Jjj L b  I yP Iy_b b  ̂ a TlJ b y  b.*»jJ I If y-^—wJ I  ̂ dL4<»L>. O * âJ I

• t j S  ( T)  _  I ^  ( I )
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f  LmJ I ^  «ai-y î JJJ* jS  âJ 1 vwLa 3 jjjiP I  ̂I «aJ ! 1 «3a y  U AjeJJJ** Lo
y  15̂  f <j a bJ 1 dlb Ç I* (9 a b g!w ^ b <aJ I a b&«* i— y ^  (5 b  ̂

obokJ J ^ l y *  ^b aJI Jjp d  aad «aü i e#̂  * a*âJL LJLl*i 2 ab TL 

yijj I  ̂ i  y ^ r ^  b gb I  ̂ ^baJi y ) l  *by~jJ I Jjjip yfidJd dU 3J  ̂ <CC*5 

0 • 5 a yi>J I i-jHjjyjü t o I aid a y I

L̂  a#;d aïb o IA b «aJ I o baiu y ^  ( T \ eÂÎ I ) 2̂  a Lb I JIWI <b Tb JJ

* * byb ! ^Ldb I j_g* J ib  15 lŷywMd ^..̂ b I y j^ ^  y J^^

2j. «by 1 jjj* ejaisebJ I aZJ I y  UdddJ I ^Uâb ! ^  y  ^b «aJ I JiUju be y

jĴ I y  ^ b-S'w»»*' y I  ̂ t o  «aA a I «a.ys> I &*$ b# y  y».|—**3 I y  O bJ Ijj <lS.b.bJ I

] • N a b I S y^ t 5Ju3JJlL3pyi y *  <sy>^ y ^3^UJI^ y 5 b b ^ ^ l

*y5b L M5I I 3 I jy J J  1 y J  adJ I y

y *  |bd  JUf <Wub I <L̂  a y L ^wy*J I <U L5 b y^ I

J  U t jmMiu a^ a,f .>«J I <U y  IyJ I jJ>-y* ^ 5tL> y J  «jyiJ I JŜ  I y  LwwwJ 1 

J U jj f O b-«-b  I dyj^ y jjL b  1 a_«*ie y »  a I y  yi51 I 31 J-^b Î J5t y 

) 0 I (_fb yL>- 'bw bAy a ^  J^L Ljyd̂  y I O V-'b I l-b ^1
y^t^ UudJ I y yjji Lya_b 15 o*^b ! djb* û&iiJ Î <U*w LJ I ybaJ I *̂yb <} * I 3p J-»~-̂  I y

* J .W...*».! I b Ol> 1y-A*f y  î y  yw 1-3.)

dw«Ji ̂  b aJ I o*  ̂ C/bb 1  ̂ Of ̂

y *  y  TLwuw y  y-*s5 ^y^ y  ̂L-w d-*d y  15 o^yPyJ I y ^  a»*»* y  ti 3s3j»»J !

'135 ( U
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uiJgJuJ I yjjw L dLJjM! üLjjJb»yJ I o* a**# y  l*( a b  L y  I y  y I

O ̂ • (j6̂  * I (_y4A* ̂ ^ y *  o* â -*JfcJ I y

(  LAjĵ Pw y  y r * y  ajjSMjlsew Î y  jmM u  ù  L a*-^ I y  g  ̂L L/ w ( Lmw L

ydJ>&/ j_yL>- , yiyJ I dii ̂  IjJ S b̂yJU y I bp I ̂  IjS iM tt i I y / t  j  ll5y I XAw |d

03yb  ̂ ijh^  '■“Xrf «5J a 1 J f OjfefjP* ̂  ^ a ib  1̂ L—a bJ Ijj I

i  ^  d L b l y  y l b l  Jji y j!/b  ! y

Ĉyw->~ o *  â  ̂ dU a li yw^J 1 y a^bl yn jS aJl auw I* y ^  I à ! jj

Lkw» ! ap I I y  y  b Iy—Mr w I y€^yM fy*M  y^ a y

•d« LĴ ydJ I CL/ bshuMdJ b y  1yJ I JJbf jù S  I y  yd-iJ I t̂teJLuv ! ^

O. b-H y^l o L jy  I JU f y J L b l l^ y  J5b j» ly

• L_âb Î d* a o  y (—̂1%) ^Oiyij * £jf̂  * * 'blaj ̂ Jt-jfryj O^ O I

* b|Jue y b5y I o I JU Sy^b I <J <L%P bJ I y ySt à) b 3y_idJ I ( d  I ayib I

JU f LjJ ob  a y I y y b5y I o  ̂ er*bs: aJU o^ âJ I isiJiw

f Â, â   ̂Tb>- ! dJ51 o*^ yPyXw TU LJ I y * TU yb- vyb I à 1 y ai5J I 

 ̂ 0 o* J-»'=t*J I  ̂ L̂ ĴD I y  d  ty5J I dU 35 ̂  i-dy5) I * _y« a.b  ! o* dU 35 y

*̂ y3y2b <_5» ( f   ̂ uiil ) dUJ I Ad yl5l

33 a boJ I bjyJ I gd*w JJ y5iU I y ^ y i  TU LJ ( t  <l=*- TUJ ! L5 ^^/^y^ys

* b>- by aJ^ Â y

' j 3 - b  I auâ/ Jd b l^ b 5y i dJ U( y^b I 

r •  ̂aJ I jyjiw Ad y ii5y I  ̂ o*ft 3JJ iS "^j y I J  U f 3^^ b Of ̂

* It is probaTsrly a corruption of b^d^



J5̂  I a î o* I <—UaJw I  ̂ f JciRi>«U y A y  ^  aJ I i,.jty*-*y y a 5̂! I y

$ jL b  I y yJk  JÜ I à  ijr**>j U 1̂  a y ew i ( U

* 0 "A aJ I djj5 a»>  ̂Ijj a ̂ a ̂  y a* 11 Tf I I

y a TU U AM,L Of I  ̂o U - ^  I y yi I y U Of I j> y^U I 

® ^ '^ jy I b«o  ̂ I o>* (Uy Lw j_Jp L_f' Liw y o b-MwJ I La a I <Uw~,p La»»

* jkAy a LaLta," A*, y a*J ̂  y  ̂  ̂I a»«%J I y  Î

• jL b  1 a ^  g l̂:̂  aJ I k̂>J d j  U ( y jjiJ  I 

Jsuub I y
ly-rijjbl iSyî  ̂eS* I ç̂ JaJI ( dJyb

* O*  ̂ $ y-f~U I &  j

 ̂ ^  ü^ <_Ŝ  I o   ̂ei ̂  ̂  y.  ̂ * JabJJ I t b O f ̂

o-A àJ I y Ja ib  I (ĵ  a ly ^  J5 <-̂ y-*̂   ̂  ̂UJ1 J  lid  y aiSJ I o#

*  ̂aJ 1 (_gyAw y b 1 a.vo MW aa>w jj &/1 ŷ  ̂ o b̂ **—-11 OjiSur <, .«.a â I y

* ̂  \  3 O-̂  *bl̂ es* J ai5Jb Ajnjw*.U

* 0 ”A aJ I aa>MMw Jjj-<-!>wyJ I J  I* t J bwA a>w 

 ̂o • JjL*J 1 o* a ^  a;*-UI JU f Ajĵ -wb Of̂
r* A r~j.r»w y ^  b aJ I f_^yk^ *̂ ,.*««*.11 t  b

♦ Aa-wU I JWu>- ^  a<^ g^Lb I ^  Ld̂  Cf**3j

1 aJL cLe». y  ySjJI aUkil A1# yl5) I 31 L^lybl JU (
• ly a5 yU5

I ^  ( r )  I ( T _ T )  135 ( U
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J  a TbJ I JrAaP o* o  ̂   ̂ I o* CjT Lw5 jj* f I Of ̂

' J l* O ̂  Ud Ad a>-l o  I y  JstiLb I gwbpl *̂AJ  a ejÂ ai 

U -a o aJ I A>-«̂  ̂  o^ 15JI o b— -) I ^  <j�3j <Jj* o*
Î Aaaw 1 bĵ JsiJw y  llji*ĴvAAw O I ' l3u.«J I y  py-toJ I  ̂Jp

0 iwjjwlA  ̂  ̂Tid Tl I 3 a^ĵ  a*b ^a I * U a* UI

 ̂^ . jww bJ I 1ŷ J 1  ̂ uU aJ f c «B̂ ew a 1 â  I 1*15 I g-wyl 1

a«f â iyw j bw Cj I l̂ ekf â  bJ I rô wl y  t J%Â J I

efb e i liw o  ̂  u r * 'y t   ̂ 3 -b/Â»  ̂ y  ĝ o efb  ̂ Jf y U  ! I

L^bp b>- I à I Â l̂pyJ ) O^ l«=̂ Jyb 0=»d U y aiL O^ 3  yJ I

\ * y^âJl (jâ y f  ^  3  ̂ ŷw dU O aJ I 0-1* y

.W .b I ( r T bJ ( ) 5 â î  jjJp b-by (/* C>^ O^ 3 O bf'44)") 1̂
3-kwly aJ I ^  obe®^ I o ^  cy CS* ob*-*T?l y  JUdTil 0» .̂ A l̂ Tli- 

*
J  L̂ ryJ I «la*-'>5 e—tf L  ̂,_y-**J 1̂— o I t, çb I -ŵ Ipy >aft*ikw

ewjw 3bby T! y Â,^ 3blo â jy: o* .̂5

) 0 y,.l5) 1 ̂  1 a<b I ̂  ̂ LbsJ I o* y b5u* ̂ I I y  CC 3̂aJ I o Tl (_y«(yJ I

y-riyJ I I y Uwb̂ ls»yJ f Cw ai»%/ 1  ̂ O aJ  I O* jb>W;J b

y Lb I  ̂L#J b J  bdp Tl I 3yi5 JJ AijjaO J Oz: a J  I dLy»d y aJ gJ \~i» (yb*l I  ̂

y*.ljp*J b ybu JJ o  aJ I y a b  ay U I o^ 1̂) j y  Ô * y f  ay LJ b j>I o ^  

e.À.W*.l I y^ a ll I 5j*b I jyi aai !ĵ   ̂y5 âJ I o-̂ :̂: 3 I (_gi- yw y Lb ! ^

* I o* aĵ  (  ̂—  ̂ )

*  I t  i s  p r o h a h ly  a c o r r u p t i o n  f o r  d U l i* .
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4̂  3p Tl ! 0 Xaw * I a iJ  I Ukàsb- jj «ILaZ I 131 o>^ O

 ̂  ̂ ^  y?^ y âJ I jjo^ UwMuiJ I y o ^ J  15 3*^dJ !

U Jlid  gJ-i£»t J ( a d b  yrflybJ I  ̂ # 3a o * eifbJI V f ebySJ I y

4mm»- y 55̂ .>J I Ij-jJ f ^jynLj I ubow J  I X2P L Lw IybJ Î y

0 O U 'U  I a>*w y b  3xJ I y  ̂L^TI 1 I A ju > -U ^ y w -w  y ^53JI y 35yb I

y  b-—U 1 y l^  b* dU 3 y ebs>ŷ  y A». Tl ;_g ayj * bJ I e-y-d L* lj 

eS* eS ay I 5yb 4i#.>U b  ̂ t I ^  «Uo L>- y b^dJ I ŷL yl5w Tf  ̂

O  ̂ O ^  b .b  1  ̂yM|wwJ 1 ĴÊ 3» lyi Tf I y J b b   ̂ J#!b <C Tf dU a 

tyb J  I jyJ I a^Aw Ai U dU 3 jyJp yy*  ̂I -̂*«i %yy aJ I a Lip t y dw bJ I y5iJ I

I '  y b b )  * b j  ^  J b ^ y i ^  J W b l  ^  1 3 1  ^ b J I  S y lw d ^  < y 5  3 l } l

* 3 aL>J ) iywjise*J 1 y y jy iJ  I y

(_yM»l>Ji !

3ĝ  ,» .Ml,) \y b  ,y— IyJ I yiLfiw b«a

  O—̂  ̂ b»»uaJaJ ! y y» Uffl-xJ I b t b aJ I a a—f gdUU y

 ̂ ® AÂd y Lj-d 31d iJ  I -b Mi-Tf Î ^yiw b J I-jUp e b -

(y  lyJ I b  y  y«Ua.*Jl 3yl5 ^Ja.Hw b jj.A ^ b lt o *

o b b jl   ̂ a -« ^ t (Jbw j  y y y^yiJ b

I b y b* y  Lâ ĵ>w y  ew ^y yp I AA*'.r>iw

b aJ I y j  3dy bmj I JJ-*J I

î̂ .ibil I y ^ y  a b«̂  (y»̂ J I UŜ  A-y ba>...̂ w 3a.%w-f 1 la b  ̂ y-J b y/> I

* It is/^probably comiptîo'»^ ûj~ .
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• i o* ̂  U ai I çyW y J  b yj. 1 2y (-V3P

3a-*— I î j l  J-,cUI *Uî wlyJI y id  oL—u  I jjit/ «u J lî

a.*w (3 a I â I (  eSyfJ I I J-»a 1 < yw a-5i I < yX*» a UadU I f y»)yJ t Jkd a-

ĝ«5aw5J 1 J-»p I pal* f  l"Ÿf 3a-»w-vi» 1 ^1 y* fyj I t—fy5i I ^  L»aP jkd y A-m-w

® ( r  T eÂi I ) AgjjÿjU ! a T! I J5 j-*ju  L5yJUp  ̂ j  uÂL̂  I à I

• oL>—Tf i

3a *wktw I I â I o  [/d  bJ I ( y*rijiU La- • y» IyJ I Ja,*MW I 1 à t V-w TbJJ I

yij^lJ L  ̂ * I a.^ y La- Ai Tl ^  b ai I Jd * 0:*y>«dJ I o* _/ô&i £>y Lyaj*w

y l—jl ^  Lap < A* a I y  jkd ! âl y*.Us»-aJ by«lyj I yÜUw b»yw Tî I

 ̂* • J— *.J I gç# L^W b y ,W i f âiy«lyJ I

o*^U  ai I J d *yâfti Â 3a.*k2_M, I y  l y-b-J î  ̂b ( o*d>- JU ^

• a3Uj»J 1 AybyJ I o# u>“ lyi I (Jbw A# 3xa>—  y  I € Ay-w, b y ^  1 J U

b ai I y* L%J l a a-wJ I t dbd-adUJ I

^ t y ^ l y i  i  A j* .iiiiiiil A -  -^AiAr.uw ^  J * “  *» y  3 a X > t j j  y ^ - > w  ^ A / ^ - w  b  O -^  I 

J>» o l  aJLlâJi 3a-*ww Jâî s^UaJf .yiLw l̂-̂ ap f J U ^

* Oy-‘**l*-i I 0 *L/̂ !/"il cs  ̂ -̂ÂiTI I o* yW   ̂ *bJb

yi-ldJI <U gücj o i ^bsJi *li5 Âyt«,<3P

®3y^

A- 3aa— I â ly-r lyJ I yibj; y i b—wJ I  ̂ ,JyJ I b—J ! 5y L<:$̂ f y J ^

I yi (t ) y ^ U ~ -  I yj ( n ) ^ ^ A W ^  135 ( T ) y ^ L ^ _  I yj O  )
I yj ( ® ) a:̂ ll*



Ai Ti^I* ai I JU

3 ^0 *bp-|(kd  ̂ J  a o l J a ^ iJ l

L*J I a a—JI gOA, ŷjOkJ I 2y l̂ ap ( â —̂ U Of I JU f Â Jcua— I à I yvlyi I

•y»Ua-*J I y ^ T Ï 1 I  ̂ Af 3aj*MMT I âfy*lyjl y id  I y j

0 dU 35 ai I yb (3“‘*o— I y I 31 y-, ai5Ü U of I JU

{ dU 3 J-*U* y y->— I 3 i yW-U I  ̂ J ayiJ  Ijj JÂU y  1 a i i j j  J ii j ti I Ja-Û  

b y a.*-f Af 3a-*~*« I o  I 0"b«J I ^b ^♦dU 35 JisO>J I y

yy*Sl I y y y ^  I  ̂ Jg-b * y-d c ii Tl I y * yia* y I I 3 1 J-*suJ t

■fcS b f A- I O I yif-^U I ^O yji I * b^ t y  -t—.** 1̂  j»-d I 3 ! A**SÛ

 ̂ I 3^ü I O"  ̂a y 1 a  ̂ < b-^-f y .**—— 1 I 31 y liJ  I y *  a jj y b -U  I

o>£f/Â) I3 I y a ^ T f f ywy»J I y 2y ^  Tl I y A  a  ̂eiysü 1̂  Jjy>fi I y

yAf .igi.i*i.w 1^1 la i jx /M i a b a<i ̂  y gw *wJ I * b  ̂ 11 gûüjjjii t * b ^

• Ad Aaÿii ! AkU-â-i I I g-p*»-’ ^^b ai I

^  b ai I UMâ w y  j  a**«J I y  y# Iyi I * TLd I y* ĝ Ây ywjjiap î y i •

1 ® f J  Ul# Jks-ca- f <—A*ai y  %u5f o  bA j  a IJL**  ̂ g- Lyi ! yÀÀd ^

e**f  ̂ tb  I a yj3l5 y dLw.eS y i I a y5/5 2y ly# # JUl# s j t ^ y ^

y  a .̂ J I JJ o  bi I f -by*Mcwi I <Uj)î o* _j f uJu T) I y* A*# gdd s y a

( f  r  eÂ) I } 2y L>J f o  Lfe a Tl I  ̂ 1̂ 1̂ o  Iy Iy#J I y y*J Î

^y-U I Ofi ^  b ai I Ĵbw b* y  t dJb Iw LdJ I * b  ̂A:̂  L>J I y a* yjp 5 ay L*i I y  I

*o'*ydJL̂ <‘l yi ( I )
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/* y  O y ^  I Alea_*i— I yi Jd «Xy y^  ! y  0 » ui5j I y  yLuJ I * Ujj

O  I y  0 *daJ I ^yî .>*;̂ y*J I y  yJJ I  ̂y*J I y  Ù  y OyllaJ ( y

* aLÎ LmJ I ^y j - ^ y  i-U I y

b aJ I o ld  ̂  ̂ y-ioJ Ijj a1£mJ I  ̂ ^ImJ I  ̂ AÿlLU I o# ̂  Ijyw ijJsaP

e^yw v«w I a,Av  ̂y-Mkiw a b teU  ̂ J il*  y  (_y« a-5 ( â p <̂ 5 wU o*

• tJu Tf I y i Ad gdd  ̂ ejâw  j^yfi y y ^  j  J v ^  5

y  ai5 S JsJj> t ̂ 3&dh. ̂->wd I jf y*.*. L.« 11 y  IyJ I J*i O* b yd I
1 ̂  Ldyw» TÎ t̂ iÿ̂ jjLUJ |S y-Lw> a b a -^  s y j  â .»̂ la.*# I
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BIOGRAPHICAL INDEX

“ 'Abd All&b b. al~Xuqaffa^ (721-757 or 759 AD). He served D&ud b '=Umr 
b-Hubairah, =ls5 b =Ali, =Abd All&h b ‘"All and the caliph al-KansOr, 
translating many Greek, Indian and Persian works preserved In Pahlavi 
into Arabic. He was the translator of KalJlah wa Damnab and the first 
person to translate logic books for al-Kansûr. (Ibn al-Nadim, 1925; 172 & 337; 
Ibn Abi Usaibîah, 1966; 413; Ibn al-Qiftl, 1903; 220J.

- =Abdus b- Zald (Ô.92-902 AD) was a physician who served the caliph 
al-Ku=tadid (Ibn Abi Usaibi=ah, 1965; 312-3; al-Zirikli, IV, 1954- 
1959: 329)...

- Abu a 1-Hasan al-Harranli see Tbabit b Qurrab.

- Abu Juralj, or HastSs (Anastasius) al-Eahib, was a tenth-century 
Egyptian Christian physician-monk. He wrote al~KunnSsb which was 
frequently quoted by the Arabs. But none of his works are extant 
(Haiarneh, 1973; 121).

Abrun, or Ahrun, was a Christian priest and physician of 
Alexandria. He lived in the reign of the Emperor Heracllus (610-641 
AD). He is the author of al-Kunnâsh which was translated by 
Masarjawaih (Greenhill, 1848; 163).

- '̂ All b Îsa b Daud b al-JarrSh  ̂ Abu al-Hasan (859-945 AD). The 
=Abb&sid vizier, who was dismissed and reappointed numerous times, 
was well-known for his honesty and skill. He was also a patron of 
scholars such as Abu ^Uthm&n al-Dimashql, a translator of medical 
works. (Ibn al-N&dlm, 1929; 415; Ibn al-QiftT, 1903; 193-196 & 408; Dodge, 1970; 955).

- Bakbtlshu’̂ family. This Syriac family, who translated and produced 
many medical books as well as being patron of translators, were 
prominent under the =Abbasids from the time of al-MansOr until the
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eleventh century. Throughoiyb this period, the following members of 
this family played an important role mainly as physicians:

1. Jurjls b. Bakhtlshu^ (d. 769 AD); He came from 
Jundïshàpür. Al-Mansur invited him to Bahgdâd in 765 AD 
and appointed him as head of his physicians.

2. Bakhtishu= b. Jurjls <766 - 809 AD). He was appointed 
as chief physician by al-Hahdî to replace his father. He 
also worked for al-H&di and al-Eashid until his death.

3. Jibrâ'îl b- BakhtishQ'̂  (d. 828 AD), the physician of 
Ja=far b. Yahyâ the Barmakid, was appointed by al-Rashid 
as his special doctor and continued in this capacity for 
al-Amun and al-Ma'mûn,

4. BakhtTshu= b Jlbr&'il (d. 869 AD). He replaced his 
father, serving Abbhsld caliphs until he died.

5. Jibr&'ll b -̂ Ubaid All&h b BakhtTshu= (d. 1005 AD).
This physician served at the =Abbasid court for 30 years.

6. Abu Sa=Id =Ubald All&h b. Jibr&'il b- -̂ Abd All&h b. 
Bakhtishuc (d. 1058 AD); This competent physician and 
author of many medical works was the last famous 
descendant of this family, as recorded by Ibn Abi 
üsaibî^ah (1965; 183 - 214).

- Banu Musâ. This is the name given for tie sons of Küsë b..Shakir: 
Muhammad, Ahmad and al-Hasan. In addition to being educated in the 
sciences, these brothers acted as patrons of learning at Baghdâd 
during the ninth century. They became famous in the field of 
geometry, mechanics, dynamics, music and astronomy. Many medical 
works were translated under their patronage. (Ibn al-NadiS, 1929; 373, 378-9, 
397 & 409; Ibn al-QiftT, 1903; 441-443).
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- Bétrlq (al-), Abu YahyS b. al-Bàtriq (died c. 796-806 AD); a 
translator of ancient books during the time of al-Mansur. He 
translated some medical works of Hippocrates and Galen for this 
caliph. He was also active during al-Ka'mun’s period when he 
translated some astronomicl books. (Ibn al-Nadi*, 1929; 340 & 381; Ibn AbT 
Uswibi'&h, 1865; 282; Ibn &I-Qiftl, 1903; 242; Sarton vol.I, 1927; 537; Dodge, 1970; 972).

- CaraJra, a Kashmiran physician, flourished under the King Kanishka, 
who reigned probably between 120 andiQZ AD (Sarton, vol,I, 1927; 284).

- FflzSrl Cai-J, Abu ïshâq b Ibf&him b. Habib or Muhammad b- IbrShim b- 
Muhammad b- HabTb; astronomer jfal-Mansur' s court ̂ the inventor of the 
astrolabe. According to some accounts, he died in 796 AD, but Ibn 
Hajr says that he died in 803 AD (188 AH). The latter report may be 
true because al-Fazhrl was still active during the time of al- 
Ma'mun (813 - 833 AD), (Ibn al-HadTi, 1928; 371; al-Zirikll, vol.VI, 1954-9; 181; 
Rifl'T, vol.I, 1928; 376).

- ifajjfSjf <al-) h Katar. His full name is al-RajjSj b. Yusuf b. Katar 
al-HSsib. This translator of Greek works, especially in mathemtics, 
was active during the times of al-Rashid and al-lfeMnun <786-833 AD). 
(Ibn al-Nadi*, 1929; 339, 341, 352, 371 & 374; Ibn al-QifiJ, 1903; 42 & 98; Dodge, 1970; 634 & 
991);

- Hajjl Kbalifah, Mustafa b =Abd Allah (1608-1067 AD) - a Turk born 
in Constantinople in which he died - was a famous Muslim 
encyclopedist. Kashf al~Zunun, the celebrated Arabic encyclopedia, is 
the author's most important work (Hâjî KhalTfah, vol.I, 1837; see Introduction; 
Browne, 1921; 3; Ency. Islam, vol.II, 1927; 204-5).
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- Hubaish b. al-Hasan al-Â̂ ŝam al-Dimashql. This translator of Syriac 
books was a pupil, helper and nephew of Hunain b- Is%&q. He was 
patronised by the sons of Kusa b- ShSkir. He translated many medical 
books into Arabic. (Ibn al-Kadii, 1829: 340, 401-405, 408, 409, 414; Ibn AbT Usaibi'ah, 
1965: 276; Ibn al-QiftT, 1903; 30, 95, 116, 128-132, 173 & 177).

- Hunain b- IshSq al-^IbadT, Abu Zayd (809-873 AD). This physician of 
al-HTrah was the most famous translator of scientific works of his 
time at Baghdâd. He translated and composed a large number of medical 
works, (Ibn al-Nadî*, 1929; 409, Ibn AbT Usaibx=ah, 1965; 257-273; Ibn al-QiftT, 1903; 171; Ibn 
KhallikSn, vol.II, 1969; 209).

- Ibn AM Û ibi'̂ aJb, Muwaffiq al-Din Abu al-=Abbâs Ahmad b. al-Qasim 
(1203-1269 AD). He was a physician and historian of the medical 
sciences. As his name indicates, he was born in Damascus but became 
active in Cairo. His ^Vyun al-Anbb' fl Tabaqât al-Âtlbbâ.' is one of 
the most authentic sources of medical history. (Ibn AbT Usaibi'ah, 1965; 5; 
Elgood, 1951; 328).

- Ibn al-̂ Amid, Abu al-Fadl Muhammad b. Abi *=Abd_Allâh al-Katib, was 
appointed vizier of the Persian ruler, Rukn al-Daulah, in 939 AD, and 
died about 960. He was not only a statesman and warrior but also a 
renowned scholar. He was responsible for the compilation and 
publication of al-Hawi (Meyerhof, 1935: 329; see also Encyclopedia of 
Islam II, 360).
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- Ibn Bahn or Appan Phan. This Indian physician was employed by the 
Barmakid family. In the late 8th and early 9th century, he translated 
some Indian books into Arabic. (Ibn al-NadTn, 1929: 342 h 421 ; Oodaê i9t£> *̂ 77) •

- Ibn Juljul, Sulaimân b-al-Hasan al-Andalusi: a native of Andalus, 
was a physician and a writer on medical history. His magnum opus, 
Tabaqdit al~Atibbà' wa al-Huk&mA' was written in 987 AD. This was the 
first book of the Andalus Caliphate on the subject of the history of 
physicians. (Ibn al-Qifti, 1903; 190; Ibn Juljui, 1955 - see Introduction by the editor).

- Ihn al-Fadlm, Abu al-Faraj Muhammad b Is^Aq b« Muhammad b. Ish&q 
(ca.935-990 AD) was one of greatest historians living at Baghdâd. His 
encyclopedic al-Fihrist, completed by the year of 988 AD, was one of 
the most authoritative sources of Muslim history and regarded as 'a 
true record of civilisation', and referred to-by orientalis ' as well 
as other Muslim historians. (Ibn AbT üsaibi'ah, 1965; passi§\ Ibn al-QifÇÎ, 1903; 
passi»\ Dodge, 1970 - see Forsmdinù Introduction] Browne, 1921; 6; Elgood, 1951; 306).

Ibn Sarabiyun, or Saraflyun, is Yahyâ b SarSfiyïïn, a Muslim 
physician and geographer, who flourished in Mesopotamia at the 
beginning of the tenth century (Sarton, vol.I, 1927: 635).

- Ibn ShahdS, an Inhabitant of al-Karkh, a suburb of Baghdad, was a 
translator of Greek works, especially of Hippocrates and Galen, into 
Syriac and Arabic. He seems to have lived at the beginning of the 
ninth century (Meyerhof, 1926: 704).

- Ibn SinB, Abu =Al3 Husain b.=Abd All&h b. Slna (937-1037 AD), a man 
from Bukhara, a province of Iran, was the most famous Muslim 
physician and philosopher, so much so that he was called the 'Prince
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of Physicians* . His most important medical work is al-Çânùn ff al~ 
Tibb, (Campbell, 1926; 77-78).

- Ibn Vahshiyab, Abu Bakr Ahmad b.=AlI al-KaldSni, was a Habatean. who 
lived in ninth and early tenth century and a promoter of Habatean 
learning. He wrote on alcheny, astrology, toxicology and agriculture, 
His remarkable works are al-Filahah and al-Sumim, which were 
completed in the early tenth century. (In al-Nadli, 1929; 504; Haiarnah, 1973; 36; 
Dodge, 1970; 1121).

‘=îsa b. Tahya b. Ibrahim was a pupil of Hunain b Ishaq and a 
translator of Greek works into Syriac and Arabic (In al-Nadim, 1929; 401-3, 
405, 407 & 415; Ibn al-QiftT, 1903; 249).

- Ishaq b. Sulaijmn (d. after 794 AD) was an *=Abbasid governor. During 
al-Rashld/he was appointed as the governor of al-Madlnah <786 AD), of 
al-Sind and Mukrân (790 AD) and Egypt (793 AD). (Al-Zirikll, 1954-9, vol. I; 
287).

- Istjtfan b. Basil, called Stephen son of Basil by (western world, was 
a translator of Greek medical works at Baghdâd in the middle of the 
ninth century. (Ibn al-Nadlm, 1929; 404 & 408; Ibn AbT Usaibi'ah, 1965; 281 & 493; Ibn al- 
QiftT, 1903; 35, 74, 130-132 & 171; Dodge, 1970; 1019),

- Jaudar was an ancient Indian physician and philosopher. The exact 
time when he lived is unknown (Ibn Abi UsaibT'ah, 1965; 474).

- Jauharl (al-), al-'=AbbSs b- Sâ Td, was a famous astronomer and 
mathematician who served al-Ma* mun. He wrote, translated, and 
commented on some scientific books. (In al-Nadlt, 1929; 379; Ibn AbT Usaibi'ah, 
1965; 474; Ibn al-QiftT, 1903; 64 and 219).

- Jibrh'Il II- see Bakhtishu'̂  family,

- Job of Bdessa, or Ayyub al-RuhlwT al-Abrash, who lived probably in 
the first half of the ninth century, was an early forerunner of the
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great translators of Greek works, mostly Galenic, into Syriac 
(Meyerhof, 1926; 703-4).

- Jdrjis b. Bakhtishu'̂  - see BakbtTsbu'= -family,

- Kankah was one of the most famous ancient Indian philosophers; he 
had a deep knowledge of medicine and compiled several books. The 
exact time when he lived is unknown (Ibn AbT‘UsavbT'ah, 1965; 473).

- KbSlid b' Yazid Xu‘=̂ Swiyab b> AbJ SufiySn (d. 704 AD): Umayyad
caliph who succeeded his father in 683 AD. He reigned -for three- 
months and then resigned. Later he acted as a patron of scientific 
studies. He was the first Muslim to commence the translation of 
foreign medical, mechanical, astronomical and chemical books into 
Arabic. He died in Damascus. (Ibn al-Nadl*, 1929; 338 & 497; Al-ZirikH, voI.H, 1954- 
9; 343).

- Kindi (al~), Abu Yusuf Ya=qub b Ishaq (ca. 800-870 AD), an Arab 
scholar who was known as the ‘philosopher of the Arabs'. He was 
competent in a variety of sciences, such as logic, philosophy, 
mathematics, music, astronomy and medlpine. (In al-Nadi*, 1929; 357; Ibn al- 
Qifti, 1903; 366-378; Levey, 1966; 4).

- SSdbavakara, a Hindu physician, flourished at an unknown time in 
the eight or ninth century AD (Sarton, vol.I, 1927; 537).

- Mnkab or Manikya, an Indian physician and translator of medical 
works who travelled from India to =Iraq at al-Rashld's period,was one 
of a group employed by Ishhq b. Sulaimfin b. =A1T al-EEshiml and Ya&yA 
the Barmakid. He translated some Indian medical books into Persian 
and Arabic. (Ibn AbT Usaibi=ah, 1965; 475; Âbd Kayy, vol.I, 1962; 46; Askari, 1957; 9).

- MSsarJawaib, or Masarjis, or al-Yahûdi, was a celebrated Jewish 
physician, who— was— a~na-td-ve— of— Syria— ,— and— W-ved—at—-BasiWi—4-n—the 
Feign— of— t-he— Umayyad— Ca-Ll-ph— MarwAn— I— C683-5.̂ AD-)— (Greenhi4-1}— 1848: 
l-bi—Siy—GF in the first half of the 8th century (Meyerhof, 1937: 22).
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He probably became a Muslim and joined the ’"AbbSslds in =Iraq (Dodge, 
1970; 1041), He translated many Syriac medical works into Arabic. One 
of them is al-KunnAlsIi (the Pandect) of Ahrun, which is several times 
quoted by al-Razî (Ibn Madim, 1929; 413).

- Muhammad b. a2~Malik b al-Zayyat, Abu Ja = afar (d. 847/8).
He was an "̂ Abb&sld vizier, poet and patron of translation; some 
medical books were translated under his patronage. (Ibn al-Nadfi, 1929: 404; 
al-Taban, vol.XI, 1964; 1183; Ibn AbT Usaibi'ah, 1965; 251; Dodge, 1970; 683 & 1050).

- QahtabI (al-), Aljmad b* Muhammad, was an eight-century writer and a 
patron of learning (In al-Narfii, 1929 ; 408 & 479; Dodge, 1970; 1076).

- QSsim (al-) b.'̂ Ubaid AllHh b. SulainSn (d, 904 AD) was the vizier of 
two ‘=AbbSsid caliphs - al-Mu=tadid (892-902 AD) and al-Muktafî (902- 
908 AD). He was also a poet, translator and patron of learning. (Ibn 
al-NadT#, 1929; 415; Dodge, 1970; 1078).

- QustS b’Lûqâ al-Ba^labakl (d. 912 A D). This translator, who lived 
during the reign of the Caliph al-Muqtadir, excelled in many sciences 
such as medicine, philosophy, geometry» mathematics and music. He was 
competent in Greek, Syriac and Arabic and translated, commented on, 
composed and produced a large number of scientific works. He died in 
Armenia while staying with kings there. (Ibn al-Nadli, 1929; 341, 410-411;
Ibn AbT Usaibi'ah, 1965; 329; Al-ZiriklT, vol.VI, 1954-9; 40).

- Paulus, who was. born on the island of Aegina, flourished in 
Alexander about 640 AD, when Muslims conquered this city (Sarton I, 
1927: 479).

Pythagoras of Samos (532-497/6 BG), an mathematician and 
philosopher who lived between 532 ##f*497 BG (Sarton, vol.I, 1927; 73),

- Rufus of Ephesus, who flourished under Trajan in Rome and Egypt, 
was Greek anatomist and the greatest Greek physician of the Roimn 
Empire after Galen (Sarton, vol.I, 1927: 282),
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- Rusà was an ancient Indian woman physician. The exact time when she 
lived is not known ( In  i l - N a d î i ,  1929; 421; Ibn A b i U s a ib i^ ih , 1965; 4 7 3 -4 ).

- SSlib b. Bahlah was a well-known Indian physician in ‘"Iraq. He was 
introduced to al-RashTd by Ja=far b. YahyS the Barmakid. ( Ib n  AbT

V s a ib ra h ,  1965; 475-477).

- Saljm or SaluMn, He was a sShib (master) of Bait al-Hikmah during 
al-Ma*mun's reign. ( Ib n  al-Nadla, 1929; 339, Ibn  AbT Usaibrah, 1965 ; 260; AtTn, v o l . I ,  

1956: 203 ).

- Sanjahal was an ancient Indian physician and astronomer. The exact 
time when he lived is unknown ( Ib n  AbT Usaibi*=ah, 1965; 473 ).

OP
- Sergi os ̂ Bêsh ^Ainâ (d. 536 AD) was a Christian priest 
who had studied medicine and Greek at Alexandria. He was 
the first to translate Greek medical works into an
oriental language, i.e. Syriac (Meyerhof, 1926; 703).

- ShànSq was a famous ancient Indian physician and philosopher. The 
exact time when he lived_is unknown (Ibn AbT Usaibrah, 1965; 474).

- Susruta, an ancient Indian surgeon, flourished during the sixth^BC
(S a rto n , v o l . I ,  1927; 7 6 ).

- Tabari (al-), Abu al-Hasan b- =Ali b.Sahl b«.Rabban, was a physician 
from Raiy who served al-Mu=tasim (833-42), al-Vathiq (842-47) and al- 
Mutawakkil (847-61 AD). He was born about 810 and died some time
after 850 AD. His principal work is Flrdaus al-Hikmkh, which is
several times quoted by al-R&zl (Ibn al-SadIm, 1929: 412; Ibn Abi
Usaibl=ah, 1965: 414; Meyerhof, 1931: 11; Meyerhof, 1944(b): 1857).

- ThSbit b. Qurrah, Abu al-Hasan al-Harrani (835-900 AD), was a 
scholar and translator of varies sciences such as medicine, 
philosophy, logic, mathematics, geometry and astronomy. The Sabean of 
al-Harrân was brought by Muhammad b- Mush b- Shlkir back to Baghdâd.
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The patron then educated and introduced him to the Caliph al~ 
Mu^tadid. Thabit translated and produced many scientific books. (Ibn 
al-Nadli, 1929; 380; Ibn AbT Usaibi'ah, 1965; 295-304; Ibn al-QiftT, 1903; 115-122).

- Tuqashtal or Nufashal was an ancient Indian physician. The exact 
time when he lived is unknown (In al-Nadli, 1929; 421; Ibn AbT UaaibPah, 1965; 473- 
4).

- Yrlnda, a Hindu physician* flourished during the eight or ninth 
century AD. It is supposed that Vrinda and MSdhavakara are but two 
names of the same person. (Sarton, I, 1927; 537).

- Yahyâ b. al-BatrTq, Abu ZakariyyS, was also known as Yuhannâ, He 
worked with al-Hasan b.Sahl (d. 830 AD), a writer and sShib (master) 
of Balt al-Hikmah, translating Greek scientific texts

(Ibn al-NadTi, 1929; 182; Dodge, 1970; 972; al-ZiriklT, 1954-
9, v o l . I l l ;  2 1 1 ).

- Ya'̂ qubl (al-), Ahmad b-Abi Ya‘=qub Ishaq b. Ja=far b.Wahb b. Vadih al- 
Katib (d. 897), was a great Muslim historian and geographer. He was 
an ïmâmT 8hi = ite. He died in Egypt. (Enc, IsUi, IV; 1924).

- Yuhannâ b. MSsawaih, Abu ZakariyyS (777-857 AD): a Syrian who was 
also called Mesué Major. This Hestorian physician was an author and 
translator of Greek medical works. Al-RashTd appointed him as the 
head of ̂ translators in his court. He also served al-Ma* mun, al- 
Mu = tasim al-¥Sthiq and al-Mutawakkil. Many medical books were 
translated and produced by him. (Ibn al-Nadi», 1929; 411-412; Al-ZiriklT, vol.IX, 
1954-9; 279; Dodge, 1970; 1041).
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Fleabane elecampane 85,130,
Fluvial mint 130.
Frankincense 90,111,117,118,120.
Galingale 83,111,120,134.
Garlic 4,78,124.
Garum 93,139.
Gold 52.
Gilly flower 116,129.
Ginger 82,111,120,132,138.
Harmel 80,131.
Hazelnut 78,114.
Hellebore 2,81,91,127,129,130,131, 
133,132,135,136,138.
Hiera picra 71,87,130,138,147. 
Honey 2,4,7,71,110,111,127,128,140, 
Hydromel 71,114,122.
Hyssop 83,138.
Ivy 91,127.
Ivory 121,125.
Kidney bean 91,117.

Large basil 76,135,148.
Latex-piant 98.
Laurel 130,134.
Lavender-stoechus 74,115,132,135. 
Lead 53.
Leek 89,117.
Lentil 86,117,130.
'Lettuce 81,124.
Lily 84,116,130.
Liquorice 2,84,138.
Lycium 80,131.
Marigold 76.
Marsh-mellow 82,134.
Mastic 87,93,137,138,140.
Mercury 52,53.
Mint 87,95,130,138.
Motherwort 76.
Mountain mint 130.
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Mouse-ear 69,73.
Musk 67,93,115,121,130.
Must 94,140,147.
Mustard 61,86,97,114,129,132,
137;138,140.
Myrobalan 7,75.
Myrrh 2,92,108,130,131,133,135.
Matron 95,115.
Migella 79,85,130,131,132.
Mutmeg 79,115.

Onion 77,114,117,118,124,127,130. 
Opium 2,75,131.
Opopanax 79,131,133,138,
Orpine 48.
Ox^ymel 66,71,83.136,137,139,138. 
140,147.
Parsley 90.
Pepper 6,87,110,111,129,131,132, 
137,138,140.
Pimpernel 67,73,126,136. 
Pomegranate 13.
Poppy 4,81,124.
Potassium nitrate 2.
Radish 86,118.
Rock-salt 6,93,138.
Rose 96,135-6.
Ruby 53.
Rue 83,131-3.

Saffron 6,82,108,131,118.
Salt 2,4.
Sal ammoniac 96,138.
Schoenus 74,137.
Serpolet 95.
Sesamum 6. - 
Silver 52.
Sodium Carbonate 4.
Sowbread 76.
Smallage 90.
Staphisagria 94,137,138,140. 
Stavesacre 132.
Storax 94,108,131,
Sulfur 4,
Sumac 84,129,137.
Sweet basil 87,128.
Sweet marjoram 67,73,92,115,130,
131,133,134,140,148.

Thapsia 67,78,115.
Thyme 85,134,140.
Tin 52.
True sweet rush 96,110,111 'liirmeri C G .

Violet 78,133,134.
ViId rue 86.
Vild thyme 134, 
Wormwood 85.


